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RESUMO 

 
 
 

Para que se possa simular as equações macroscópicas totalmente compressíveis 

partindo da equação de Boltzmann é necessário muito cuidado no processo de 

discretização do espaço de velocidades. Deste modo, a conexão física existente entre a 

equação de Boltzmann em rede (lattice-Boltzmann equation) e a sua similar no contínuo 

deve ser levada em consideração, e para tal um procedimento é formalmente derivado. 

A discretização do espaço de velocidades é feita através de um processo de quadratura, 

onde a norma dos polinômios de Hermite do espaço de Hilbert contínuo é igualada à 

norma do espaço discreto de velocidades  O método, chamado de quadratura com 

abscissas prescritas, permite que se fixem os pólos de integração, podendo deste modo 

ter-se o processo de propagação exata, característica importante dos métodos que 

resolvem a equação de Boltzmann em rede.  Utilizando a quadratura com abscissas 

prescritas, redes tradicionais do método são derivadas, tais como D1Q3, D2Q7, D2Q9, 

D3Q15, D3Q19 e D3Q27, e também redes de ordens mais altas para uma, duas e três 

dimensões. Ao invés de usar a técnica de ajuste dos coeficientes polinomiais para a 

expansão da distribuição de equilíbrio, a distribuição de Maxwell-Boltzmann é 

aproximada para uma dada ordem. Uma análise de estabilidade linear é então feita e 

mostra a melhor performance do método proposto frente a outros métodos.  

 

Palavras chave: equação de Boltzmann em rede (lattice-Boltzmann equation), 

quadratura 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 

In order to simulate the fully compressible thermohydrodynamical flows using 

the Boltzmann equation, much of the attention has to be paid in the process of the 

discretization of the velocity space. Hence, the physical connection between the lattice-

Boltzmann equation and its continuous counterpart is taken into account and a 

procedure is formally derived. The velocity discretization is performed through a 

quadrature process, where the discrete norm of the tensor Hermite polynomials of the 

given order of approximation is made equal to the continuous norm of the Hermite 

polynomials in the Hilbert space. The method, named prescribed abscissas quadrature, 

allows one to locate the poles of integration leading to exact streaming schemes, an 

important attribute of the lattice-Boltzmann method. Using this prescribed abscissas 

quadrature, conventional lattice-Boltzmann models, such as D1Q3, D2Q7, D2Q9, 

D3Q15, D3Q19 and D3Q27 are obtained, and also lattices of higher orders for one, two 

and three dimensions. Instead of using a posteriori techniques to match coefficients in 

an expanded equilibrium distribution function, the Maxwellian distribution function is 

approximated according to a chosen order. A linear stability analysis is applied and 

shows the better performance of the proposed method when confronted to other 

methods.  

 

 

Keywords: Lattice-Boltzmann method, discrete Boltzmann equation, quadrature 

problem 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 The problem of solving the hydrodynamic macroscopic equations is of great 

importance in industry and academy. The set of partial differential equations which 

governs the flow is complicated to solve, and only a few analytical solutions for simple 

cases are known for the complete set of the Navier-Stokes-Fourier equations.  

 In this context, the computational fluid dynamics is used as an alternative 

method complementing experimental and analytical techniques. With the increasing 

capacity of computer processing, the process of solving the flow governing equations is 

fast enough to be done even in the fast pace of the industry, finding solutions for daily 

problems.  

 An alternative way to computational fluid dynamics is the lattice-Boltzmann 

method (LBM). Historically, the method was derived from the lattice gas automata 

(Frisch et al. 1986), but its obvious relationship to the Boltzmann equation was always 

used as an inspiration. Only in 1997, He & Luo, and also Abe, made a formal 

connection between the continuous and the lattice-Boltzmann equation.  

The first of a series of models to simulate flows were proposed by Hardy et al. 

(1973, 1976). The model is composed by a lattice in which particles can hop from one 

node to another following strict rules. The state of the lattice can be described by 

boolean variables, since in each direction only one particle is allowed. The density, for 

example, will be the sum of the particles in a given node, and the momentum will be the 

weighted sum of the density in each direction.   

The evolution of the model can be divided into two steps: collision and 

propagation. In the collision step, the particles in one particular node can change their 

velocities, inasmuch as the density and momentum of the node are preserved. In the 

following step – the propagation – the particles hop from one node to the other 

following their own velocity vector.  

However, due to the lack of velocities and isotropy – they have used only four 

velocities in two dimensions – the Hardy et al. model was not able to simulate full 

hydrodynamic conditions, as obtained from the macroscopic equations.  

In the beginning of the 1980’s, Stephen Wolfram suggested the use of cellular 

automata to simulate fluids (Wolfram 1983, 1984), but it was only in 1986, when Frisch 

et al., and also Wolfram, almost at the same time, came up with a hexagonal lattice with 
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six directions per node, latter known as FHP lattice, that the model was able to simulate 

real flows. The isotropy of the lattice was the fundamental piece for the sucess of the 

model. Several models were proposed in sequence, for two and three dimensions 

(d’Humières et al., 1986; d’Humières & Lallemand, 1987), mainly differing in the 

collision process, For the three dimensional model, the projection of a 4D lattice was 

used. These models were also used to complex phenomena, such as phase transition 

(Appert, 1994), flow of immiscible fluids (Rothman & Keller, 1988; Chen et al., 1991), 

and also used to calculate intrinsic and relative permeabilities in reservoir rocks (Ferréol 

& Rothman, 1994; Santos et al., 2000).  

For boundary conditions, the bounce back (Ziegler, 1993) and the halfway 

bounce back (Cornubert et al., 1991) were used in order to retrieve null velocity at the 

wall, simply reflecting the distributions after the collision with the wall.  

Despite all the efforts and good agreement with the theory, the cellular automata 

had many problems, namely: lack of galilean invariance, pressure-velocity dependency 

and noise. In order to avoid the noise interference, McNamara & Zanetti (1988) made 

an ensemble average on the collision operator. Although the noise was reduced, the 

pressure dependence on the velocity persisted.  Higuera & Jimenez (1989) linearized the 

collision operator, but many calculations need to be done in order to perform the 

collision process.  

The critical step in developing the method was taken in 1992, when Qian et al. 

and Chen et al. proposed the BGK (Bathnagar, Gross & Krook, 1954) collision 

operator, retrieving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, without the galilean 

invariance and with an isothermal equation of state. Nevertheless, third order velocity 

non-physical terms in the macroscopic equations still continue (Qian & Orszag, 1993) 

affecting the flow when the Mach number increases.  

The lattice-Boltzmann-BGK became very popular in two and three dimensions, 

and it was used in a great range of applications, from single phase flow to complex 

phenomena (Shan & Chen, 1994, 1995; Shan & Doolen, 1995; Chen & Doolen, 1998), 

such as flows of miscible and immiscible fluids (Facin et al., 2003; Santos et al. 2003).  

The connection between the continuous Boltzmann equation and the lattice-

Boltzmann equation came in 1997, with He & Luo and Abe. From that moment on, 

many resources taken from the computational fluid dynamics and other numerical 

methods were applied to the LBE (Succi, 2001).  
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For thermal flows, many attemps have been made in the lattice Boltzmann 

context without sucess due to, mainly, stability issues. Only in the recent years the 

causes of these instabilities were made clear, and the focus of the present work is to 

provide the detailed derivation of lattice-Boltzmann models able to simulate the fully 

compressible thermohydrodynamical flows.  

This work is organized as follows: in Chapter 2, the departure from the 

Boltzmann equation to the lattice-Boltzmann equation is reviewed, considering only the 

spatial and temporal discretization, leading to the macroscopic equations through the 

Chapman-Enskog expansion.  In Chapter 3, some lattice-Boltzmann models for 

athermal and thermal flows are discussed.  In Chapter 4, the connection between the 

Boltzmann and the lattice-Boltzmann equation is obtained formally through the use of 

the prescribed abcissas method for the velocity discretization. Lattices for one, two and 

three dimensions are derived, given a degree of accuracy to the Maxwellian distribution. 

Hexagonal lattices in two dimensions are derived, and a simple rectangular lattice is 

also shown. Some models developed after the prescribed abscissas method are 

discussed. In Chapter 5, aditional discussions and conclusions are presented.  
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2. FROM THE CONTINUOUS TO THE LATTICE-BOLTZMANN 
EQUATION  

 

2.1 Basic Kinetic Theory 

 

The function ( , , )f x c t dxdc  is defined as the expected number of molecules, 

with mass m, of a gas at time t within the volume dx  around x with molecular velocity 

between c  and c dc+ . The macroscopic state of this gas – density ρ, macroscopic 

velocity u  and internal energy e – is given by the moments of the distribution function 

in the velocity space ξ  as, 

( , ) ( , , )n x t f x t dξ ξ= ∫ , (2.1.1)

( , ) ( , , )x t mf x t dρ ξ ξ= ∫ , (2.1.2)

( , ) ( , ) ( , , )x t u x t m f x t dρ ξ ξ ξ= ∫ , (2.1.3)

21( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( , , )
2

x t e x t m u f x t dρ ξ ξ ξ= −∫ . 
(2.1.4)

The internal energy is related to the temperature through the thermal equation of 

state, which for an ideal gas which presents solely kinetic energy of translational motion 

is given by: 

2
Bk TDe
m

= , 
(2.1.5)

where kB the Boltzmann Constant and D is the spatial dimension. 

 Higher order moments of the distribution function, namely, the stress tensor αβτ  

and the heat flux αq , are defined in the following way:  

( , ) ( , , )x t mU U f x t dαβ α βτ ξ ξ= ∫ , (2.1.6)

21( , ) ( , , )
2

q x t mU U f x t dα α ξ ξ= ∫ . (2.1.7)

where U is the peculiar velocity uξ −  and U U= . 
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2.1.1 Boltzmann Equation 
 

The Boltzmann equation is a closed balance for the particle distribution 

( ), ,f x tξ . These molecules, subject to an external force F , within a phase space 

element dxdξ  around ,x ξ , at time t will be after a time dt, within ' 'dx dξ  around 

, Fx dt dt
m

ξ ξ+ + . The effect of the collision between molecules is modelled by the the 

collision term 
col

f dxd dt
t

ξ∂⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠

, which is the rate of change of the distribution due only 

to collisions. After expanding the particle balance in Taylor series, and taking into 

account only first order terms in dt, one obtains:  

x
col

F ff
t m tξξ

⎛ ⎞∂ ∂⎛ ⎞+ ⋅∇ + ⋅∇ =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
, (2.1.8)

where the collision term in the right-hand side is yet to be closed.  

Boltzmann determined the collision term under the following assuptions:  

• only binary collisions are considered; 

• during the collision process, the effect of the external force are not taken into 

account; 

• the motion of the two molecules is uncorrelated (molecular chaos or 

Stosszahlansatz).  

The resulting equation is the Boltzmann equation (Cercignani, 1990) 

( )1 1 1 1' 'x
F f f f ff d d

t m ξξ ξ ξ σ ξ
⎛ ⎞∂

+ ⋅∇ + ⋅∇ = − − Ω⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠
∫ , (2.1.9)

where the prime refers to post-collisional distributions, σ is the collisional cross section 

which relates incoming particles with the particles beamed in the direction of the solid 

angle dΩ.  

 

2.1.2 Conservation laws 
 

 It can be shown that, for a given conserved quantity ( ),xχ ξ , the following 

relation is valid (Cercignani, 1990): 
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( ), 0
col

fx d
t

χ ξ ξ∂⎛ ⎞ =⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠∫ . (2.1.10)

 This equation is the same as  

( ) ( ), , , 0x
Fx f x t d

t m ξχ ξ ξ ξ ξ
⎛ ⎞∂

+ ⋅∇ + ⋅∇ =⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠
∫ . (2.1.11)

 Replacing χ by m, mξ and ( )21
2

m uξ − , one obtains:  

0=∂+∂ αα ρρ ut , (2.1.12)

( )t u u u Fα β α β αβ αρ ρ τ ρ∂ + ∂ + = , (2.1.13)

( )t e eu q u F uα α α αβ α β α αρ ρ τ ρ∂ + ∂ + + ∂ = . (2.1.14)

 These are the mass, momentum and thermal energy balance equations, 

respectively. In these equations, the final form of the stress tensor αβτ  and the heat flux 

qα  is yet to be closed by a formal expansion – the Chapman-Enskog method - in terms 

of observable quantities: the transport coefficients and gradients of the velocity and 

temperature. For the closure of the transport equations and the terms αβτ  and qα , given 

an interparticle potencial, several cases are solved in Chapman and Cowling (1970). 

 

2.1.3 Equilibrium solution of the Boltzmann equation 
 

 In equilibrium, the total effect of the collisions are null. Then, one can write: 

0=⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛
∂
∂

colt
f . 

(2.1.15)

This leads to the so-called detailed balance condition: 

'' 11 ffff = , (2.1.16)

or, equivalently, to: 

'ln'lnlnln 11 ffff +=+ . (2.1.17)

 Thus, the quantity ln f is a collisional invariant, i.e., a property which does not 

vary during the collision step. In this case, ln f must be a linear combination of the 

collisional invariants: mass, momentum and kinetic energy. In this way: 
2ln f A B Eα αξ ξ= + + , (2.1.18)
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where the constants A, αB  and E can be determined by the Eqs. (2.1.1), (2.1.3) and 

(2.1.4), leading to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution: 

( )
2( )

2 2, ,
2

B

D um
k TMB

B

mf x t n e
k T

ξ

ξ
π

⎛ ⎞−
−⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠⎛ ⎞

= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

. (2.1.19)

 

2.2 Time and space discretization 
 

 The Boltzmann equation is, as said before, a closed equation for the particle 

distribution function in the space of 2 1D +  variables, namely, spatial dimension, 

particle velocity and time. The Boltzmann equation can be written for discrete 

velocities, without external forces, as1 

t i i i if fα αξ∂ + ∂ = Ω , (2.2.1)

where 

( ) ( ), , ,i if x t f x tξ= , (2.2.2)

since the variables are independent.  

Now, one can apply an upwind first order Euler finite difference scheme in time 

to obtain: 

( ) ( ) ( ), ,i i
t i

f x t t f x t
f O t

t
+ Δ −

∂ = + Δ
Δ

. (2.2.3)

For the advection term, one uses the upwind scheme resulting in the i direction 

( ) ( ) ( ), ,i i i
i i i i i

i

f x x t t f x t t
f O x

xα αξ ξ ξ
+ Δ + Δ − + Δ

∂ = + Δ
Δ

, (2.2.4)

where ixΔ  is the lattice spatial discretization in the i direction.  

In order to obtain the collision-propagation scheme, the following relation is 

usually adopted: 

i
i

x
t

ξ Δ
=
Δ

. (2.2.5)

Collecting the equations and neglecting second order terms in time, one obtains the 

lattice-Boltzmann equation: 

( ) ( ), ,i i i if x t t t f x t tξ+ Δ + Δ = +Ω Δ . (2.2.6)

                                                 
1 The summation convention is applied only to spatial indexes. 
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2.3 Chapman-Enskog expansion 
 

 For the Chapman-Enkog expansion, one starts from the lattice-Boltzmann 

equation without external forces in the form 

( ) ( ), ,i i i if x t t t f x t tξ+ Δ + Δ = +Ω Δ . (2.3.1)

 Proceding with a Taylor expansion in the left hand side of the Eq. (2.3.1|), one 

obtain: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
2

, , ,

2 ,
2

i i i t i i

t t i t i i i

f x t t t f x t t f x t

t f x t

α α

α α α β α β

ξ ξ

ξ ξ ξ

+ Δ + Δ = + Δ ∂ + ∂ +

Δ
∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂

, (2.3.2)

where third order terms and beyond in tΔ  are not taken into account. Then, the Taylor 

expanded lattice-Boltzmann equation reads: 

( ) ( )2
2t i i t t i t i i i i
tf fα α α α α β α βξ ξ ξ ξΔ

∂ + ∂ + ∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂ = Ω . (2.3.3)

 In order to proceed with the Chapman-Enskog expansion, one have to perform a 

scale analysis. Defining the dimensionless variables,  

* xx
L

= , (2.3.4)

*

c

tt
t

= , (2.3.5)

* i
i

α
α

ξξ
ξ

= , (2.3.6)

*
i i cτΩ = Ω , (2.3.7)

where L, ct , ξ  and cτ  are characteristics macroscopic lenght, macroscopic time, 

average molecular velocity and time between collisions (i.e., the collisional time), 

respectively. The average molecular velocity can be approximated by 

c

ξ
τ

≈ , (2.3.8)

where  is the mean free path of molecules.  

Substituting these variables into Eq. (2.3.3), one will find two dimensionless 

quantities. The first is the Knudsen number, defined by 
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Kn
L

= , (2.3.9)

which gives the level of rarefection in the system. The second is a relation between 

microscopic and macroscopic time scales:  

c

ct
τ , (2.3.10)

which will be assumed to have the same order as the Knudsen number. Also, it is 

assumed that tΔ  has the same order of cτ . 

With these assumptions, one obtains: 

( ) ( )* * * * * * * * * * *2
2

i
i t it i t t i i i

tf Kn f
Knα α α α α β α β

ξ ξ ξ ξ ΩΔ
∂ + ∂ + ∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂ = . (2.3.11)

For the following derivation, it will be used the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK, 

1954) collision operator: 
eq

i i
i

f f
τ
−

Ω = , (2.3.12)

where τ  is the relaxation time.  

In order to complete the expansion, one has to separate the particle distribution 

scales in Knudsen orders. Denoting Knε = , one obtains  
(0) (1) 2 (2)

i i i if f f fε ε= + + +… , (2.3.13)

and for the temporal derivative, 
2

0 1 2t ε ε∂ = ∂ + ∂ + ∂ +… . (2.3.14)

The method consists in collecting terms of the same order in Knudsen, and then solving 

the next order with the known result from the previous order. Returning to the original 

equation, at zero order in the Knudsen number, one obtains  
(0) eq

i if f= , (2.3.15)

which means that at zero order the distribution function is the maxwellian. Hence, the 

first result to be used is the maxwellian itself, which will be used to find (1)f , or the 

moments of (1)f , and so on, if one wants to do so.  

For the first and second order, the following two equations are obtained: 
(1)

(0) (0)
0

i
i i i

ff fα αξ
τ

∂ + ∂ = − , (2.3.16)
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( )
(2)

(0) (1)
1 0 1

2
i

i i i
ftf fα αξ

τ τ
Δ⎛ ⎞∂ + ∂ + ∂ − = −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
. (2.3.17)

 According to the Chapman-Enskog expansion, one has to restore the 

hydrodynamic variables to their equilibrium values, namely, density, momentum and 

energy. For the sake of simplicity, without losing generality, from now on, 1m =  will 

be used. Hence, 
(0)

i
i

fρ =∑ , (2.3.18)

(0)
i i

i
u fα αρ ξ=∑ , (2.3.19)

( )2(0)1
2 i i

i
e f uρ ξ= −∑ , (2.3.20)

and for superior orders in Knudsen, one has  
( ) 0l

i
i

f =∑ , (2.3.21)

( ) 0l
i i

i
f αξ =∑ , (2.3.22)

( )2( )1 0
2

l
i i

i
f uξ − =∑ , (2.3.23)

for 1l ≥ . 

 To obtain the Euler equations, one just have to multiply Eq. (2.3.16) by the 

respective hydrodynamical moment and sum up over the index i. From now on, the 

summation will be substituted by the integration of the maxwellian distribution. This 

leads to 

0 0uα αρ ρ∂ + ∂ = , (2.3.24) 

for mass conservation, and  
(0)

0 0uα β αβρ∂ + ∂ Π = , (2.3.25)

for momentum, where  
(0) P u uαβ αβ α βδ ρΠ = +  (2.3.26)

is the momentum flux tensor, where P is the thermodynamic pressure for ideal gases:  

BP nk T= , (2.3.27)

and αβδ  is the Kronecker’s delta. 
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In order to obtain the internal energy balance equation, one has to multiply the 

Eq. (2.3.16) by 21
2 iξ , sum up over the index and subtract the part due to the average 

kinetic energy, that is obtained multiplying scalarly Eq. (2.3.25) by uα . Then one 

obtains: 

( )0 0e eu P uα α α αρ ρ∂ + ∂ + ∂ = . (2.3.28)

 The next order of approximation of the transport equations is obtained 

multiplying Eq. (2.3.17) by the hydrodynamic moments and look for the moments of 
(1)f  in the preceding equation, eq. (2.3.16).  

 For the density: 

1 0ρ∂ = , (2.3.29)

and for first and second orders in Knudsen 

0t uα αρ ρ∂ + ∂ = , (2.3.30)

for the momentum,  

(1)
1 1 0

2
tuα β αβρ
τ
Δ⎛ ⎞∂ + − ∂ Π =⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
. (2.3.31)

To obtain the first order momentum flux tensor, one use eq. (2.3.16): 

( )(1) (0) (0)
0 Qαβ αβ γ αβγτΠ = − ∂ Π + ∂ , (2.3.32)

where 
(0) (0)

i i i i
i

Q fαβγ α β γξ ξ ξ=∑ . (2.3.33)

After some calculation, it follows that: 

(0) (0)
0

2Q P u u u
Dαβ γ αβγ α β β α αβ γ γδ⎡ ⎤∂ Π + ∂ = ∂ + ∂ − ∂⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

. (2.3.34)

Summing the first and second orders for the momentum equation,  

( ) 2
t u u u P u u u

Dα β α β α β α β β α αβ γ γρ ρ μ δ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞∂ + ∂ = −∂ + ∂ ∂ + ∂ − ∂⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
, (2.3.35)

which is the momentum equation with viscous terms and the viscosity coefficient given 

by 

2
tPμ τ Δ⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 (2.3.36)

and the second viscosity coefficient is  
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2
2
tP

D
λ τ Δ⎛ ⎞= − −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
. (2.3.37)

Note that in one dimension, the viscous term is zero, and the Euler equation is retrieved.  

It is important to note that there is an analytical error 1
2

t
τ
Δ⎛ ⎞−⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 which is 

embodied into the viscous stress tensor becoming part of the viscosity coefficient.  

 For the energy equation, the process is repeated, multiplying eq. (2.3.17) by the 

total energy and subtracting the part due to kinetic energy, obtained from eq. (2.3.31): 

( ) ( )(1) (1)
1 1 0

2
te q uα α αβ α βρ
τ
Δ⎛ ⎞∂ + − ∂ +Π ∂ =⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
,  (2.3.38)

where (1)qα is defined as follows 

( )( )( )(1) (1)1
2 i i i i

i
q f u u uα β β β β α αξ ξ ξ= − − −∑ . (2.3.39)

To obtain (1)qα , from eq. (2.3.17), one will need to retrieve moments until the fourth-

order, namely 
(0) 2

i i i i
i

f β αξ ξ ξ∑ . (2.3.40)

After a lenghty calculation, one obtain 

( ) ( ) ( )2
t e eu q P u u u u uα α α α α α α α γ β β γ β γρ ρ λ μ∂ + ∂ = −∂ − ∂ + ∂ + ∂ + ∂ ∂ , (2.3.41)

with  

2
2 2

BPkD tq T
mα ατ+ Δ⎛ ⎞= − − ∂⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
. (2.3.42)

The thermal conductivity from the model, then, is 

2
2 2

BPkD tk
m

τ+ Δ⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

. (2.3.43)

From the ideal gas equation of state, one can obtain the specific heat at constant 

pressure: 

2
2

B
p

kDc
m

+
= , (2.3.44)

and the thermal diffusivity is obtained straightforward 

2T
p

k P t
c

α τ
ρ ρ

Δ⎛ ⎞= = −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

. (2.3.45)
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The Prandtl number for the lattice Boltzmann BGK collision model is 1, differently 

from the value in the continuous kinetic theory, 2
3

, for the same collision model.  

 These are the full compressible equations for thermohydrodynamical flows. The 

same set of equations have also been obtained, in a similar manner, by Y. Chen et al, in 

1994.  

 The sound speed is obtained from its thermodynamical definition: 
11
22 p B

s
vs

c k TPc
c mρ

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞∂
= = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

, (2.3.46)

 

where vc  is the specific heat at constant volume (
2

B
v

kDc
m

=  for ideal gases).  

For athermal models, to retrieve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, a 

second order model will be sufficient inasmuch the Mach number is kept small, because 

third order errors are still in the equation. For the Navier-Stokes equations without third 

order errors, one have to keep all third order terms in the equilibrium distribution.  

Another comment that has to be made is about the sound speed. In athermal 

incompressible fluids,  

p vc c c= = , (2.3.47)

and the sound speed will be 
1 1
2 2

0B
s

s

k TPc
mρ

⎛ ⎞∂ ⎛ ⎞= =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠
, (2.3.48)

where 0T  is a reference (lattice) temperature.  

 For thermal models, one has to retrieve moments until the incomplete fourth-

order given in Eq. (2.3.40) and the sound speed is  
1
22 B

s
k TDc

D m
+⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
. (2.3.49)

It is also possible to simulate thermal flows with third order models, inasmuch is 

the Mach number is kept low (Siebert, 2007).  

 For other collision models, the same procedure described above must be applied 

in order to know the order of the equilibrium distribution that must be recovered.  
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3. LATTICE BOLTZMANN MODELS FOR ATHERMAL AND 
THERMAL FLOWS 

 

In this chapter, a brief review of some lattice Boltzmann models is given, starting with 

the popular lattice BGK, and then the thermal ones.  

 

3.1 Lattice Boltzmann BGK (1992) 
 

 The lattice Boltzmann with the celebrated BGK collision operator was proposed 

by Qian et al. (1992) and Chen et al. (1992), with the following evolution equation, 

( ) ( ) ( )* * 1, 1 , eq
i i i i if x c t f x t f f

τ
+ + − = − − , (3.1.1)

where the equilibrium distribution function was derived as: 

( )
2 4

* 2 * *2 * *
, , ,, 1

2 2
eq

i i i i i
a af u w a u c u u u c cα α α β α βρ ρ

⎛ ⎞
= + − +⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
, (3.1.2)

3a = , for the D2Q9, D3Q14, D3Q19 and D3Q27 lattices. This model allows to 

simulate an incompressible isothermal fluid flow for low Mach numbers, and became 

very popular because of its simplicity.  Several modifications of these models were 

suggested (e.g., He & Luo, 1997b) and it was also the framework for various models for 

complex flows (Shan & Chen, 1993; Giraud et al, 1997, 1998).  

 

 

3.2 Lallemand & Luo (2000) 
 

 Lallemand & Luo were the first to realize that the decomposition of the 

maxwellian function in its moments is a powerful method, using that to improve 

stability. The method per se was first employed by d’Humières in 1992 for thermal 

models, using a lattice with only nine degrees of freedom, without sucess.  

Lallemand and Luo used the method for athermal flows in this way: 

( )' ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ eq
j j j jf f f f= +Λ −  (3.2.1)
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where ˆ
jf  stands for the moments of the distribution funcion, the prime indicates that is 

a post-collisional moment, and the matrix Λ̂  is a diagonal matrix, where the diagonal 

elements are the relaxation coefficients for the various moments. It is assumed that the 

moments of equilibrium ( )ˆ eq
jf  are the maxwellian moments – until the second order – of 

the vector j. The moments are then reversed to the velocity space through the linear 

mapping: 
1 ˆ

i ij jf M f−= , (3.2.2)

where M is the matrix constituted by the eigenvectors of the collision operator Λ . 

Therefore, the evolution equation can be represented as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )( ), 1 , ,neq
i i i ij jf x c t f x t f x t+ + = + Λ , (3.2.3)

where ( ) ( )neq eq
j j jf f f= − . Nevertheless, for pratical purposes, the collision process is 

executed in the moment space, and the advection is executed in the velocity space 

For the D2Q9 model, the matrix M reads: 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

4 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
0 2 0 2 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 2 0 2 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

M

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥− − − − −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥− − − −
⎢ ⎥− − −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥= − − −
⎢ ⎥

− − −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥− − −
⎢ ⎥

− −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥− −⎣ ⎦

, (3.2.4)

where the vectors which form the matrix are given in terms of the velocity vectors 

obtained by a Gram-Schmidt procedure: 
0(0)

i im c= , (3.2.5) 

0 2(1) 4 3i i im c c= − , (3.2.6) 

4 2 0(2) 9 21 4
2 2i i i im c c c= − + , (3.2.7) 

(3)
i ixm c= , (3.2.8) 

2 0(4) (3 5 )i ix i im c c c= − , (3.2.9) 

(5)
i iym c= , (3.2.10)
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2 0(6) (3 5 )i iy i im c c c= − , (3.2.11)

(7) 2 2
i ix iym c c= − , (3.2.12)

(8)
i ix iym c c= . (3.2.13)

These vectors are chosen to be the eigenvectors of the collision matrix Λ , and 

the eigenvalues of the collision matrix are the inverse of the relaxation time of the 

moment related to the eigenvector. For isotropy reasons, four parameters are allowed to 

be set independently, respecting the stability limits.  

The authors found out optimal relations for the relaxation parameters, in order to 

improve stability. This will also be discussed later in Chapter 5.  

 

3.3 Alexander et al. (1993) 
 

 Alexander et al. (1993) were the first to try to solve the full compressible 

Navier-Stokes-Fourier equations with the use of the lattice-Boltzmann method. They 

have used a BGK collision operator, and a hexagonal lattice with thirteen velocities, and 

a polynomial equilibrium distribution function of the type 

( ) ( ) ( )2 3( ) 2 2eq
i i i i i i i i i i if A B c u C c u D u E c u F c u uα α α α α α α α= + + + + +  (3.3.1)

in order to fullfil the hydrodynamical constraints. The constants of the equilibrium 

distribution are derived in order to maintain moments until 2
i ic cα . 

 The model is weak in a critical point: the lattice behind (the D2Q13H) does not 

have the property of the linear independence of the vectors even for complete third 

order. In two dimensions, ten moments are admitted, but only nine of them are 

independent. So, as a consequence, no fourth-order terms are allowed in the equilibrium 

distribution, and the macroscopic equations have third and fourth order spurious terms. 

This explains the instability that this model is subjected to. Nonetheless, the authors 

obtain computationally the transport coefficients, such as the viscosity, thermal 

conductivity and sound speed, which confirm the theoretical predictions from the 

Chapman-Enskog expansion.   

 

3.4 Chen et al. (1994) 
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Chen et al. (1994) also proposed a lattice-Boltzmann model for thermal flows 

based on matching the coefficients of a general equilibrium distribution function, but 

now they carry the expansion until incomplete fourth-order moments, i.e., 2
i i ic c cα β . As 

the number of adjustable coefficients is larger than the number of constraints, they have 

the freedom to choose the “best” coefficients. At the present time this is known to be 

not totally true, because of the inherent isotropy properties of a given lattice (Philippi et 

al., 2006).  

This model does not show deviation terms in the macroscopic equations, as the 

one of Alexander et al. Nonetheless, there is no equilibrium state which give all positive 

distributions. This is a non-physical behavior, because contradicts the probabilistic 

interpretation of the distribution function, and also has been shown recently (Servan-

Camas & Tsai, 2009) that negative distributions may cause numerical instabilities in the 

simulations. Despite this, the model represents well the benchmark Sod’s shock tube 

problem and theoretical predictions for transport coefficients give accurate results 

compared with simulations.  

3.5 He et al. (1998) 
 

He, Chen and Doolen use two distribution functions in order to simulate 

thermohydrodynamics: the usual one, using the BGK operator for the hydrodynamical 

fields, and derive another evolution equation for the temperature field, using a second 

distribution function for that.  The complete set of equations for thermohydrodynamics 

are recovered, but the calculation is not local, which turns this model into a very 

computationally expensive one.  

 

 

3.6 Lallemand & Luo (2003) 
 

Lallemand & Luo (2003) continue with the d’Humières’ multiple-relaxation 

times approach, this time applied to thermal models. In this way, in order to mimic 

thermohydrodynamical behavior, the energy conservation must also be satisfied. 

Because the authors were not using suitable lattices – only velocity vectors in the main 

and diagonal axis are employed, they have to use another numerical method to solve the 
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temperature field, whilst the lattice-Boltzmann method was used to solve the 

hydrodynamic fields. This makes the temperature and the hydrodynamic fields (velocity 

and pressure) decoupled, and the full thermohydrodynamical equations are not 

recovered.  
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4. PRESCRIBED ABSCISSAS QUADRATURE 
 

4.1 Development of the method 
 

Very few attempts have been made in order to formally connect the Boltzmann 

equation to the lattice-Boltzmann equation, although the main concepts used in lattice-

Boltzmann models are derived from the kinetic theory . He and Luo (1997) formally 

derived some already known lattices (D2Q7, D2Q9, D3Q15, D3Q19 and D3Q27) using 

Gauss-Radau and Gauss-Hermite quadratures. However, this kind of quadrature can 

only generate regular lattices with the use of only the first neighborhood. If one wants to 

have additional orders in the equilibrium distribution function, one has to go further in 

the neighbourhood, and another kind of quadrature has to be used.  

The goal is to represent moments like (Philippi et al. 2006; Shan et al. 2006): 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) , ,
p p

eq
p p eq

r r f x t dϕ ϕ ξ ξ ξ= ∫ , (4.1.1)

where the monomial 
prϕ  is defined as 

1 2p pr α α αϕ ξ ξ ξ= … ,  1 2p pr α α α= … , (4.1.2)

in order to retrieve moments demanded by the Chapman-Enskog expansion. The 

moments of equilibrium are only functions of the density, velocity and temperature.  

The quadrature reads 

( ) ( )( ) ( ), ,
p p

eq
p eq p

r i i r i
i

W f x tϕ ξ ϕ ξ=∑ , (4.1.3)

where iW  are the still undetermined weights .  

 The continuous equilibrium distribution function can be written as  

( ) ( )

( )20 0
/2 1

2 1

0

, ,
2 1

D u
eq

B

mf x t e
k T

ξ

θξ ρ
π θ

−
−

+
⎡ ⎤

= ⎢ ⎥+⎣ ⎦
, (4.1.4)

where 

0
0B

mu u
k T

= , (4.1.5)

0
0B

m
k T

ξ ξ= , (4.1.6)

are the nondimensional macroscopic velocity and molecular velocity, respectively, and 
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0

1T
T

θ = − , (4.1.7)

is the deviaton to the reference temperature. It is also convenient to define  

0
0B

me e
k T

= , (4.1.8)

as the nondimensional internal energy.  

 Such expansion has to be done in this way to take away the unphysical 

dependence of molecular velocity on the temperature. If one does not proceed in this 

way, the lattice speed will be dependent on the temperature, leading to deformed grid 

for simulations (Philippi et al., 2006).  

 Now, one can use the expansion of the equilibrium distribution in terms of 

tensor Hermite polynomials, obtaining: 

( ) ( ) ( )
2

0
/2

,( ) ( )2
0 0

00

1, , , ,
2 ! n n

D
eq eq n n

r r
nB

mf x t e a x t H
k T n

ξ

ξ ξ ξ
π

∞−

=

⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

∑ , (4.1.9)

where ( )
n

n
rH  is the n-th order Hermite polynomial tensor (on nr ).  

A few coments must be provided about the nature of the tensor Hermite 

polynomials. The tensor Hermite polynomials are defined as the following (Grad, 

1949): 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( )

0 0
0

1
n n

n
n n

r rH ξ ω ξ
ω ξ
−

= ∇ , (4.1.10)

where  

( )
( )

2
0

0
22
D

e ξ

ω ξ
π

−

=  (4.1.11)

is the weighting function and  

1 2

( )
n n

n
r α α α∇ = ∂ ∂ ∂…  (4.1.12)

is the generalized nabla operator.  These tensor polynomials obey an orthogonal relation 

in the 2L space− : 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2

( ) ( )
0 0 0 0 ! ! !

n m n m D

n m
p q p qH H d n n nα α αω ξ ξ ξ ξ δ=∫ … , (4.1.13)

where 
n mp qδ  is 1 if np  is a permutation of mq  (and zero otherwise), and the factorials 

refer to the number of times that a given coordinate appears in np  (or mq ).  

 The first four tensor Hermite polynomials are given as follows: 
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( )(0)
0 1H ξ = , (4.1.14)

( )(1)
0 0,Hα αξ ξ= , (4.1.15)

( )(2)
0 0, 0,Hαβ α β αβξ ξ ξ δ= − , (4.1.16)

( ) ( )(3)
0 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,Hαβγ α β γ α βγ β αγ γ αβξ ξ ξ ξ ξ δ ξ δ ξ δ= − + + . (4.1.17)

Now, one can expand the equilibrium distribution function as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
/2

,( ) ( )
0 0

00

1, , ,
2 ! n n

D
eq eq n n

r r
nB

mf x t a x t H
k T n

ξ ω ξ ξ
π

∞

=

⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

∑ , (4.1.18)

and the coefficients ( ),( )
0, ,

n

eq n
ra uρ θ  are given by 

( ) ( ) ( )2,( ) ( )0
0 0, , ,

n n

D

eq n eq nB
r r

k Ta x t f x t H d
m

ξ ξ ξ⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ∫ , (4.1.19)

The first four coefficients of the tensor Hermite polynomial expansions are given below:  

( ),(0) ,eqa x t ρ= , (4.1.20)

( ),(1)
0,,eqa x t uα αρ= , (4.1.21)

( ) ( ),(2)
0, 0,,eqa x t u uαβ α β αβρ θδ= − , (4.1.22)

( ) ( ),(3)
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,,eqa x t u u u u u uαβγ α β γ α βγ β αγ γ αβρ θ δ δ δ⎡ ⎤= − + +⎣ ⎦ . (4.1.23)

 In fact, not only the equilibrium distribution function can be expanded by the 

tensor Hermite polynomial formula, but every square integrable function, without any 

influence in the higher orders terms of this function. The particle distribution itself is the 

best example for this purpose. It can be expanded as a function of the conserved 

moments – the equilibrium moments, i.e., density, velocity and temperature – and the 

non-conserved quantities – the kinetic moments, as the stress tensor, the heat flux and so 

on. Take, for example, eq . (4.1.18), where the coefficients ( )
n

n
ra  are given by conserved 

and non-conserved moments. Now, for the sake of discretization, one can truncate the 

distribution in a given order N: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
/2

( ) ( )
0 0

00

1, , ,
2 ! n n

D N
N n n

r r
nB

mf x t a x t H
k T n

ξ ω ξ ξ
π =

⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

∑  (4.1.24)

where 
,( ) ( )

n n

N n n
r ra a=  (4.1.25)
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when n N≤ . This is a very important conclusion, since one can represent exactly the 

moments til up a given order N.  Indeed, any vector can be represented by  

( ) ( )( ) ( )
0 0

0
n m m

n
m m

r r r
m

b Hϕ ξ ξ
=

= ∑  (4.1.26)

Now, calculating a moment represented by the tensor Hermite polynomial in continous 

space, one has 

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )
2
0

,( ) ( ) ,( ) ( ) ( )2
0 0 0

02

1, ,
2

n n

n
eq N n eq n

r r r rDf x t H d a e H H d
ξ

ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ
π

−

=

= ∑∫ ∫ . (4.1.27)

And for the discrete space,  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ,( ) ( ) ( )
0, 0,

0
, ,

n n

n
eq n eq n

i i r i r i r i r i
i i

W f x t H a w H Hξ ξ ξ ξ
=

=∑ ∑ ∑ , (4.1.28)

where 

2
0,2
2

02

i

D

i i
B

mw W e
k T

ξ

π
−⎛ ⎞

= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (4.1.29)

Since the moments ,( )eq
ra  are independents moments, the above equations must hold for 

every moment. Hence, 

( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

2
0

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2
0 0 0 0, 0,

2

1

2
n n

n n
r r i r i r iD

i
e H H d w H H

ξ

ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ
π

−
=∑∫  (4.1.30)

The tensor Hermite polynomials are orthogonal in continuous space, and then the 

induced norm of the discrete space will also be orthogonal. In this way,  

( )
( ) ( )

2
0 2 2

( ) ( )2
0 0 0,

2

1

2
n n

n n
r i r iD

i
e H d w H

ξ

ξ ξ ξ
π

− ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤=⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∑∫ . (4.1.31)

Philippi et al. (2006) proved that when the induced norm of the discrete tensor Hermite 

polynomial is made equal to the continuous norm of the corresponding tensor Hermite 

polynomial, the orthogonality of the discrete Hermite polynomial is verified for Bravais 

lattices, the inner product in the discrete space defined as:  

( ) ( )0, 0,, i i i i i
i

g h w g hξ ξ=∑ . (4.1.32)

 Shan et al. (2006) also found a set of equations like the Eq. (4.1.31): 

( )( )
0, 1,

n

n
i r i

i
w H ξ =∑  if 1n =  (4.1.33)
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and  

( )( )
0, 0

n

n
i r i

i
w H ξ =∑  otherwise. (4.1.34)

 The sets of equations found by Philippi et al. (2006) and Shan et al. (2006) are 

completely equivalent.  

As observed before, the main goal of the method is to obtain the moments of the 

distribution, and not the distribution itself. Then, the following simplification is 

commonly used: 

( ) ( ), , ,eq eq
i i if x t W f x tξ= . (4.1.35)

 To retrieve the macroscopic equations, one has to scale the macroscopic velocity 

and the molecular velocity in this way: 

0,i iacξ = , (4.1.36)

and 
*

0u au= . (4.1.37)

where a  is the scaling factor. It is also convenient to write 
2 *

0e a e= . (4.1.38)

Now, one can obtain the relation between *e  and θ : 
2 * 1a eθ = − . (4.1.39)

For the molecular velocity, for the sake of discretization, it is convenient to 

associate a spatial and a temporal scale. In this way: 

i i
h c
t

ξ =
Δ

, (4.1.40)

where, commonly in lattice Boltzmann models, h is the spatial scale: 

h x y z= Δ = Δ = Δ . (4.1.41)

Then, the relation between lattice and physical scales is: 

0Bk Th a
t m
=

Δ
. (4.1.42)

 Returning to the velocity discretization, the poles ic  can be chosen freely. In 

order to obtain a lattice-Boltzmann model of order N, one have to determine the set of 

velocities, the respective weight of this set, and the scaling factor of the lattice. As the 

poles can be chosen at will, giving models with exact streaming, leading to collision-

propagation type evolution for the model, one can also let the poles to be determined by 
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the set of equations, obtaining reduced lattices, but without the collision-propagation 

scheme.  Several irregular lattices for different orders are given in Surmas et al. (2009) 

and Pico (2008).  

 Now, one can write the equilibrium distribution for the lattice-Boltzmann 

models. Below, as an example, the full third-order equilibrium distribution is given as: 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

2,3 2 * 4 * 2 *2 2 2

2 2* 4 * 2 *2 2 2

1, 1
2

3 3 2
6

eq
i i i i i

i i i

f x t w a u c a u c a u a c D

a u c a u c a u a c D

θ

θ

⎧ ⎡ ⎤= + ⋅ + ⋅ − + − +⎨ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎩
⎫⎡ ⎤⋅ ⋅ − + − − ⎬⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎭

. (4.1.43)

 

The set of equations given in Eq. (4.1.31) can be simplified in order to find 

suitable lattices for lattice-Boltzmann models. One can see that, for orders higher than 0, 

one will have the norms of the tensor Hermite polynomials to be restored, and in the 

equation will also appear lower order tensor Hermite polynomials, which already have 

their norm preserved (induction), and the odd order tensor will vanish in the summation 

and integration. With this in mind, then one only has to obey not the polynomial norm 

preservation, but only the monomial norm preservation: 

( )
( ) ( )

2
0 2 2

( ) ( )2
0 0 0,

2

1

2
n n

n n
r i r iD

i

e M d w M
ξ

ξ ξ ξ
π

− ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤=⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∑∫ , (4.1.44)

where the monomial ( )
n

n
rM is defined as 

( )(0)
0 1M ξ = , (4.1.45)

and for 1n ≥  

( )( )
0 0,

1
n m

n
n

r
m

M αξ ξ
=

=∏ . (4.1.46)

Strictly speaking, one will have to preserve the norm of tensor Hermite 

polynomials exclusively if one wants, for example, a model with only higher orders in 

the polynomials (higher frequencies). However, this will never happen to 

hydrodynamical models, because in these models the lower moments are precisely the 

most important modes.  

 To make calculations simpler to transport to a programming language for 

simulation, there is an easier way to write down the equilibrium distribution function. 

Once one has found the scaling factor and the weights for a given lattice, one writes: 
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( ) ( ) ( ), ( ) * ( )
0,

0

, ,
n n

N
eq N n n

ï i r r i
n

f x t w A u Mρ θ ξ
=

= ∑ . (4.1.47)

For a given order N, now one just has to find the coefficients ( )( ) *,
n

n
rA u θ , matching the 

moments of this discrete equilibrium distribution with the moments of the continuous 

one.  

 As shown in Chapter 2, to recover the full compressible Navier-Stokes-Fourier 

equations one has to recover until up the incomplete fourth-order moment 
2
0 0, 0,α βξ ξ ξ . (4.1.48)

One can apply the Gram-Schmidt procedure in the continuous space in order to 

orthogonalize these moments, and then recover the norm of these new set of vectors, 

finally finding a lattice with the weigths and the scaling factor to simulate termo-

hydrodynamics. Instead, one can only add this set of equations  

( )
( ) ( )

2
0 2 22 22

0 0, 0, 0 0, 0, , 0, ,
2

1

2
i i i iD

i

e d w
ξ

α β α βξ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ
π

−
=∑∫ , (4.1.49)

which gives two equations in 2D and 3D, choose a suitable lattice and then apply the 

simpler procedure described above.  

 

 

4.2 Relation to fit polynomial equilibria 
 

In order to retrieve the moments until a given order, one can simply choose a 

lattice and apply the following polynomial equilibria to the discrete distribution 

function: 

( ) ( ) ( ), ( ) * ( )
0,

0
, ,

n n

N
eq N n n

ï r r i
n

f x t B u Mρ θ ξ
=

= ∑ , (4.2.1)

One does not have now the weights and the scaling factor. For a given moment of order 

p, one has to retrieve the same moment in discrete and continuous space: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ,eqp eq N p eq N p
i i i

i
f d fϕ ξ ϕ ξ ξ ξ ϕ ξ= =∑∫ , (4.2.2)

and then find the respective coefficients ( )
n

n
rB . One can find a set of orthogonal vectors 

in the lattice by the Gram-Schmidt procedure with the following inner product in the 

discrete space: 
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i i
i

a b a b∗ =∑ . (4.2.3)

Then, now one has a set of “lattice” tensor polynomials, which are not related to the 

tensor Hermite polynomials, because the lattice polynomials depend on the chosen set 

of vectors which will constitute the lattice, but which form an orthogonal set. In this 

way, one can write: 

( ),( ) ,( ) ( )

0

N
eq N eq

i r r if a L ξ
=

=∑ , (4.2.4)

where ( )( )
r iL ξ  are the lattice tensor polynomials of order . Since this polynomials are 

orthogonal in discrete space, one can write the coefficients as: 

( )
( )

,( ) ( )
,( )

2
( )

0
m

eq N
req

r N
m

r i
m

f L d
a

L

ξ ξ

ξ
=

=
⎡ ⎤
⎣ ⎦

∫
∑

. (4.2.5)

 One can equally depart from the continuous equilibrium distribution and write 

( ) ( ) ( )
2

0
/2

,( ) ,( ) ( )2
0 0 0

00

1, , , ,
2 ! n n

D N
eq N eq n n

r r
nB

mf x t e a x t L
k T n

ξ

ξ ξ ξ
π

−

=

⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

∑ , (4.2.6)

but now the tensor polynomials ( )
n

n
rL  are not orthogonal in the continuous space. 

Calculating the moments until the order N, a closed system of equations for the 

coefficients ( )
n

n
ra  will be obtained and the solution will be that given in Eq. (4.46), and 

also  

( )
( ) ( )

2
0 2 2

( ) ( )2
0 0 0,

2

1

2
n n

n n
r i r iD

i

e L d w L
ξ

ξ ξ ξ
π

− ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤=⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∑∫ . (4.2.7)

which is not generally true for 3n ≥ .  

 The conclusion is that this equilibrium distribution, given by Eq. (4.2.4) lost the 

connection with its continuous conterpart, eqf , although leading to correct macroscopic 

equations because correct moments can be retrieved. In Chapter 5, some insights on this 

question are given in terms of linear stability analysis.  

 

4.3 Application to lattices 
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4.3.1 - 1D lattices 
 

For second order, the D1V3 lattice is obtained.  

 

D1V3 

Velocity Symmetries Weight 

0 1 
2
3

 

± 1 2 
1
6

 

a = 3  

 

 For third order, two possible solutions in one dimension with five velocities – 

D1V5 – are obtained: 

 

D1V5a 

Velocity Symmetries Weight 

0 1 ( )4 4 10
45

− 0.0744642≅  

± 1 2 ( )3 8 10 0.418585
80

+ ≅  

± 3 2 ( )1 16 5 10 0.0441825
720

+ ≅  

a = ( )1 5 10 0.783958
3

− ≅  

 

 

D1V5b 

Velocity Symmetries Weight 

0 1 ( )4 4 10 0.636647
45

+ ≅  

± 1 2 ( )3 8 10 0.181415
80

− ≅  
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± 3 2 ( )1 16 5 10 0.000261961
720

− ≅  

a = ( )1 5 10 1.64947
3

+ ≅  

 

For thermal models, the following solution with seven velocities is given: 

 

D1V7 

Velocity Symmetries Weight 

0 1 0.476669886589207442331764996408 

± 1 2 0.233914737826824713372866771883 

± 2 2 0.0269381893448254516809837626818 

± 3 2 0.000812129533746113780266967231658 

a = 1.19697977039307435897238846385 

 

4.3.2 - 2D lattices 
 

 

For the second order, the D2Q9 lattice is the minimal square lattice which preserves the 

norm of the Hermite polynomials. The set of equations obtained from the norm 

preservation, until the second order, is the following:  

0 1 24 4 1w w w+ + = , (4.3.1) 

( )2
1 22 2 1a w w+ = , (4.3.2) 

( )4
1 22 2 3a w w+ = , (4.3.3) 

4
24 1a w = . (4.3.4) 

resulting in the well known outcome: 

0
4
9

w = , 1
1
9

w = , 2
1
36

w = , 3a = . (4.3.5) 

One surprising result, for the D2Q9 lattice, is that it can also recover two third order 

moments ( 2
α βξ ξ , α β≠ ) and also one fourth order moment ( 2 2

x yξ ξ ), completing its 

total nine degrees of freedom: one zero order moment (mass), two first order moments 
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(momentum) and three second order moments (related to the stress tensor) are the other 

six moments. This result will be used later for improving the stability of the method.  

In the search for third order models, the next choice would be the D2Q13 lattice.  

 

 
Fig.4.1. D2Q13 lattice 

 

However, one does not obtain any result for the third order with this lattice, except that 

the scaling factor a is now free for second order models, because now there is another 

speed in the lattice. The following set of equations for the weights is then obtained:  
4 2

0 4

32 20 5
32

a aw
a

− +
= , (4.3.6) 

2

1 4

8 3
48
aw

a
−

= , (4.3.7) 

2 4

1
64

w
a

= , (4.3.8) 

2

3 4

3 4
384

aw
a

−
= . (4.3.9) 

 

The weights are non-negative for values of the scaling factor between the interval 

3 , 3
2

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

, ranging from a rotated and enlongated version of the D2Q9 lattice (for 

3
2

a = ), which can be seen in the Fig. 4.2, and the D2Q9 lattice itself (for 3a = ).  
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Fig.4.2. Rotated D2Q9 lattice 

 

Between these two values, for example, the scaling factor can be set in order to improve 

stability, but this remains as an open question.  

Continuing the quest for third order models, our next choice would be the square 

D2Q17, but also no results were found for this lattice. As now for the third order 

problem there are six equations, a lattice with six unknowns would be the best (or 

minimal) choice, and a square lattice with seventeen velocities fullfil this constraint. 

Two lattices with seventeen velocities were found, the D2V17a and D2V17b. For 

finding the D2V17a lattice, the lattice D2Q21 was used in order to see what parameters 

can be taken out, because now there are more unknowns than equations (seven 

unknowns and six equations).  

 
Fig.4.3. D2Q21 lattice 

 

The free parameter is the scaling factor, set to a value where a given weight will 

be null. For that, the lower bound value of the scaling factor would lead to the D2Q21 

lattice without the zero velocity, or the D2V20 lattice, while the upper bound value for 

the scaling factor would lead to the D2V17a lattice (Philippi et al, 2006).  

Surmas et al. (2007) used this degree of freedom, in the scaling factor, to 

generate a model with reduced compressibility, adjusting the equilibrium distribution to 
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a van der Waals equation of state (without the long range term), obtaining good results 

in several benchmark cases.  

To find the D2V17b lattice (Pico, 2008), one has to recover that the D1V5 lattice 

is the lattice used to third order models in one dimension. Using the product formulae, 

one can find the D2V17b lattice and verify that the D1V5 is precisely the projection in 

one dimension of the D2V17b lattice.  

 

 
Fig. 4.4. D2V17 a and b lattices 

 

In the next, the complete set of parameter for the D2V17 lattices are given.  

 

D2V17a  

Velocity Symmetries Weight 

(0,0) 1 0.402005146909112625941664392459 

(± 1,0) 4 0.116154866497781543874035456626 

(± 1,± 1) 4 0.0330063536229869139497538259147 

(± 2,± 2) 4 0.0000790786021659181312371332405482 

(± 3,0) 4 0.000258414549787467559557486104050 

a = 1.6434306087979541468226541674 

 

 

D2V17b  

Velocity Symmetries Weight 

(0,0) 1 0.406671058564575223071626794184 

(± 1,0) 4 0.114736659610102759919933612666 

(± 1,± 1) 4 0.0333389640667915075650539397089 
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(± 3,0) 4 0.000251262670648709966426036661246 

(± 3, ± 3) 4 5.34901131321678067971241787436×10-6 

a = 1.6494724065761531992756715060 

 

For thermal lattices, one needs lattices which preserve 2c c cα β , and then one 

has to go again to higher lattices. It is very important to notice that one does not need 

full fourth-order lattices for thermal models, because that would require five moments 

more (three equations more), instead of only three moments with 2c c cα β  (two 

equations more) in two dimensions. This has great consequences on the models, because 

square lattices with vectors only in the main axes and in the diagonal ones have the 

interesting property: 
3 3

ix iy iy ixc c c c= . (4.3.10)

This equality can be seen more clearly if one writes the above equation in the 

following way: 
2 2( ) ( )ix ix iy iy ix iyc c c c c c= . (4.3.11)

The ix iyc c  factor selects non-null terms only in positions in the diagonal and, for 

diagonal vectors, in the so-called DQ-lattices, 2 2
ix iyc c= . One cannot write an 

equilibrium distribution function expanded in monomials with linearly dependent 

vectors.  

There is another reason why such a thing cannot be done: the vectors 3
ix iyc c  (also 

3
iy ixc c ) and 2 2

ix iyc c have the same norm in discrete space, but not in the Hilbert space. 

With that, the system of equations will be impossible. So, for complete fourth-order 

models one has to look for lattices with vectors like ( , )a b , a b≠  in order to obtain 

complete fourth-order models.  

For lattices with only moments until 2c c cα β , one has to obey eight equations, 

and then one can go to the so called D2Q29 lattice (Fig. 4.5), with nine unknowns (eight 

weights plus the scaling factor), and than tune the free parameter (the scaling factor) in 

order to obtain smaller lattices.  
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Fig. 4.5. D2Q29 lattice 

 

In this case, it is obtained a solution, and when the scaling factor is properly 

adjusted, two lattices with twenty-five velocities are achieved, namely, D2V25( 1w ) and 

D2V25( 6w ). The weight in parenthesis means that it is made null in the aforementioned 

lattice.  The complete solution for both lattices is found in the Appendix  A.  

For complete fourth-order models, as explained before, now one has to use 

velocity vectors of the type ( , )a b , a b≠ . As one has only one more equation to solve, 

departing from the D2V25 lattices, a solution would be achieved only adding one more 

set of speeds. This is accomplished with the D2V33 lattice (Fig. 4.6), which is a 

D2V25( 6w ) plus the vector (4,2) and its symmetries.  

 

 
Fig. 4.6. D2V33 lattice 
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Velocity Symmetries Weight 

(0,0) 1 0.210231063142213777448022574103 

(± 1,0) 4 0.00344286611503926824136459992303 

(± 1,± 1) 4 0.0866576318991395507650993738682 

(± 2,0) 4 0.0635113537997509900372453243513 

(± 2,± 2) 4 0.0283985427304994421989181092785 

(± 3,0) 4 0.0105408760261183272724332988426 

(± 4,± 0) 8 0.00227850463434393566210689760079 

(± 4,± 2) 8 0.00130622950477752073041337630489 

a = 0.77079903623126709388093065559 

 

Another interesting feature of this lattice is that one of the branches of the rotated (4,2) 

vector does not necessarily has to be used, resulting in two lattices with twenty-nine 

velocities (Fig. 4.7). This slight modification results in a doubled weight – in relation 

with the D2V33 lattice – for the (4,2) vectors that still are in the lattice. It is important to 

notice that these lattices also obey all the norm equations until the fourth-order (fourth-

order included).  

 

 
Fig. 4.7. D2V29 l (left) and r (right) lattices 

 

Another variation for the fourth-order lattice is the D2V37 lattice (Fig. 4.8), which first 

appeared in the paper of Philippi et. al (2006), and now used by some other authors 

(Shan and Chen, 2007; Sbragaglia et. al, 2009; Colosqui, 2010). This lattice is more 
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compact than the D2V33, in the sense that its maximum velocity is three, instead of 

four, lattice sites per time step.  

 

 
Fig. 4.8. D2V37 lattice 

 

The weights and the scaling factor for the D2V37 lattice are: 

 

Velocity Symmetries Weight 

(0,0) 1 0.233150669132352502286506704067 

(± 1,0) 4 0.107306091542219002412464287183 

(± 1,± 1) 4 0.0576678598887948820300692153933 

(± 2,0) 4 0.0142082161584507502646989423441 

(± 2,± 1) 8 0.00535304900051377523273150166219 

(± 2,± 2) 4 0.00101193759267357547541090850664 

(± 3,0) 4 0.000245301027757717345465916643268 

(± 3,± 1) 8 0.000283414252994198217400525294195 

a = 1.19697977039307435897238846385 

 

Four more lattices can be obtained pruning the D2V37 lattice: one only has to subtract 

one of the two branches of (± 2,± 1) and (± 3,± 1), and there are four ways to perform 

this task. All these four lattices recover the polynomial norm of the Hermite functions. 

As an example, in Fig. 4.9 it is shown the D2V29 lr lattice obtained with the subtraction 

of the right branch of the vectors set (± 2,± 1) and the subtraction of the left branch of 

the set (± 3,± 1). 
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Fig. 4.9. D2V29 lr lattice 

 

Results for  fifth and sixth order lattices are shown in the Appendix A. It is 

important to note that, to the author’s knowledge, the fifth order lattice in literature has 

fifty-three velocity vectors - D2V53 (Philippi et al, 2007; Surmas et al. 2009), and the 

sixth order lattice has eighy-one vectors (Philippi et al, 2007). In this work, it is 

presented a fifth order lattice with forty-five velocity vectors (D2V45) and a sixth order 

lattice with seventy-seven velocity vectors (D2V77).  

 

4.3.3 - 3D lattices 
 

 

For second order lattices in three dimensions, one departs from the simplest 

possible arrangement of the nearest velocities. One finds the following result for the 

weights, where 3w  is the weight related to the set (± 1,± 1, ± 1). 

 

Velocity Symmetries Weight 

(0,0,0) 1 3
1 8
3

w−  

(± 1,0,0) 6 3
1 4

18
w+  

(± 1,± 1,0) 12 3
1 2
36

w−  

a = 3  
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If one sets 3 0w = , 3
1
72

w = , and 3
1

216
w =  one obtains the D3Q19, D3Q15 and  

D3Q27 lattices, respectively, extensively used in the literature. In fact, any value 

between the interval 10,
72

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 can be used for 3w , and nothing can be said about which 

lattice is the best, because the error of approximation is the same.  

The resulting lattice for third order 3D lattices, D3V39.  

 

Velocity Symmetries Weight 

(0,0,0) 1 
1

12
 

(± 1,0,0) 6 
1

12
 

(± 1,± 1, ± 1) 8 
1
27

 

(± 2,0,0) 6 
2

135
 

(± 2,± 2,0) 12 
1

432
 

(± 3, 0,0) 6 
1

1620
 

a = 3
2

 

 

 

For incomplete fourth order models, two lattices with fifty-nine velocities were 

found: 

 

a) 

Velocity Symmetries Weight 

(0,0,0) 1 0.0958789162377528327290944502319 

(± 1,0,0) 6 0.0731047082129148391094174556584 

(± 1, ± 1,0) 12 0.00346588971093380044024968482340 
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(± 1,± 1, ± 1) 8 0.0366108082044515378737437706207 

(± 2,0,0) 6 0.0159235232232059553213542734282 

(± 2,± 2,0) 12 0.00252480845105094393908754928573 

(± 3, 0,0) 6 0.000765879439346839706093878513082 

(± 2,± 2, ± 2) 8 0.0000726968662515158634643662368251 

(± 4, 0,0) 6 0 

a = 1.20288512331026171123988750235 

 

b) 

 

Velocity Symmetries Weight 

(0,0,0) 1 0.177196885566026225541728262120 

(± 1,0,0) 6 0 

(± 1, ± 1,0) 12 0.0293335450003594152006867190395 

(± 1,± 1, ± 1) 8 0.0289922754604687593726746482211 

(± 2,0,0) 6 0.0246092275376069181165990234105 

(± 2,± 2,0) 12 0.00574616884647971538819207961446 

(± 3, 0,0) 6 0.00201908632106431355639526257061 

(± 2,± 2, ± 2) 8 0.00109812206770775844747766102141 

(± 4, 0,0) 6 0.000225580815744112465423660701025 

a = 1.03915534605199707189800464034 

 

 Full fourth order lattices are given in the Appendix A. 

 

4.4 Rectangular Lattices 
 

Sometimes, in computational fluid dynamics, one wants to simulate systems with 

geometries such that rectangular lattices are more suitable for simulation than square 

lattices.  In order to do that, one can try lattices in the way pictured in Fig. 4.10, where r 

is defined as the aspect ratio xr
y

Δ
=
Δ

.  
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Fig. 4.10. Rectangular lattice 

 

Bouzidi et al. (2001) also presents a scheme like this using an MRT model. The authors 

use the MRT model in order to avoid anisotropic transport coefficients, so in their 

model they can tune several modes independently, and the macroscopic equations are 

recovered with isotropic transport coefficients – sound speed and viscosity. Using BGK 

approximation, one does not have the freedom to tune the moments independently, and 

the price to pay for that is the increase in the number of lattice speeds. This is due to the 

number of equations that one have to obey, because now xc  will be diferent from 

yc , for aspect ratio 1r ≠ . So, for second order, instead of four equations, one now has 

six equations. This is partially equilibrated by the fact that now new weights are added 

into the set of variables.  

 

Order Number of equations Total number of equations 

0 1 (1) 1 

1 2 ( ,x yc c ) 3 

2 3 ( , ,x x y yc c c c ) 6 

 

Such an analysis can also be carried on for high order models, and also for 3D 

lattices, but  for this example, i.e., for second order models in two dimensions, there are 

analytical results that can illustrate in a good manner the method that is proposed 

without losing generality.  

Trying to solve the equation for the second order with nine velocities – the 

rectangular D2Q9 lattice – one does not find any solution. For this problem, the system 
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has six equations and five unknowns (four weights and the scaling factor). Then, one 

have to go one lattice further, the D2Q13 rectangular lattice – D2Q13R (Fig. 4.11).  

 

 

 
Fig.4.11. D2Q13R  

 

For this lattice, one obtains the following solutions for the weights: 

 

Velocity Weight 

(0, 0) 
2 2 2 4 2 4 4 4

0 4 4

3 4 20 3 20 64
64

r a r r a r a rw
a r

+ − + − +
=  

(± r, 0) 
2 2 2

1 4 4

16 3 3
96a

a r rw
a r
− −

=  

(0, ± 1), 
2 2 2

1 4 2

16 3 3
96b

a r rw
a r
− −

=  

(± r, ± 1) 2 4 2

1
64

w
a r

=  

(± 2r, 0) 
2 2

3 4 4

3 4
384a

a rw
a r

−
=  

(0, ± 2) 
2

3 4

3 4
384b

aw
a

−
=  

 

Clearly, if 1r = , one returns to the equations for the D2Q13 lattice already presented. In 

this model, there are two free parameters: the aspect ratio and the scaling factor. In 

order to obtain positive weights, the scaling factor has to obey: 
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2

1 1 13 1 3
2

a
r r

⎛ ⎞+ < <⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

, (4.4.1) 

and 

3a < . (4.4.2) 

From this two equations follows that:  

1 3
3

r< < . (4.4.3) 

A result of the type 1 b r b< < , 1b > , were expected because of the problem symmetry.  

It is interesting to note that the weight related to the direction (0, ± 2) is independent 

from the aspect ratio r. This might suggest that one can obtain a consistent model with 

less speeds than that it is proposed – for example, a D2Q11 lattice, but many trials were 

made in this direction without success.  

As an example, the following model is obtained with an aspect ratio r = 1.5 and 

scaling factor 4
13 1.096289
9

a = ≅ . This value of a was chosen as the geometric mean 

between the lower and the upper bounds for the positivity of the weights.  

 

Velocity Weight 

(0, 0) 0.427174148043850615046478318041 

(± r, 0) 0.0243111983223240542303741037587 

(0, ± 1), 0.0547001962252291220183417334570 

(± r, ± 1) 0.0769230769230769230769230769231 

(± 2r, 0) 0.00168567830998295173880674672021 

(0, ± 2) 0.0518696992743847183353921031974 

 

 

4.5 Hexagonal Lattices 
 

In the case of hexagonal lattices the number of equations to be solved is equal to 

the number of variables, in a desired order to be achieved (Mayer, 2008). This property 

can be seen in the Fig 4.12.: 
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Fig. 4.12. Hexagonal hierachy 

 

The lattice is formed with six rotations filling all the space and also adding slower 

velocities.  

The equations for the second order moment,  

 

( )2 2 2,i ix ix x x
i

w c c c c=∑ , (4.5.1) 

( )2 2 2,i ix iy x y
i

w c c c c=∑ , (4.5.2) 

where ,a b  stands for the norm of the a and b in the Hilbert space, are equal for 

hexagonal lattices. This statement can be proved writing down the general equation for 

a basic hexagonal lattice 

cos ,sin
3 3ic c i iπ πθ θ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

, (4.5.3) 

0,...,5i = ; and c is the speed of the lattice, leading to a single equation, instead of two, 

for the second order: 

2
4 4 1

3b
a c w = , (4.5.4) 

where a stands for the scaling factor of the lattice. This means that the norm 

preservation for the second order is fulfilled for the various lattices, independing from 

the lattice orientation. This is also related to a theorem proved by Chen & Shan (2008) 

regarding also symmetric non-space-filling lattices.  
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For the various hexagonal lattices they will form the desided one, one only has to sum 

up the right hand side of the former equation for all the basic hexagonal lattices. For 

example, applying the norm preservation for the lattice D2V19H (also known as GBL, 

due to Grosfils, Boon and Lallemand, 1992), the equation for the second order reads as 

follows,  
4

1 3 43 ( 9 16 ) 1a w w w+ + = , (4.5.5) 

where wα  such that 2
icα = , for 0, ...,18i = .  No relations like that were found for 

higher orders.  

The number of equations to be carried on can be resumed in the following table:  

 

Order Number of equations Total number of equations 

0 1 (1) 1 

1 1 ( cα ) 2 

2 2 ( 2 ,c c cα α β ) 4 

3 2 ( 3 2,c c cα α β ) 6 

4 3 ( 4 3 2 2, ,c c c c cα α β α β ) 9 

5 3 ( 5 4 3 2, ,c c c c cα α β α β ) 12 

6 4 ( 6 5 4 2 3 3, , ,c c c c c c cα α β α β α β ) 16 

7 4 ( 7 6 5 2 4 3, , ,c c c c c c cα α β α β α β ) 20 

 

The monomial  between parathensis is the one with the norm to be preserved. 

This procedure does not lead to minimal lattices for a given order.  Despite not yet 

proven, this gives a way to look for lattices for higher orders.  

 The second order lattice is the celebrated FHP lattice, and not the GBL lattice, 

giving an indication that the hierachy procedure will not provide minimal lattices. The 

weights are 0
1
2

w =  for the rest velocity and 1
1

12
w =  for the non-zero velocity.  

 For third order models, the GBL lattice will be the natural choise. However, as 

can be seen in the hierachy, one has to go one level up in the velocity, because no real 

solutions can be found for the GBL lattice. Then, the lattice for starting the search for 

third order models is represented in Fig. 4.13: 
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Fig.4.13. Starting lattice for the third order 

 

From this higher lattice, is then derived a pruned lattice with nineteen velocities and its 

weights given below.  

 

Velocity Number of symmetries Weights 

(0,0) 1 0.39151390702571453429331038463 

(1,0) R  6 0.095405694150420948329997233861 

(0, 3 ) R  6 0.0059202578768111556866730185412 

(3,0) R  6 0.000088396801815473601111350160153 

a = 1.7102486927779037891639750660 

 

For this lattice, another solution is also possible: 

 

Velocity Number of symmetries Weights 

(0,0) 1 0.260337944826137317558541467227 

(1,0) R  6 0.079594305849579051670002766139 

(0, 3 ) R  6 0.0422278902713369924614751296069 

(3,0) R  6 0.00145481307472773627543185971639 

a = 1.2326775139086117457935125707 
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The subscript R refers to rotations of the velocity vector to fullfill the space with this 

lattice.  

The result for third-order models is presented in the Fig. 4.14. 

 
Fig.4.14.  D2V19H third order lattice 

 

For fourth-order lattices, the starting point would be, in the hierarchy, one level up than 

that of the third-order lattices. But, in this case, precisely the starting lattice for third 

order models is the one which recovers all the equations till up the fourth-order, and the 

lattice can be seen in Fig. 4.13.  The final result for this fourth-order lattice, named 

D2V37H, is presented in Table II.  

 

Velocity Number of symmetries Weights 

(0,0) 1 0.26192882117647592351291000204 

(1,0) R  6 0.101666581000383468017887522215 

(2,0) R  6 0.0056484294569685991712814634366 

(0, 3 ) R  6 0.0149402453951695239986708916436 

(3,0) R  6 0.000055522249013692220258511533344 

(2, 3 ) R  12 0.000350542517859364669874972082484 

a = 1.3821531853019558419049662784 

 

For fifth order models, one can depart again from the hexagonal hierarchy, obtaining the 

following result (D2V55H): 
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Velocity Number of symmetries Weights 

(0,0) 1 0.240999677278661439066977282933 

(1,0) R  6 0.100885430102287798106364099195 

(0, 3 ) R  6 0.0173105774741505354272017051464 

(2,0) R  6 0.0071110380397474823527137410277 

(3,0) R  6 0.000097224912964519233836770370073 

(2, 3 ) R  12 0.00054724839935440014683716068716 

(4,0) R  6 4.08699536720700627154209928143×10-7 

(4, 3 ) R  12 4.38879746952020542997427059067×10-7 

a = 1.3251566071287026434366303872 

 

For the sixth order, one can find the following result, a lattice with eighty-five 

velocities, named D2V85H.  

 

Velocity Number of symmetries Weights 

(0,0) 1 0.17288953052202360332235871622 

(1,0) R  6 0.09235153550409350216982358945 

(0, 3 ) R  6 0.026349385678093583254378573424 

(2,0) R  6 0.014049173807361578967892646820 

(2, 3 ) R  12 0.0021420721583599358742604615465 

(3,0) R  6 0.00061610719989731878376054138213 

(0, 2 3 ) R  6 0.000094101297867964779181583296208 

(1, 2 3 ) R  12 0.000048258765515230260037442584747 

(4,0) R  6 7.5051062396814892095096577556×10-6 

(4, 3 ) R  12 1.18937392355361578361154674744×10-6 

(3, 2 3 ) R  12 4.47861922498584265369288877149×10-7 

a = 1.1200693357268286200235230485 
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For the seventh order, the following results are presented (D2V115H).  

 

Velocity Number of symmetries Weights 

(0,0) 1 0.1607553733888488604886429177 

(1,0) R  6 0.0897423274249667558747292462 

(0, 3 ) R  6 0.0279437128678695225484331611 

(2,0) R  6 0.01558797851139189090571368984 

(2, 3 ) R  12 0.00271244212872076254383234402 

(3,0) R  6 0.000845369523133024289388970726 

(0, 2 3 ) R  6 0.0001459578426435260640703734969 

(1, 2 3 ) R  12 0.0000813660717437837462813646003 

(4,0) R  6 0.00001419641830774179076989793789 

(4, 3 ) R  12 2.6242769644065190670614286995×10-6 

(3, 2 3 ) R  12 8.117236632298611247299421880×10-7 

(5, 0) R  6 6.270006346308609817479371457×10-8 

(2, 3 3 ) R  12 3.9222667709959990968233409008×10-9 

(5, 2 3 ) R  12 1.4500490123467067363428673623×10-9 

a = 1.080079037227815364182534277 

 

 

4.6. Lattice Boltzmann models with multiple speeds 

 

 

After 2006, several authors proposed lattice-Boltzmann models in order to use the 

lattices with multiple speeds and exact higher order terms in the equilibrium 

distribution. Here follows a summary of some works in the field. 

 

4.6.1 Latt & Chopard (2006)  
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 The elegant method proposed by Latt & Chopard and extended to higher orders 

by Zhang et al. (2006) is based on the projection of the distribution function in the sub-

space spanned by tensor Hermite polynomials in a given lattice, with a given order N in 

the equilibrium distribution. In this way, the distribution function will be then expressed 

in the regularized form, as, 

( ) ( )( ) ( )
0,

0

1ˆ ,
! n n

N
n n

i i r r i
n

f x t w a H
n

ρ ξ
=

= ∑  (4.6.1) 

where  

( ) ( )
n n

n n
r i r

i

a f H=∑ . (4.6.2) 

It can readily be seen that  
(0) 1a = , (4.6.3) 

for mass conservation, and 
(1) *a uα α= , (4.6.4) 

for momentum conservation. For energy conserving models, the trace of the second 

order moment is also conserved. For higher (kinetic) moments, one simply has to 

evaluate Eq. (4.6.2).  Then, the collision process is performed with a given collision 

operator (e.g., BGK), in the moment space: 

( )( )' ( ) ,( )1
n n n

n n eq n
r r ra a a

τ
= − − . (4.6.5) 

The propagation step is made after the regularization procedure, i.e.,  

( ) ( )( )' ( )
0,

0

1,
! n n

N
n n

i i i r r i
n

f x c t t t w a H
n

ρ ξ
=

+ Δ + Δ = ∑ . (4.6.6) 

The simplicity of the scheme is remarkable: first, one has to calculate the moments; 

second, collide the moments in the moment space; third, return to the velocity space 

according to Eq. (4.6.1) and propagate. With these steps, one removes spurious higher 

moments from the evolution equation, which affect lower moments and, consequently, 

lower macroscopic equations, i.e., the hydrodynamics, mainly in stability issues.  

Another insteresting feature is that now one needs to store only the lower 

moments in memory, until the order N, and not anymore all the distributions. Memory is 

not the critical resource – the processing time is, but still this is a positive feature. For 

example, in the D2V37 lattice, instead 37 floats, one has to keep stored only 15 floats, 

all the moments until the fourth-order, a reduction of 59,5% in the memory. For the 
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D2V17, a third order lattice, instead of 17 floats, only 10 are required, a reduction of 

41,2%.  

 

4.6.2 Shan & Chen (2007)  
 

 Shan and Chen proposed the decoupling of the relaxation part in this way,  

( ) ( )( ) ,( ) ( )
0,

2

1
! n n n

N
n eq n n

i r r r i
n n

a a H
n

ξ
τ=

Ω = − −∑ , 
(4.6.7) 

where this generalized collision operator turns back to its BGK counterpart if all the nτ  

are made equal. For energy conserving models, the zero-th and first order a  moments 

are conserved, while for second order moment only the trace of a  is preserved, i.e., 
(2) ,(2)eqa aαα αα= . (4.6.8) 

Using a suitable lattice, like D2V25 or higher, the transport coefficients are given as 

follows:  

2 2
P tν τ
ρ

Δ⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

, (4.6.9) 

for the kinematic viscosity and 

3 2
P tα τ
ρ

Δ⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

, (4.6.10) 

for the thermal diffusivity, giving a Prandtl different from unity if necessary.  

 

4.6.3 Philippi et al. (2007)  
 

 Philippi et al. also proposed a model for Prandtl number different from unity in a 

formal way starting from the kinetic theory.  

The distribution function is said to be near equilibrium, i.e.,  

( )1eqf f φ= + , (4.6.11) 

where φ  is the departure from equilibrium. The operator is then written as 

( )eqf φΩ = Γ , (4.6.12) 

where Γ is a linear operator. 

 One then expands this non-equilibrium part in tensor Hermite polynomials and 

applies the linear operator, resulting in: 
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( ) ( )( ) ( )

2
n n

n n
r r

n

b Hφ
∞

=

Γ = Γ∑ , (4.6.13) 

where ( )
n

n
rb  are the resulting non-equilibrium coefficients of the particle distribution. 

One then applies a diagonalization Gross-Jackson procedure in the linear operator, 

resulting in  

( ) ( ) ( )
1

2
n n

N
n n

n r r N
n

b Hφ λ γ φ+
=

Γ = − −∑ , (4.6.14) 

where nλ  are the eigenvalues related to the moment n and the last part of the equation is 

the absorption term, i.e., all the terms of higher order are condensed into one. If 

0,1N = , then one returns to the BGK collision model. For 2N = , one obtains the 

following collision model:  

( ) ( )( )* *

2

1 1eq eq
i i i i i if f f c u c u

Pe
αβ

α α β β

τ
τ τ

Ω = − − − − . (4.6.15) 

 In this case, the kinematic viscosity is given by: 

2

2 2 2
P tτ τν
ρ τ τ
⎛ ⎞Δ

= −⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠
, (4.6.16) 

and the thermal diffusivity is given by: 

2
P tα τ
ρ

Δ⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

, (4.6.17) 

also giving Prandtl numbers different from unity, if one wishes for.  

 

4.6.4 Sbragaglia et al. (2009)  
 

 Until now, no word was given for the lattice-Botlzmann equation with external 

forces. The problem is still under investigation, because of the great obstacle in 

performing simulations under gravity: even to recover the continuity equation without 

error is something difficult. 

Very recently, however, Sbragaglia et al. seemed to solve this problem, 

departing from the Boltzmann equation with a BGK formulation, i.e., 

( )1 eq
t f f f fα αξ

τ
∂ + ∂ = − − . (4.6.18) 

They proved that if one uses the BGK collision operator with a shifted 

equilibrium, i.e.,  
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( ), ,eq eqf f uρ θ= , (4.6.19) 

where 

u u Fα α ατ= + , (4.6.20) 

and  
2 2F
D

τθ θ= − , (4.6.21) 

one will find the Boltzmann BGK equation with an external field, i.e., 

( )1 eq
t f f F f f f

αα α α ξξ
τ

∂ + ∂ + ∂ = − − . (4.6.22) 

This represents a great progress also in the kinetic theory: the authors have used the 

Boltzmann equation itself, and the BGK equation per se is simplified. Regarding the 

lattice Boltzmann method, now one can simply discretize the equation and use the new 

scheme. All the work of discretization has been done before, and the authors use a 

D2V37 lattice to comprove their results. Scagliarini et al. (2010) also used this 

formulation in order to simulate the Rayleigh-Taylor instability problem, obtaining 

good agreement with the literature.  

 The authors also give a light on thermal boundary conditions for multi-speed 

lattices, a problem until now few explored. Despite some temperature jump in the wall, 

the results are promising in that direction.  

 The problem still to be solved is the lattice Boltzmann equation with external 

forces and tunable Prandtl number, because this formulation only applies to BGK 

collision operator.  
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5. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS 
 

 

In this chapter, a linear stability analysis is performed on several lattice 

Boltzmann models.  

The lattice Boltzmann equation reads,  

( ) ( )* * * *, 1 ,i i i i if x c t f x t+ + − = Ω , (5.1) 

where * xx h=  and * tt δ= . In order to perform the linear stability analysis, one has to 

linearize the lattice Boltzmann equation, because the collision operator has non-linear 

terms in if . For that, it is carried out a Taylor expansion in the collision operator around 

a chosen equilibrium state ( )0 1, , , bf f f f= … , given by  

( , , )eq
i if f u eρ= , (5.2) 

where ,uρ  and e  stand for the density, velocity and internal energy in the equilibrium 

state. The Taylor expansion in the collision operator reads 

( ) )0 1, , , i
i i b i jf

j j f

f f f f
f

δ
⎞∂Ω

Ω = Ω = Ω + ⎟⎟∂ ⎠
∑… , (5.3) 

where j j jf f fδ = −  and terms of second order were dropped off.  The term )i f
Ω  

vanishes because f  is an equilibrium (maxwellian) distribution. Applying the eq. (5.3) 

in (5.1), one gets 

( ) ( )* * * *, 1 , i
i i i i j

j j f

f x c t f x t f
f

δ δ δ
⎞∂Ω

+ + − = ⎟⎟∂ ⎠
∑ . (5.4) 

In order to do the analysis, one has to perform the discrete Fourier transform to obtain 

( ) ( )* *, 1 ,iic k i
i ij j

j j f

f k t e f k t
f

δ δ δ− ⋅
⎛ ⎞⎞∂Ω⎜ ⎟+ = + ⎟⎟∂⎜ ⎟⎠⎝ ⎠

∑ . (5.5) 

 The previous equation can also be written as: 

( ) ( )* *, 1 ,f k t L f k tδ δ+ = ⋅ , (5.6) 

where L  is the second-order tensor: 
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iic k i
ij ij

j f

L e
f

δ− ⋅
⎛ ⎞⎞∂Ω⎜ ⎟= + ⎟⎟∂⎜ ⎟⎠⎝ ⎠

. (5.7) 

When one applies t times the operator L  sequencially over the initial difference 

distribution ( ),0f kδ , one obtains: 

( ) ( ), ,0tf k t L f kδ δ= ⋅ , (5.8) 

or, written in terms of the eigenvalues z  and eigenvectors z  of the L  matrix: 

( ), tf k t b z zδ =∑ , (5.9) 

where  

( ),0b z f kδ= ⋅ . (5.10) 

Then, now the problem is restricted to an eigenvalue problem.  The solution for a large 

time t will converge if the modulus of each of the eigenvalues is less than unity, i.e., 

1z < . (5.11) 

 Now, one has only to compute the eigenvalues of the matrix L  for a given set of 

values ,uρ  and e  and the wave vector k . To do that, it is used the BKG collision 

operator. The range of values of k  investigated is from 0 to 2π . It was also 

investigated the relation between the wave vector and the velocity u , and significant 

results can be obtained investigating only when k  and u  are parallel. Following that, it 

was also investigated the case where the polar angle (for k  and u ) gives the worst 

results in terms of stability, and they can be seen in the Fig. 5.1.  
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Fig.5.1.  Instability polar angle dependence 

 

It is clear that the results of interest are for 
4
πθ = . This preliminary filter of results is 

very important because of the number of calculations that has to be done in order to 

obtain the eigenvalues of the matrix L.  

 The first comparison is between athermal models which have their equilibrium 

distribution discretized til up to second-, third- and fourth-order, namely, D2Q9, D2V17 

and D2V37 lattices, respectively.  The results are shown in Fig. 5.2 .  

 

 
Fig. 5.2.  Comparison of the maximum stable velocity for various athermal models  
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The result is presented for viscosity instead of relaxation time because for the same 

relaxation time the models have different viscosities, and the viscosity is directly related 

to the Reynolds number, the most important nondimensional parameter in an athermal 

flow. The higher order model, D2V37, is far more stable than the two others. This is 

explained simply because the model has a better representation for the equilibrium 

distribution.  In order to transform the D2V37 in an athermal model, one only has to set 

the deviation temperature θ  in the equilibrium distribution to a null value.  

 The next comparison is between second-order models for incompressible flows, 

namely, the standard D2Q9, the MRT-D2Q9 and the D2Q9-3 rd  with some terms of 

third order. The standar D2Q9 is the second order model; the MRT-D2Q9 is the model 

proposed by d’Humières (1992) and adapted to athermal flows by Lallemand and Luo 

(2000); the D2Q9-3 rd  is the standard model with second order plus third-order terms in 

the equilibrium distribution, i.e.,  

( ) ( ),2 2 2 2 227 1 1, ,
2 3 3

eq eq
i i x y iy ix y x ix iyf u f u u u c c u u c cρ ρ ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + − + −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

, (7.12) 

The D2Q9-3 rd  is not a complete third-order model: third order models of the type 
3
i ic cα α=  could not be added to the equilibrium distribution because of the linear 

dependence in this lattice.  

The results can be seen in the Fig. 5.3. 

 
Fig. 5.3.  Comparison of various athermal models for the maximum stable velocity 
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It has to be noticed that now results of the maximum velocity are plotted against the 

inverse of the relaxation time. The D2Q9-3 rd  is more stable all over the studied range, 

and the MRT model is more stable than the standard D2Q9 model.  

One possible explanation for this behavior is that only one parameter controls 

the flow of incompressible fluids, the Reynolds number, and one single parameter is all 

that one needs to match this parameter: the relaxation time. If one chooses carefully the 

moments to be retrieved, then one gains in stability without any relations between others 

relaxation parameters.  The D2Q9-3 rd , being a more physical model, represents better 

the reality, and in the real world there is no negative distributions (particles), which is 

one of the main trigger of instabilities.  

 For thermal models, four models were compared: Chen et al. (1994), 

D2V25( 1w ), D2V25( 6w ) and the D2V37, and models. The results for temperature with 

zero velocity are shown in Fig. 5.4  and  5.5.  

 

 
Fig.5.4. Comparison of maximum stable positive deviation temperature for thermal 

models ( 0)u =  
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Fig.5.5. Comparison of minimum stable negative deviation temperature for thermal 

models ( 0)u =  

  

It can be seen that the model of Chen et al (1994) has no stable window until viscosity 

reach the value of 0.2, while the other models start the window of stability from the very 

beginning as the relaxation time departs from 0.5 (and viscosity becomes bigger). It can 

also be inferred that D2V37 model is more stable than the incomplete fourth-order 

models, and the model D2V25( 6w ) is more stable than the D2V25. ( 1w ).   

 For macroscopic velocity higher than zero, the stability window for temperature 

decreases, as it can be seen in Fig. 5.6 and 5.7, where the velocity used was 0.4. In this 

range of viscosity, the model of Chen et al. (1994) does not appear in the studied range.  
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Fig.5.6. Comparison of maximum stable positive deviation temperature for thermal 

models ( 0.4)u =  

 

 
Fig.5.7. Comparison of minimum stable negative deviation temperature for thermal 

models ( 0.4)u =  
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One of the reasons for the model of Chen et al. (1994) to be more unstable is the 

imposition of moments. The equilibrium distribution is written as an polynomial 

expansion, an the moments up to 2c c cα β  are matched adjusting the coefficients of the 

monomials. The only connection between this distribution and the maxwellian 

distribution are the moments, and no point-to-point connection is found.  

 In this way, the following experiment was done: it was used a 37-velocity 

lattice: fifth- and sixth-order moments were added to the equilibrium distribution 

funcion using the Gram-Schmidt procedure. This can be done, because these fifth- and 

sixth-order velocity vectors are linearly independent, so they can span this subspace. In 

Fig. 5.8 the result is presented.  

 
Fig.5.8. Comparison of maximum stable temperature ratio for some models. 

 

As it can be seen, if we add more and more moments, by the Gram-Schmidt 

procedure, the stability decreases. This happens because the vectors are artificially 

added, using the Gram-Schimdt procedure in the discrete space, not respecting the norm 

preservation in the continuous space and this is exactly what is done when using MRT 

models. Instead, one has to, first, find the suitable lattice, and then use the proper 

equilibrium distribution function.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

 

 In this work it was developed a formal procedure to derive the lattice-Boltzmann 

equation from its continuous counterpart, the Boltzmann equation. The method is based 

on the expansion of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, giving a set of relations that 

the chosen lattice has to meet. The choice of the variables for the equilibrium is very 

important, leading to a set of velocities independent of temperature, suitable to simulate 

thermohydrodynamical flows. Through the Chapman-Enskog expansion, it was shown 

that the lattices can handle the Navier-Stokes-Fourier equations. 

 Several lattices in one, two and three dimensions were derived, even for 

hexagonal structures. Rectangular lattices can also be derived, according to the method 

proposed above.  

  A stability analysis was performed in order to show the better perfomance of the 

present method in contrast to former methods.  

 The simplicity of the collision-propagation scheme, together with the agreement 

between the macroscopic equations and the equations obtained for the lattice-Boltzmann 

method make this method a promising tool for complex phenomena, such as thermal 

immiscible fluids, rheological fluids and phase transitions.  

 Still, many aspects have to improved in the lattice-Boltzmann framework: 

• boundary conditions for multi-speed lattices; 

• a theory to find minimal lattices; 

• stability analysis and comparisons between models with tunable Prandtl number. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

D2V25 lattice 

 

a) 

Velocity Number of symmetries Weights 

(0,0) 1 0.239057883767488333088377919625 

(± 1,0) 4 0.0631589954281816046526251100119 

(± 1,± 1) 4 0.0875945780332679257501872484446 

(± 2,0) 4 0.0311790309826237909583577961983 

(± 2,± 2) 4 0.00619897383917891598489276594049 

(± 3,0) 4 0.00202012715244465060402382461054 

(± 4,0) 4 0.0000838236224310287778187748880137 

(± 3, ± 3) 4 0 

a = 1.07560665170067929322785588396 

 

 

b) 

Velocity Number of symmetries Weights 

(0,0) 1 0.235182082935645777192039045961 

(± 1,0) 4 0 

(± 1,± 1) 4 0.101815383428424067161501373824 

(± 2,0) 4 0.0592113509356388792782793775968 

(± 2,± 2) 4 0.0200409068664400733744257889219 

(± 3,0) 4 0.00679520191907580489001573647778 

(± 4,0) 4 0.00219789086982698541955574289210 

(± 3, ± 3) 4 0.00114374524668274557821221879732 

a = 0.83465946021121877831287314483 

 

 

 

D2V45 – Fifth order lattice 
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 This lattice consists of the D2V33 plus the set of vectors (± 4,± 4), (± 7,0) and 

(± 5,± 5). 

 

 

Velocity Number of symmetries Weights 

(0,0) 1 0.181195011337868480725623582766 

(± 1,0) 4 0.00726851851851851851851851851852 

(± 1,± 1) 4 0.0703703703703703703703703703704 

(± 2,0) 4 0.0691003086419753086419753086420 

(± 2,± 2) 4 0.0363756613756613756613756613757 

(± 3,0) 4 0.0118492063492063492063492063492 

(± 4,0) 4 0.00446939634439634439634439634440 

(± 4,± 2) 8 0.00260416666666666666666666666667 

(± 4,± 4) 4 0.0000385802469135802469135802469136 

(± 7,0) 4 0.0000138173114363590554066744542935 

(± 5,± 5) 4 7.05467372134038800705467372134×10-6 

a = 2 / 2 ≅  0.7071067811865475244008443 

 

 

D2V77 – Sixth order lattice 

 

Velocity Number of symmetries Weights 

(0,0) 1 0.156082153432973373314557576838 

(± 1,0) 4 0.0614688116158925911345973093808 

(± 1,± 1) 4 0.0749787882020226545414278684749 

(± 2,0) 4 0.0361979211830864797019625099635 

(± 2,± 1) 8 0.00953602746645247598483838978842 

(± 2,± 2) 4 0.00875452639972547506763014310355 

(± 3,0) 4 0.00127217957264136126353038464033 

(± 3,± 1) 8 0.00416543006520595675854527269611 

(± 4,0) 4 0.000385540791410812563527321086906 

(± 4,± 1) 8 0.0000359868768540926909890400685799 

(± 3,± 3) 4 0.000251009686802609408436617104819 
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(± 4,± 2) 8 0.0000887785344036511561780429994050 

(± 5,0) 4 0.0000113490069328823047524133042922 

(± 5,± 2) 8 3.31924229215514841371608432987×10-6 

(± 6,0) 4 2.50812825127207567115457808467×10-7 

a = 0.88923529263062653090621427440 

 

 

Fourth order lattice for 3D: D3V107.  

 

Velocity Symmetries Weight 

(0,0,0) 1 0.0757516860965016652712074443172 

(± 1,0,0) 6 0.0600912802747447075461765372469 

(± 1,± 1,0) 12 0.00313606906699535312888188471692 

(± 1,± 1, ± 1) 8 0.0363392812078011647313984881974 

(± 2,0,0) 6 0.0132169332731492357984340154442 

(± 2,± 1,0) 24 0.00448492851172950010736773065109 

(± 2,± 2,0) 12 0.00248755775808341953339131826218 

(± 3, ± 1, ± 1) 24 0.000607432754970149173093348083234 

(± 2,± 2, ± 2) 8 0.000464179164402822382615444825756 

(± 4, 0,0) 6 0.0000451928894609871784455749963581 

a = 1.07182071542884825368856381558 

 

 

In a very recent paper, Shan (2010) showed the existence of a fourth-order lattice with 

103 velocites in 3D.  

 

Velocity Symmetries Weight 

(0,0,0) 1 0.0326333517644711594658836678817 

(± 1,0,0) 6 0.0976568335903345742213681910704 

(± 1,± 1, ± 1) 8 0.0280977502902573356270029597430 

(± 2,0,0) 6 0.00104525956043006146602217365328 

(± 2,± 1,0) 24 0.00570532901689481599085380406608 

(± 2,± 2,0) 12 0.000611939269829747839892853476436 
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(± 3, 0,0) 6 0.000284443251800055207479505799255 

(± 3, ± 1, ± 1) 24 0.000130698375985191585008940696976 

(± 2,± 2, ± 2) 8 0.000155964159374283722993739714615 

(± 3, ± 3, ± 3) 8 1.22319450132305818792466112461×10-6 

a = 1.19697977039307435897238846385 
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APPENDIX B 

 

 The following paper was presented in the 18th International Congress of 

Mechanical Engineering, held in Ouro Preto, in 2005.  
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Abstract. Classical (macroscopic) modelling of immiscible fluid flow at steady state is treated performing  a 
momentum balance around the transition layer, plus mass and momentum equations and coupling conditions just right 
at interface. We propose a lattice-Boltzmann based model where the fluid/fluid interface appears from mesoscopic 
interaction between the fluids themselves through a long-range strength field which intensity is transferred using 
pseudo-particles called field mediators. These null-mass particles transfer information of the concentration of each 
fluid to the neighborhood at each time step, allowing the use of this information to create interfacial tension. This 
lattice Boltzmann model has Galilean invariance and a larger range of viscosities than other models in the lattice 
Boltzmann framework . Moreover, we use in this model a procedure based on Moment’s Method, with a splitted 
collision operator for mutual and cross collisions, which increases the number of free-paramenters from three to 
thirteen in two dimensions, which possibly will improve the numerical stability of the model. Quantitative and 
qualitative numerical simulations are carried out to demonstrate the efficiency of the model.  
 
Keywords: immiscible fluids, lattice-Boltzmann methods, moment’s method. 

 
1. Introduction 
 

The Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) has been used, in the last decade, in the simulation of the Navier-Stokes 
equations in the low Mach number limit. Since the pioneer work of Frisch et al. (1986), at that time using lattice gas 
methods, these models had attracted much attention and were applied in a great variety of problems, including complex 
flow, such as the modeling of viscoelastic and biologic fluids. 

Such kinds of systems describe the dynamics of particles in a regular lattice through a particle distribution function. 
Each evolution time step 

tδ  is divided in two main ones: streaming and collision. In the streaming process, at a site x
�

 

and time t, the number of particles at direction i, ( )txK i ,
� , hop to the site

ticx δ�� + , according to the velocity set 
ic
� , 

bi ,,1,0 �= .  During the collision process, the particles at the same site are stirred towards a prescribed equilibrium 
distribution function, in a way that quantities such as mass, momentum, chemical species and energy are preserved.  

In this work is presented an athermal, bidimensional model for immiscible fluids, in which the collision process is 
performed in the moment space (d’Humières, 1992), instead in velocity space. Furthermore, we also use the idea of 
field mediators, proposed by Santos & Philippi (2002), and introduced in the lattice Boltzmann framework by the same 
authors (Santos et al., 2003). 

Gustensen et al. (1991, 1992) are attributed to be the first who introduced immiscible fluids color based models in 
the frame of the LBM. A more popular two-phase flow model, based on a pseudopotential function, was derived by 
Shan and Chen (1993). The first tentative to a two-phase thermodynamically consistent model was performed by Swift 
et al. (1995), but the model that they proposed cannot lead to correct energy transport and it is not Galilean invariant. A 
detailed comparison between all these models has yet to be done.  

This paper is divided as follows. In the next section, the model is explained. Section 3 is used to provide a collection 
of equilibrium moments in order to correctly retrieve the Navier-Stokes equations. In section 4, results from simulations 
are compared with theoretical predictions for the model. Section 5 concludes the paper.  
 
2. Model 
 



This LBM is defined in a 2D square lattice, unit length and nine directions for the velocity, called D2Q9. Assuming 
1=tδ , one can define the velocity set as 0c

�
=(0,0), 1c

�
=(1,0), 2c

�
=(0,1), 3c

�
=(-1,0), 4c

�
=(0,-1), 5c

�
=(1,1), 6c

�
=(-1,1), 

7c
�

=(-1,-1), 8c
�

=(1,-1), where αc
�

= ( yx cc ,, , αα ).  

Considering two immiscible fluids r and b, the long range attraction between the particles is represented through the 
use of the concept of field mediators at each lattice site. Defining ( )txRi ,

�  as the r-particle distribution function, and in a 
similar manner ( )txBi ,

�  for b-particles, field mediators for the k-phase are created in the following manner 

 

( )
�

�
+

=

i
ii

i
i

k
i BR

K
txM ,

� , 
(1) 

 
and they are streamed as 

 
( ) ( )txMtcxM k

ii
k
i ,1,

���
=++ . (2) 

 
The interference of field mediators in the particle distribution function is described in the following. The evolution 

of the system of particles is described by the lattice-Boltzmann equation,  
 

( )[ ]� Λ=−
j

bb
k
ijii BBRRtxKtxK ,,,,,),(),( 00

'
��

�� , 
(3) 

),()1,( ' txKtcxK iii
���

=++ , (4) 

 
BRK ,= , and kΛ  is the collision operator. 

The splitted collision operator is proposed in the following manner 
 

( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]�� Λ+Λ=Λ
j

bb
rb
ij

k
b

kk
ij

k

j
bb

k
ij BBRRKKBBRR ,,,,,,,,,,,, 00000 ����� ωω , 

(5) 

 
where )/( kkkk ρρρω +=  is the k-phase concentration and kω  is the rbk ,= -phase concentration. The first term of the 
right-hand side of Eq. (5) refers to collisions between particles of same species (e. g., r-r collisions), while the second 
term of the r.h.s. refers to cross collisions. This last term is responsible for the phase segregation.  

Considering iK  distributions near the equilibrium eq
iK , the collision operator can be linearized, 11: ++ ℜ→ℜΩ bb , in 

the following way 
 

( ) ( )[ ] [ ]�� Λ+Λ=Λ+Λ
j

kkneq
j

kk
ij

kkkneq
j

kk
ij

k

j
bb

kk
ij

k
b

kk
ij

k KKKKKKKK ),(),(
000 ,,,,,,, ωωωω ��� , 

(6) 

 
where ),()(),( qpeq

jj
pqneq

j uKKK
�ρ−= , k is the other phase of the kk −  system, and pqΛ  is the linearized collision 

operator.  
In this way, the full lattice-Boltzmann equation for this model is  
 

[ ]� Λ+Λ+=++
j

kkneq
j

kk
ij

kkkneq
j

kk
ij

k
iii KKtxKtcxK ),(),(),()1,( ωω��� . 

(7) 

 
The collision process has to preserve the individual mass of species,  
 

k

i

eq
i

i
i KK ρ==�� )( ,  

(8) 

 
and has also to preserve total momentum,  
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( ) ( ) uuucBRcBR bbrr

i
i

eq
i

eq
i

i
iii

����� ρρρ =+=+=+ �� )()( . (9) 

 
The collision operator is defined in such a way that the eigenvalues associated to the eigenvectors of the conserved 

quantities are set to be zero, and that its eigenvectors form an orthogonal basis for 1+ℜb . This basis is obtained through 
a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process of the polynomials of ic

�
, leading to the D2Q9 result 
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0

,0 =Ψ=Ψ
��
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�
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02
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���

iii cc , (13) 
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2
,

2
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�
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�

yixii cc , (15) 
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02
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���
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Due to the orthogonality of the basis, an expansion of iK  reads 
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Applying this formulation to the evolution equation, Eq. (7), it turns out to be an evolution equation for the 

moments of the equilibrium distribution function. Hence, 
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where pq

θλ  is the eigenvalue from pqΛ  associated to θΨ ; ( )kkkkneqkkneq uaa
�

,),(),( ρθθ =  and ( )kkkkneqkkneq aa ϑρθθ

�
,),(),( = . The 

first term of the r.h.s. of Eq. (20) is related to the relaxation of the moment kaθ  towards a prescribed equilibrium, given 

density and velocity of the component k .  The second term considers br −  (i.e. kk − ) collisions, and is related to the 
relaxation of the moment kaθ  towards a prescribed equilibrium dependent of density kρ and velocity  
 

mkk uAu ˆ�
��

=ϑ , (21) 

 
brk ,= , where A  is a free parameter of the model and is related to the interfacial tension. If 0=A  the model reduces 

to a miscible model (Facin et al., 2003). Otherwise, the model mimics two immiscible fluids, where k -particles are 
taken away from k  -particles by a long-range field.  In Eq. (21), 
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where the mediators velocity is given by  
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In this way, the collision process is performed in moment space, and in order to execute the streaming step, one has 
to find again the new r and b particle distributions. To do that, one applies Eq. (19). 

It is interesting to see that the proposed model reduces to the model of Santos et al. (2003) if kkkkkk
843 λλλ === � , 

kkkkkk
843 λλλ === �  and kkkkkk

843 λλλ === � , where kkk τλθ 1= , kkk τλθ 1=  and mkk τλθ 1= .  
 

3. Macroscopic Equations 
 
In order to retrieve the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible athermal fluids, the equilibrium moments must 

be chosen as 
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The macroscopic equations of the LBM are retrieved applying the Chapman-Enskog expansion. Far from the 

interface for the pure k-phase these equations are the continuity equation and the Navier-Stokes equations,  
 

0)( =∂+∂ kk
t uαα ρρ , (33) 

[ ] )()()( kkkkkkkkkkkk
t uuupuuu γγααββαβαβαβα ρζρνρρ ∂∂+∂+∂∂+−∂=∂+∂ , (34) 

 
which first and  second viscosity coefficients  are related with the collision operator eigenvalues in the following 
manner: 
 

se 0≠mu , 

se 0=mu , 
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For isotropy reasons, one does kkkk

54 λλ =  e kkkk
76 λλ = . Far from the interface, pressure kp  is proportional to density, 

ksk cp ρ2= , where 312 =sc  is the square of the sound speed.  In order to conserve momentum, kkkk
21 λλ = . 

 
 

4. Results 
 

4.1 Interfacial Tension 
 
Santos et al. (2003) used the mechanical definition of interfacial tension in order to deduce an analytical expression, 

function of the parameters of the model, and in this work the same method will be used to measure interfacial tension. 
The final expression, after some algebra, reduces to  
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In this simulation one uses the fact that the present model reduces to the model of Santos et al. (2003) to allow a 

comparison of the results.  
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Figure 1 – Interaction factor versus interfacial tension 
 

For this simulation, a unidimensional lattice with 2000 sites was used, where the two phases are initially segregated 
and periodic boundary conditions were used. The values for the parameters are the following 0.11 == rrr

θλτ , 

0.31 == bbb
θλτ , 8,,3 �=θ  e 0.11 == rbm

θλτ , 8,,1�=θ . Results are shown in Fig. 1, and are in excellent 
agreement with theoretical prediction. 

 
4.2 Laplace’s Law 

 
Immiscible fluid models must obey Laplace’s Law, which predicts a linear dependence between pressure drop and 

droplet radius, at equilibrium, through interfacial tension rbσ , in such a way that 
 

R
p

rbσ=∆ . (37) 



The initial condition for the simulation is a 2D r-phase droplet with radius R, placed in a 10R x 10R lattice domain, 
in order to avoid boundary influence in the simulation results.  

 
Figure 2 shows the pressure difference against R1  in seven runs. Initial density is 0.1== br ρρ , interaction factor 

A=0.4 and relaxation times 65.03 =rrλ , 75.04 =rrλ , 7.06 =rrλ , 8.08 =rrλ , 75.03 =bbλ , 7.04 =bbλ , 65.06 =bbλ , 

8.08 =bbλ , 0.11 =rbλ , 95.03 =rbλ , 9.04 =rbλ , 95.06 =rbλ  e 1.18 =rbλ .  
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Figure 2 – Laplace’s Law 

 
In this way, the interfacial tension, which is precisely the slope of the curve, could be determined by a simple linear 

curve fitting. By this method, interfacial tension is 0.3827 net units, very near to the value given by the method in the 
former section, which gives 0.3744 n.u.  
 
4.3 Capillary Waves  

 
The dispersion of capillary waves is a problem commonly used to test LBM for immiscible fluids.The initial 

condition for this problem can be seen in Fig. 3, where a L×2L (y=2L) domain is filled with r-fluid if y<L and filled 
with b-fluid otherwise. A sinusoidal wave is imposed as initial condition to the interface. For this problem, an analytical 
formulation is described in Landau & Lifschitz (1987) which gives the relation 
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Figure 3 – Initial condition for the capillary waves problem 
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where k is the wave number and ω  is related to the damping. The following parameters were used in the simulation: 
52.0== br ττ , 0.1=mτ , interaction factor 4.0=A  and 0.1=ρ .  The results are shown in Fig. 4, and agree well 

with the theoretical prediction. 
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Figure 4 – Comparison between theoretical and simulated results for the cappilary waves problem 
 

5. Conclusions 
 
In the present paper, a model for immiscible fluids with multiple relaxation times based in the lattice Boltzmann 

equation was proposed. The collision term was splitted, considering cross and mutual collisions between the two 
species of fluids in moment space. Long range field forces were simulated taken into account long range interaction. 
Usual simulations for immiscible fluids models were carried out numerical results are in agreement with theoretical 
ones. For future works, one should perform the Von Neumann stability analysis, and also the Chapman-Enskog 
expansion for the transition layer. A point that should be emphasized is the easy extensibility of this model to the 3D 
case, using for that the corresponding lattice and equilibrium distribution function.  
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The velocity discretization is a critical step in deriving the lattice Boltzmann �LBE� from the continuous
Boltzmann equation. This problem is considered in the present paper, following an alternative approach and
giving the minimal discrete velocity sets in accordance with the order of approximation that is required for the
LBE with respect to the continuous Boltzmann equation and with the lattice structure. Considering N to be the
order of the polynomial approximation to the Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium distribution, it is shown that
solving the discretization problem is equivalent to finding the inner product in the discrete space induced by the
inner product in the continuous space that preserves the norm and the orthogonality of the Hermite polynomial
tensors in the Hilbert space generated by the functions that map the velocity space onto the real numbers space.
As a consequence, it is shown that, for each order N of approximation, the even-parity velocity tensors are
isotropic up to rank 2N in the discrete space. The norm and the orthogonality restrictions lead to space-filling
lattices with increased dimensionality when compared with presently known lattices. This problem is discussed
in relation with a discretization approach based on a finite set of orthogonal functions in the discrete space.
Two-dimensional square lattices intended to be used in thermal problems and their respective equilibrium
distributions are presented and discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In accordance with Lallemand and Luo �1�, the presently
known lattice Boltzmann equation �LBE� has not been able
to handle realistic thermal �and fully compressible flow�
problems with satisfaction. Simulation of the thermal lattice
Boltzmann equation is hampered by numerical instabilities
when the local velocity increases.

The first thermal lattice Boltzmann models were intro-
duced in about 1990 and there are several reasons that may
be conjectured for their failure in handling nonisothermal
flows �1�.

Considering the kinetic nature of the LBE, establishing a
formal link connecting the LBE to the continuous Boltzmann
equation, and enabling the conceptual analysis of this dis-
crete numerical scheme could perhaps shed some light on
this question.

Indeed, there are several features that cause the lattice
Boltzmann regular-lattice based framework to be far re-
moved from the continuous Boltzmann equation, which
would be desirable to be its conceptual support. These fea-
tures include the particles, collision, and long-range interac-
tion models, and the approach used for the time and the
velocity space discretization.

Historically, the LBE was introduced by McNamara and
Zanetti �2�, replacing the Boolean variables in the discrete
collision-propagation equations by their ensemble averages.
Higuera and Jimenez �3� proposed a linearization of the col-

lision term derived from the Boolean models, recognizing
that this full form was unnecessarily complex when the main
purpose was to retrieve the hydrodynamic equations. Follow-
ing this line of reasoning, Chen et al. �4� suggested replacing
the collision term by a single relaxation-time term, followed
by Qian et al. �5� and Chen et al. �6�, who introduced a
model based on the celebrated kinetic-theory idea of Bhatna-
gar, Gross, and Krook �BGK� �7�, but adding rest particles
and retrieving the correct incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations, with third-order nonphysical terms in the local
speed, u.

The BGK collision term describes the relaxation of the
distribution function to an equilibrium distribution. This dis-
crete equilibrium distribution was settled by writing it as a
second-order polynomial expansion in the particle velocity
ci, with parameters adjusted to retrieve the mass density, the
local velocity, and the momentum flux equilibrium moments,
which are necessary conditions for satisfying the Navier-
Stokes equations.

Thermal lattice BGK schemes included higher-order
terms in the equilibrium distribution function �8,9�, requiring
one to increase the lattice dimensionality �8–10�, i.e., the
number of vectors in the finite and discrete velocity set
�ci , i=0, . . . ,b�.

In thermal problems, the BGK single relaxation-time col-
lision term restricts the models to a fixed Prandtl number.
The correct description of fluids and fluid flow requires mul-
tiple relaxation-time models �MRT�. A two-parameter model
was introduced by He et al. �11� using two sets of distribu-
tions for the particle number density and the thermodynamic
internal energy, coupled through a viscous dissipation term.
Full MRT models were first introduced in the LBE frame-
work by d’Humières �12,13� by modifying the collision step,
considering it to be given by the relaxation to the equilibrium
of a set of nonpreserved kinetic moments.
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Most lattice Boltzmann simulations are based on an ex-
plicit numerical scheme, although some lattice BGK models
have been simulated with implicit numerical schemes
�14,15� or LBE modified explicit numerical schemes �11�,
increasing by 1 the order of the time step errors.

With a few exceptions, in all the above works there is no
formal link connecting LBE to the continuous Boltzmann
equation, although the main ideas were based on the kinetic
theory fundamentals.

He and Luo �16� have directly derived the LBE from the
continuous Boltzmann equation for some widely known lat-
tices �D2Q9, D2Q6, D2Q7, D3Q27� by the discretization of
the velocity space, using the Gauss-Hermite and Gauss-
Radau quadrature. Unfortunately, excluding the above-
mentioned lattices, the discrete velocity sets obtained by
this kind of quadrature do not generate regular, space-filling,
lattices.

Succi �17�, referring to He and Luo’s work, suggests that
establishing the exact nature of the link between the LBE
and the continuum kinetic theory could be useful for system-
atic analysis and for the potential derivation of novel LBE
numerical schemes.

The present paper deals with the aspects involved in de-
riving space-filling lattices that should be suitable for ther-
mohydrodynamic problems. We start from the continuous
Boltzmann equation, and the derivation of discrete velocity
sets is considered as a quadrature problem, i.e., �a� to find a
set of discrete velocities, ci, and weights Wi such that all the
desired macroscopic moments are exactly retrieved as mo-
ments of the discrete equilibrium distribution f i

eq, and �b� to
ensure isotropy for the even-parity rank velocity tensors and,
consequently, for the fluid transfer properties.

In doing that, two questions must be solved.
The first question is how to avoid the temperature depen-

dence of the particles discrete velocities. This is a common
drawback when performing Gauss-Hermite and related
quadratures, using the dimensionless particle velocity C
=c /�2k /Tm as the integration variable, and leads to
temperature-dependent particle velocities �18�. This problem
is solved here by letting the particle velocity, c2, be free from
the temperature T in the exponential part e−c2

of the
Maxwell-Boltzmann �MB� distribution, and leads to writing
the equilibrium distribution as a Taylor expansion in terms of
the temperature deviation �. A similar approach is presented
in �19�.

The second question is how to derive space-filling
lattices from the quadrature of the continuous Boltzmann
equation.

Shan and He �20� showed that by discretizing the
Boltzmann-BGK equation at a set of velocity vectors that
correspond to the nodes of a Gauss-Hermite quadrature
in the velocity space, the Boltzmann equation is effectively
projected on a subspace spanned by the leading Hermite
polynomials. Nevertheless, the quadrature problem leading
to a minimum number of nodes for a given degree of accu-
racy was considered by these authors as a still unsolved
problem. In addition, these authors mention the use of alter-
native numerical schemes such as the finite differences
method, considering that these nodes do not, in general,
coincide with the vertices of a regular lattice. More recently,

Pavlo et al. �18� proposed a temperature-dependent velocity
model based on an octagonal lattice, which is not space-
filling, but ensures the isotropy of sixth-rank velocity
tensors.

Given that the velocity discretization is a critical step in
deriving lattice Boltzmann equations, this problem is consid-
ered in the present paper, following an alternative approach
and giving the minimal discrete velocity sets in accordance
with the order of approximation that is required for the LBE
with respect to the continuous Boltzmann equation and with
the lattice structure.

Considering N to be the order of the polynomial approxi-
mation to the MB equilibrium distribution, it is shown that
solving the quadrature problem is equivalent to finding the
inner product �f *g�d in the discrete space induced by the
inner product �f *g�c in the continuous space, which pre-
serves the norm and the orthogonality of the Hermite poly-
nomial tensors ��,�r��. As a consequence, it is also shown
that for each �=1, . . . ,N, the 2�-rank velocity tensors are
isotropic in the discrete space.

Two-dimensional square lattices intended to be used in
thermal problems and their respective discrete equilibrium
distributions are presented and discussed.

Finally, a discretization approach based on a set of or-
thogonal functions in the discrete space is discussed in detail,
in relation with the presently proposed velocity discretization
method.

II. THE DISCRETIZATION PROBLEM IN THE LATTICE
BOLTZMANN FRAMEWORK

The classical lattice Boltzmann method is based on �i� a
regular lattice generated by a space-filling discrete velocity
set �ci , i=0. . . ,b� and �ii� a discrete form of the Boltzmann
equation, with a single or multiple relaxation time collision
model and an equilibrium solution.

A Chapman-Enskog analysis of the lattice BGK equation
�10� shows that a set of necessary conditions for the correct
thermohydrodynamic equations to be retrieved is given by
assuring that the discrete distributions f i

eq satisfy

��p	eq =
1

nd

 feq�c��p�c�dc =

1

n
�

i

f i
eq�p�ci� �1�

for ��p=1,c� ,c�c� ,c�c�c	 ,c2c�c��, where feq�c� is the MB
distribution written in terms of the particle velocity c in the
continuous space, nd is the number density of particles, n is
the number of particles per site, and ��p	eq denotes a macro-
scopic equilibrium moment of �p.

Frequently, in athermal and thermal lattice Boltzmann
models �e.g., �9��, the unknown discrete equilibrium distribu-
tions f i,N

eq for a given order of approximation, N, are derived
as finite expansions in the particle velocity ci,

f i,N
eq

n
= A + B�ci� + D��ci�ci� + ¯ + O�N� , �2�

with free parameters that are determined considering
the symmetries of a previously chosen lattice
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�= �ci , i=0, . . . ,b� and adjusted to satisfy Eq. �1� for all
��p	eq of interest.

This approach is equivalent to replacing the full MB
distribution on the left-hand side of Eq. �1� by a finite
expansion in c. In this manner, the moments, A ,B� ,D�� , . . .
in Eq. �2� are calculated to fit the MB distribution at each
order of approximation and, as a consequence, are dependent
on N.

Since we cannot expect to find any relationship between
feq�ci� and f i,N

eq , consider now the question of finding the
relationship between fN

eq�c� and f i,N
eq when c→ci. Distribution

fN
eq�c� is the projection of the full MB distribution on

the function space spanned by functions �1,c� ,c�c� , . . . �.
Given that distributions f i,N

eq are only required to retrieve
the equilibrium moments, there are no means to assure
that fN

eq�c� approaches f i,N
eq �in fact, a weighted f i,N

eq � when
c→ci.

The result is that, although the equilibrium moments are
preserved with these finite expansions, the equilibrium dis-
tribution f i,N

eq has no local identification with the projection
fN

eq�c� of the full MB distribution on the function space
spanned by �1,c� ,c�c� , . . . �. Section IV gives a more de-
tailed discussion about this problem.

In the present work, discretization is considered as a
quadrature problem. In this manner, f i

eq is replaced by a
weighted feq, preventing the above drawback.

Let H be the Hilbert weighted L2 space generated by
functions f :cD→R that map the D-dimensional continuous
velocity space, cD, onto the real variables space, R �Fig. 1�.
Velocity discretization means replacing the entire velocity
space cD by some few velocity vectors. When discretization
is considered as a quadrature problem, the discrete distribu-
tions f i

eq/n on the right-hand side of Eq. �1� must be replaced
by feq�ci� /nd, i.e., by the value of the MB distribution evalu-
ated at the pole ci multiplied by a parameter 
i, which de-
notes the weight to be attributed to each velocity vector ci to
satisfy the quadrature condition, considering that, for each
coordinate axis �, the lattice speeds ci� form a discrete and
finite set and the continuous velocity space is continuous and
extends to infinity.

In this manner, the discretization restrictions, Eq. �1�, are
replaced by the following quadrature equations:

��p	eq =
 feq�c�
nd

�p�c�dc = �
i


i�2kT

m
D/2 feq�ci�

nd
�p�ci� ,

�3�

where the factor �2kT /m�D/2 was introduced to assure 
i is a
dimensionless, real number, since feq�c� /nd is the number of
particles per unit volume of the velocity space.

The role of the integration variable

Considering T to be the local temperature, c the particle
velocity, u the macroscopic local velocity, m the mass of
each particle, and C f = �c−u� /�2kT /m the dimensionless pe-
culiar velocity, the Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium distribu-
tion can be written as

feq = nd� m

2�kT
D/2

e−Cf
2
. �4�

Returning to Eq. �3�, when performing the quadrature,
an integration variable must be chosen. If the dimensionless
peculiar velocity, C f, is chosen as the integration variable,

��p	eq =
1

�D/2 
 e−Cf
2
�p�C f�dC f = �

i=0

b

Wi�p�C fi� , �5�

where C fi is a discrete peculiar velocity �a constant vector�
dependent, basically, on b and on the kind of quadrature that
was performed and

Wi = Wi��C fi�� =

ie

−Cfi
2

�D/2 �6�

are the dimensionless weights to be attributed to each dis-
crete velocity C fi.

For the first kinetic moment, n,

�1	 =
1

�D/2 
 e−Cf
2
1dC f = �

i=0

b

Wi1 = �
i=0

b

Wi, �7�

resulting in

f i
eq = Win . �8�

This means that the discrete equilibrium distribution does not
depend, explicitly, on the macroscopic velocity u and on the
temperature T. Nevertheless, the temperature and local ve-
locity dependences are included in the particle velocities
through

ci = u + �2kT

m
1/2

C fi = ci�T,u� . �9�

In this manner, the physical grid, �x ,ci�, i.e., the physical
grid points where the particles will be located after each time
step, will be time-dependent. Simulation tends to be very
cumbersome and, at first glance, boundary conditions will be
difficult to satisfy.

FIG. 1. The Hilbert space and the discretization problem.
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Another choice is the dimensionless particle velocity
C=c / �2kT /m�1/2. This is the usual choice in LBM and re-
quires us to rewrite the equilibrium distribution as

feq = nd� m

2�kT
D/2

e−C2
e2U·C−U2

, �10�

where U=u / �2kT /m�1/2 is a dimensionless local velocity
and C=c / �2kT /m�1/2. The use of C as the integration

variable instead of C f requires us to develop e2U·C−C2
as an

infinite series of Hermite polynomial tensors ��,�r�� �21�,
resulting in

feq = nd
e−C2

�D/2� m

2kT
D/2

�
�

a�,�r��
eq �U���,�r���C� , �11�

where �r�� is a sequence of indexes r1 ,r2 , . . . ,r� �repeated
indexes mean summation�,

�0 = 1, �12�

�1,� = 2C�, �13�

�2,�� = 2�C�C� −
1

2
��� , �14�

�3,��	 =
4

3
�C�C�C	 −

1

2
�C���	 + C���	 + C	����� ,

�15�

�4,��	� =
2

3
�C�C�C	C� −

1

2
�C�C��	� + C�C	��� + C�C���	

+ C�C	��� + C�C���	 + C	C����� +
1

4
��	�� ,

�16�

and so on. Tensor  is defined as ��	�=����	�+��	���

+�����	. The above tensors are orthogonal in the Hilbert
space H, with respect to the inner product

�h � g�c =
1

�D/2 
 e−C2
hgdC , �17�

and symmetric with respect to any index permutation.
The coefficients a�,�r��

eq in Eq. �11� are the macroscopic
moments a0

eq=1, a1,�
eq =U�, a2,��

eq =U�U�, a3,��	
eq =U�U�U	,

a4,��	�
eq =U�U�U	U�, and so on.

Second-order approximations to the MB distribution are
widely used in LBM athermal simulation, but, as seen in the
beginning of the present section, thermohydrodynamics re-
quire fourth-order approximations for the equilibrium distri-
bution. Consider a given Nth-order approximation to the MB
distribution,

fN
eq = nd

e−C2

�D/2� m

2kT
D/2

�
�=0

N

a�,�r��
eq �U���,�r���C� , �18�

which can be viewed as an Nth-order Taylor expansion of the
full MB distribution, in fact feqeC2

�up to some local factors�,

on the local velocity U� , with errors O�UN+1�.
After quadrature, the equilibrium distribution becomes

f i,N
eq = Win�

�=0

N

a�,�r��
eq �U���,�r���Ci� , �19�

where, as above, the constant velocity vectors Ci are
dependent on b and on the kind of quadrature that was per-
formed.

The resulting ci remains temperature-dependent, through

ci = �2kT

m
1/2

Ci = ci�T� , �20�

which means that after each time step, particles will be
propagated to intermediate positions between next-
neighboring sites, requiring us to write allocation rules that
preserve, locally, the mass, momentum, and energy of the
particles packet �18�.

III. QUADRATURE BASED ON PRESCRIBED ABSCISSAS

Avoiding the ci temperature dependence requires us to
consider the particle velocity c as the integrating variable
when performing the quadrature, i.e., to let c2 be free from T
in the exponential part e−C2

of the equilibrium distribution.
This can be accomplished by writing

e−�c − u�2/�2kT/m� = �e−Cfo
2

�T0/T, �21�

where T0 is a reference �and constant� temperature and
C fo= �c−u� / �2kT0 /m�1/2 is a new dimensionless peculiar ve-
locity referred to the temperature To.

When T is near T0, i.e., when the departures from thermal
equilibrium are small, the above expression may be devel-
oped in a Taylor series around T /To=1. Considering
�=T /To−1 to be the temperature deviation, this
development gives

�e−Cfo
2

�T0/T = e−Cfo
2 �1 + Cfo

2 � +
1

2
Cfo

2 �Cfo
2 − 2��2 + ¯ � ,

�22�

which terms are increasing powers of Cfo
2 .

In this way,

feq = nd�T0

T
D/2�1 + Cfo

2 � +
1

2
Cfo

2 �Cfo
2 − 2��2 + ¯ �

�
1

�D/2� m

2kT0
D/2

�e−Co
2�

�

a�,�r��
eq �U0���,�r���C0,i� , �23�

where U0=u / �2kT0 /m�1/2.
When the term �T0 /T�D/2 is also developed in a Taylor

series in terms of the temperature deviation �, replacing
C fo=Co−U0, Eq. �23� can be written, after mutiplying
the several terms and reorganizing the resulting expression
in terms of increasing order of the Hermite polynomials
��,�r��, as
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feq =
1

�D/2� m

2kT0
D/2

e−C0
2�

�

a�,�r��
eq �nd,U0,����,�r���Co� ,

�24�

where

a0
eq = nd, �25�

a1,�
eq = ndU0,�, �26�

a2,��
eq = ndU0,�U0,� +

1

2
nd����, �27�

a3,��	
eq = ndU0,�U0,�U0,	 +

3

2
nd�U0,	���, �28�

a4,��	�
eq = ndU0,�U0,�U0,	U0,� + 3nd�U0,�U0,��	�

+
3

4
nd�2����	�, �29�

related, respectively, to following macroscopic properties at
equilibrium: the number density of particles nd, the local
momentum ndU0,�, the momentum flux ���

eq , the energy flux
e��	

eq , and a hyperflux of momentum, ���	�
eq .

Since each �p�c� is a p-order monomial tensor in c, func-
tions ��,�r�� can be written as

��,�r�� = �
�=0

�

a�,�s��
� ��. �30�

In this manner, for a given order �, after multiplying Eq.
�3� by the constants a�,�s��

� , �=0, . . . ,� and adding the result-
ing equations, the quadrature equation, Eq. �3�, can be re-
written in terms of quadrature equations for each ��,�r�� in
the orthogonal basis of H,


 feq�c�
nd

��,�r��dc = �
i


i�2kT0

m
D/2 feq�ci�

nd
��,�r���ci� .

�31�

Using the development, Eq. �24�,

�
�

a�,�s��
eq 1

�D/2 
 e−C0
2
��,�s���Co���,�r���Co�dCo

= �
�

a�,�s��
eq �

i

Wi��,�r���Co,i���,�s���Co,i� , �32�

where

Wi = Wi��C0i�� =
1

�D/2
ie
−C0i

2
. �33�

Since each a�,�s��
eq is an independent equilibrium moment,

Eq. �32� gives

�
i

Wi��,�r���Co,i���,�s���Co,i�

=
1

�D/2 
 e−C0
2
��,�s���Co���,�r���Co�dCo. �34�

Consider the inner products in the continuous and discrete
space, respectively;

�f � g�c �
1

�D/2 
 e−C0
2
fgdC0, �35�

�f � g�d � �
i

Wif�Co,i�g�Co,i� , �36�

and their induced norms

�f�c
2 �

1

�D/2 
 e−C0
2
f2dC0, �37�

�f�d
2 � �

i

Wif
2�Co,i� . �38�

Since functions ��,�r���Co� are orthogonal in the continu-
ous space with respect to the inner product Eq. �35�, Eq. �34�
requires the orthogonality of ��,�r���Co,i� in the discrete
space, with respect to the inner product Eq. �36�. In addition,
Eq. �34� requires the norm preservation of ��,�r��,

�
i

Wi��,�r��
2 �Co,i� =

1

�D/2 
 e−C0
2
��,�r��

2 �Co�dCo. �39�

In this manner, the still unknown weights Wi and the dis-
crete velocities Co,i must be chosen in such a manner that the
orthogonality of the Hermite polynomial tensors ��,�r�� is
assured in the discrete space and satisfying the norm preser-
vation equation, Eq. �39�.

In Appendix A, it is shown that the norm-preservation
equation warrants the orthogonality of ��,�r���Co,i� with re-
spect to the inner product, Eq. �36�, when the discrete veloc-
ity space is a Bravais lattice.

The above conclusion is very important because it shows
that the norm-preservation equation warrants the orthogonal-
ity of ��,�r���Co,i� in the discrete space, with respect to the
inner product, Eq. �36�. This reduces our discretization prob-
lem to find the weights Wi and the poles Coi satisfying,
solely, the norm restrictions, Eq. �39�.

Let HN be the subspace of H generated by the first Her-
mite polynomials with order s�N and fN

eq�c� be the projec-
tion of the MB distribution, feq�c�, on this subspace. Func-

tion fN
eqeC0

2
is an Nth -order c-polynomial tensor and fN

eq can
be written as

fN
eq =

e−C0
2

�D/2 �
�=0

N

a�,�r��
eq,N �nd,U0,����,�r��. �40�

Due to the orthogonality and completeness of ��,�r��,

a�,�r��
eq,N �nd,U0,�� = a�,�r��

eq �nd,U0,�� �41�

for ��N, meaning that the moments a�,�r��
eq of the full MB
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distribution are preserved when calculated in HN with the
approximation fN

eq. Although this is a trivial consequence of
the functional structure of the Hilbert space H, the above
equation is of great importance in lattice Boltzmann theory
and means that an Nth-order approximation to the equilib-
rium distribution is required when Nth-order macroscopic
equilibrium moments are to be correctly described in LBM.
In addition, since LBM is a kinetic method based on a spe-
cial discrete form of the Boltzmann equation, the degree of
accuracy of the solution will be limited by N.

The above considerations also mean that if real positive
weights Wi and velocities Coi can be found satisfying the
norm-preservation conditions, the 2�-rank velocity tensors

��r��,�s�� = �
i

WiC0,i,r0
¯ C0,i,r�

C0,i,s0
¯ C0,i,s�

�42�

are isotropic for all �=1, . . . ,N. This property follows di-
rectly from the isotropy of these velocity tensors in the con-
tinuous space. Indeed, each function C0,i,r0

¯C0,i,r�
can be

written in terms of a linear combination of the orthogonal
functions ��,�t�� and the individual products ��,�t����,�v��
give nonzero values only when t=v, when the above equa-
tion gives ���,�t���d

2, which is the same as the one calculated
in continuous space.

With the exception of a very few lattices, Gaussian-like
quadratures do not give a Bravais discrete set Coi. Neverthe-
less, if any regular set �ei�, giving a Bravais lattice, is chosen,
the quadrature problem can be considered as to find the
weights Wi and a scaling factor a such that Co,i=aei, satis-
fying Eq. �39�. Considering that the poles ei are previously
known, this quadrature method was denoted as quadrature
with prescribed abcissas.

In this manner, when the order of approximation N of
the Hermite polynomial expansion to the MB equilibrium
distribution is chosen, a set ��,�r��, �=0, . . . ,N, is estab-
lished, and the infinite and enumerable basis of the Hilbert
space H :cD→R, which generates the solutions of the con-
tinuous Boltzmann equation, is replaced by a finite set of
Hermite polynomial tensors, restricting the solutions to
Nth-degree polynomials in the velocity c. The quadrature
problem is now to select a regular lattice �ei� in such a man-
ner that functions ��,�r�� preserve the orthogonality with re-
spect to the inner product in the discrete space, and this can
be accomplished by assuring that the norm of each one of
these functions ��,�r�� is retrieved, exactly, in the discrete
space. The number b of the required lattice vectors is depen-
dent on the order N of the polynomial approximation,
b=b�N�. In addition, we have shown that when the quadra-
ture problem is solved, the 2�-rank tensors given by Eq. �42�
are isotropic in the discrete space for �=1, . . . ,N.

IV. TWO-DIMENSIONAL SQUARE LATTICES

We restrict our attention to two-dimensional square lat-
tices, although the above presented quadrature procedure is
general and may be used for deriving other two- or three-
dimensional lattices.

When the equilibrium distribution is an Nth-order polyno-
mial approximation to the MB distribution, quadrature will

be exact for all moments of order p�N, if the weights WiW
are chosen so as to satisfy Eq. �39� for all the functions,

� = �1,2Cox,2Coy,2�Cox
2 −

1

2
,2�Coy

2 −
1

2
,2CoxCoy, . . . � .

�43�

Each one of these functions gives a quadrature equation.
Some equations will be linearly dependent in accordance
with the lattice symmetry.

In two dimensions, square lattices such as the D2Q9,
D2Q13, and other DQ-like lattices have four discrete veloci-
ties at each energy level Co. Figure 2 summarizes some
square lattices that are being used in lattice Boltzmann simu-
lation: each set of four discrete velocities is superposed to the
previous lattice vectors set when adding a single energy
level, following the sequence �0,1 ,�2,2 ,2�2,3 ,3�2, . . . �.

When N=2, there will be four linearly independent equa-
tions for four unknowns related to the scaling factor a, and
the D2Q9 weights W0 ,W1 ,W2. This set has a unique solution
leading to the widely known values W0=16/36, W1=4/36,
W2=1/36, and a=�3/2. This is shown in Appendix B.

In this manner, a second-order approximation to the full
MB distribution is the equilibrium distribution in the D2Q9
lattice, and this distribution may be written as a linear com-
bination of the first six Hermite orthogonal polynomials �0,
�1,x, �1,y, �2,xx, �2,yy, and �2,xy. The addition of further
restrictions, related to the norm preservation of the third-
order Hermite polynomials �3,xxy, �3,yyx, gives a system of
equations with the same solution, but additional restrictions
related to �3,xxx or �3,yyy gives a system without solution.
Further, a ninth polynomial tensor that fits to the D2Q9 lat-
tice can be found by considering a Gram-Schmidt orthogo-
nalization of the function Co

4, using the previous Hermite
polynomials and the inner product Eq. �35�. Nevertheless,
the addition of these third- and fourth-order functions to the
second-order polynomial expansion of the discrete equilib-
rium distribution f i

eq does not appear to be helpful, since it
does not change the order of approximation of f i

eq and will
not be considered in this paper.

The dimensionless local velocity U0=u / �2kT0 /m�1/2 can
be scaled to enable us to work with unitary lattice units. In
this manner, the spatial and the time scales, h and �, respec-
tively, can be chosen so as to satisfy

h

�
= �2kT0

m
1/2

, �44�

and, since

FIG. 2. Two-dimensional square lattices.
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U0 = �
i

f iCoi = a�
i

f iei, �45�

where ei are the usual lattice vectors in 2D lattices, a new
local velocity can be defined as

u* =
U0

a
= �

i

f iei. �46�

The equilibrium distribution for the D2Q9 lattice is then

f i,2
eq = Win�1 + 2a2u�

*ei,� + 2a2u�
*u�

*�a2ei,�ei,� −
1

2
���

+ ��a2ei
2 − 1� , �47�

with third-order errors O��u* ,u*3�.
The effect of temperature on the equilibrium distribution

can be clearly seen from Eq. �47�. In higher temperature
sites, the amount of rest particles is reduced and redistributed
to higher energy levels, trying to mimic the temperature de-
pendence of the continuous MB distribution. This effect is
highly desirable in thermal LBE simulation. An equilibrium
distribution similar to Eq. �47� is given as Eq. �18� of Shan
and He �20�.

When the macroscopic velocity U0 is replaced by u*, the
moments a�,�r��

eq in Eqs. �25�–�29� are then

a0
eq = n , �48�

a1,�
eq = nau�

* , �49�

a2,��
eq = na2u�

*u�
* +

1

2
n����, �50�

a3,��	
eq = na3u�

*u�
*u	

* +
3

2
n�au	

*���, �51�

a4,��	�
eq = na4u�

*u�
*u	

*u�
* + 3n�a2u�

*u�
*�	� +

3

4
n�2����	�.

�52�

In the same manner, the velocity functions ��,�r�� �Co,i�,
Eqs. �12�–�16�, can be rewritten in terms of the lattice
vectors ei,

�0 = 1, �53�

�1,� = 2aei�, �54�

�2,�� = 2�a2ei�ei� −
1

2
��� , �55�

�3,��	 =
4

3
�a3ei�ei�ei	 −

a

2
�ei���	 + ei���	 + ei	����� ,

�56�

�4,��	� =
2

3
�a4ei�ei�ei	ei� −

a2

2
�ei�ei��	� + ei�ei	���

+ ei�ei���	 + ei�ei	��� + ei�ei���	 + ei	ei�����

+
1

4
��	�� . �57�

The D2Q13 and the next lattices are also able to run
second-order models. In these cases, the number of un-
knowns is greater than the number of disposable equations,
and several solutions will be available, satisfying the quadra-
ture problem.

Nevertheless, contrary to the results of McNamara and
Alder �10� and to the results that would be expected with
fitting methods �see Sec. IV�, this lattice is not able to run
full third-order models. Indeed, when N=3, it is impossible
to find real positive values for a, W0, W1, W2, W3 satisfying
all the norm restrictions, Eq. �39�, related to �3,��	. This
result is the same for the D2Q17 lattice.

Considering the D2Q21 lattice as a next candidate for
third-order models, there will be, in this case, seven un-
knowns a, W0, W1, W2, W3, W4, W5 for six norm restrictions,
after eliminating identical equations. Letting a be a free vari-
able, the system gives a solution with real positive roots
when a is inside the interval 0.659836�a�1.16208.

The values a=0.659836 and a=1.16208 �in fact,
a=1/12�5��193+25� are roots of the polynomials
W0�a� and W3�a�, respectively. In this manner, when the
value a=1.16208 is chosen, W3=0 and the lattice loses
an energy level, giving a modification of the D2Q17 lattice,
which has been named D2V17, shown in Fig. 3. The
weights, with six significant digits, are W0=0.402005,
W1=0.116155, W2=0.0330064, W3=0, W4=0.0000790786,
and W5=0.000258415.

This modified square lattice is less expensive considering
computer requirements and has the same properties when
compared with the D2Q21 lattice, i.e., it retrieves, exactly,
all the equilibrium moments up to the third order and gives
isotropic tensors up to the sixth rank. Therefore, the present
method can also be considered as a tool for investigating the
structure of minimal velocity sets giving regular lattices. The
D2V17 equilibrium distribution can be written as

FIG. 3. The D2V17 lattice.
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f i,3
eq = f i,2

eq + Wia3,��	
eq �3,��	�i�

= Win�1 + 2a2u�
*ei,� + 2�a2u�

*u�
*��a2ei,�ei,� −

1

2
���

+ ��a2ei
2 − 1� +

4

3
a3u�

*u�
*u	

*�a3ei,�ei,�ei,	

−
a

2
�ei,���	 + ei,���	 + ei,	�����

+ 2�a2�a2ei
2 − 2�u	

*ei,	� �58�

with fourth-order errors O��u*2 ,u*4�.
In addition to the equilibrium moments up to third order,

thermohydrodynamics requires the fourth-order equilibrium
moments �C0

2C0,x
2 	eq, �C0

2C0,y
2 	eq, and �C0

2C0,xC0,y	eq to be re-
trieved �10�. Since these functions are not orthogonal in the
continuous velocity space, a Gram-Schmidt orthogonaliza-
tion procedure was used to find orthogonal polynomials from
this set by using the previous Hermite polynomials and the
inner product Eq. �35�.

The result was

�4,1 = Co
2Co,x

2 −
7

2
Co,x

2 −
1

2
Co,y

2 + 1, �59�

�4,2 =
1

7
�Co

2�7Co,y
2 − Co,x

2 � − 24Co,y
2 + 6� , �60�

�4,3 = Co,xCo,y�Co
2 − 3� . �61�

When we require the norm preservation of the functions
�4,1, �4,2, and �4,3, this gives a system of eight independent
equations for nine unknowns. In this case, a is again a free
parameter and the solution gave real positive weights for
0.590193�a�0.760569.

Further, when a is, respectively, taken as 0.590193
or 0.760569, the weights W1 or W6 are null, giving
two D2V25 lattices that retrieve the correct thermohydrody-
namics equations. These lattices are shown in Fig. 4. For
the first lattice, called D2V25�W1�, a=0.590193 and
the calculated weights are W0=0.235184, W1=0,
W=0.101817, W3=5.92134�10−2, W4=2.00409�10−2,
W5=6.79523�10−3, W6=1.14376�10−3, and W7=2.19788
�10−3. Lattice D2V25�W6� has a=0.760569 and
W0=0.239059, W1=0.063158, W2=8.75957�10−2,

W3=3.11800�10−2, W4=6.19896�10−3, W5=2.02013
�10−3, W6=0, and W7=8.38224�10−5.

Therefore, thermohydrodynamic equations are correctly
retrieved with the LBE based on these lattices, but isotropy
of eighth-rank tensors cannot be assured. The equilibrium
distribution for this lattice can be written as

f i,th
eq = f i,3

eq + Wi�a4,1
eq �4,1�i� + a4,2

eq �4,2�i� + a4,3
eq �4,3�i�� ,

�62�

with, nevertheless, fourth-order errors O��u*2 ,u*4 ,�2� with
respect to the full MB distribution. Parameters a4,�

eq can be
found by using the orthogonality properties of �4,� �C0� in
the continuous space, giving,

a4,1
eq =

2

7
�2a4ux

*2u*2 + �a2�6ux
*2 + u*2� + 2�2� , �63�

a4,2
eq =

1

12
�7a4uy

*4 − a4ux
*4 + 6a4ux

*2uy
*2 + 24a2uy

*2� + 6�2� ,

�64�

a4,3
eq =

4

3
a2ux

*uy
*�3� + a2u*2� . �65�

For the full fourth-order model, the norm preservation of
a full set of Hermite orthogonal polynomials until the fourth
order is required, giving a set of nine norm restrictions. This
system will only be closed for a lattice with eight energy
levels. The D2Q29 lattice, with eight weights W0,. . ., W7, is
a natural candidate to be the minimal square lattice to run
fourth-order models in the square lattice hierarchy. For this
lattice, there are nine linearly independent equations. This
closed set of nine independent equations has, nevertheless,
no solution.

This result was the same for the next D2Q33 lattice, when
a is allowed to be a free parameter.

Since each function ��,�r�� is a linear combination of the
monomials �= �1,Cox ,Coy ,Cox

2 ,Coy
2 ,CoxCoy , . . . �, the norm

restrictions, Eq. �39�, can be indifferently used on the set �
of orthogonal functions or on set � of monomials. The last
choice is, in the present case, preferable for identifying a
symmetry deficiency in the DQ-series hierarchy of square
lattices �Fig. 2�. Indeed, consider the fourth-order functions
�4,1=Coy

2 Cox
2 and �4,2=Cox

3 Coy. These functions have
different norms in the continuous space, respectively,
3 /4 and �15/16. Nevertheless, since �4,1= �CoyCox�2 and
�4,2= �CoxCoy�Cox

2 , the only contributions for their norms in
the discrete space came from the diagonal vectors and are the
same because along these directions �Co,iy�= �Co,ix�.

This is an important result, since it means that the
Q-series of square lattices are unable to run full fourth-order
LBE models.

In this way, we have tried another building structure
for the lattices, filling completely the available Cartesian
space around each site following the sequence
�ei�=0,1 ,�2,2 ,�5,2�2,3 ,�10 with sequentially increasing
values for �ei�.

FIG. 4. The D2V25 lattices.
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Figure 5 shows a D2V37 lattice, constructed in such a
manner, with 37 velocity vectors but eight weights Wi.
Solution of the nine norm equations is unique and gives,
when six significant digits are considered, a=0.846393, W0
=0.233151, W1=0.107306, W2=0.0576679, W3=0.0142082,
W4=0.00535305, W5=0.00101194, W6=0.000245301, and
W7=0.000283414. This lattice came from the solution of a
closed system with nine linearly independent norm restric-
tion for nine unknowns.

Since, in the D2V37 lattice, all the fourth-order Hermite
polynomial tensors belong to the orthogonal basis of this
lattice, the equilibrium distribution can be written as

f i,4
eq = f i,3

eq + Wia4,��	�
eq �4,��	��i�

= Win�1 + 2a2u�
*ei,� + 2�a2u�

*u�
*��a2ei,�ei,� −

1

2
���

+ ��a2ei
2 − 1� +

4

3
a3u�

*u�
*u	

*�a3ei,�ei,�ei,	

−
a

2
�ei,���	 + ei,���	 + ei,	����� + 2�a2�a2ei

2 − 2�u	
*ei,	

+
2

3
��a8�u�

*ei��4 − 3a6u*2�u�
*ei��2 +

3

4
a4u*4�

+ ��3a6�u�
*ei��2ei

2 −
3

2
a4�D�u�

*ei��2 + 4�u�
*ei��2

+ u*2ei
2� +

3

4
a2u*2�D + 2��

+
3

4
�2�a4ei

4 −
1

2
a2�D + 2�ei

2 +
1

4
D�D + 2���� . �66�

The D2V37 lattice, with the above equilibrium distribu-
tion, can be considered as the minimal square lattice giving a
fourth-order approximation to the continuous Boltzmann
equation, wih errors O��2u* ,u*5�.

The weights Wi, in general, decrease with i and attain
very small values when i is large. The smallness of Wi for
large i is expected and is a consequence of �a� the restriction
that was imposed on the lattice to be space filling, requiring
the norm of each added lattice vector, ei to be, frequently, an
integer multiple of the norm of the lattice vectors forming
the D2Q9 lattice unitary cell in square lattices, and �b� the

required degree of approximation leading to polynomials
with terms of O �eb

N�.

V. DISCUSSION: A DISCRETIZATION APPROACH BASED
ON A FINITE SET OF ORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS

IN THE DISCRETE SPACE

Consider a previously assigned velocity set
�= �c0 , . . . ,cb� giving a regular lattice. Returning to Eq. �1�,

���	eq =
 feq�c�
nd

���c�dc = �
i

f i
eq

n
���ci� �67�

for �=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,b, but now �� forms a set of b+1 linearly
independent velocity monomials in a given lattice with
b+1 degrees of freedom. Considering, e.g., the D2Q9 lattice,
this set can be chosen as

� = �1,cix,ciy,cix
2 ,ciy

2 ,cixciy,cix
2 ciy,ciy

2 cix,ci
4� , �68�

since, in this lattice, there are only two third-degree linearly
independent monomials and a fourth-degree additional mo-
nomial is required.

The orthogonal functions ��,�r���ci� are now considered to
be derived from the set ��. This can be accomplished by
using an orthogonalization procedure, such as the Gram-
Schmidt process, and is the basis of the LB moments method
�13�. Since the particular forms of ��,�r���ci� are dependent
on the lattice, on functions ��, and on the manner in which
the Gram-Schmidt method is used, these functions will be
noted as ��,�r��

� �ci� to distinguish them from the above Her-

mite polynomial tensors.
In this case, an inner product must be defined in the dis-

crete space generated by the functions f : �c0 , . . . ,cb�→R.
Considering

�a � b�d = �
i

aibi �69�

to be such a product each element of the orthogonal basis can
be written in terms of the monomials �� as

��,�r��
� = �

�=0

�

a�,�s��
�,� ��, �70�

where a�,�s��
�,� are real numbers, dependent on the assigned

lattice. After multiplying Eq. �67� by a�,�s��
�,� for each � and

adding the resulting equations, we obtain


 feq�c�
nd

��,�r��
� �c�dc = �

i

f i
eq

n
��,�r��

� �ci� . �71�

Expanding f i
eq/n in terms of functions ��,�r��

� �ci�,

f i
eq

n
= �

�=0

b

a�,�r��
eq,� ��,�r��

� �ci� . �72�

Since ��,�r��
� �ci� are orthogonal �in the discrete space�, the

following relationship follows directly from Eq. �71�:

FIG. 5. The D2V37 lattice.
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 feq�c�
nd

��,�r��
� �c�dc = a�,�r��

eq,� ��, �73�

where

�� = �
i

���,�r��
� �2, �74�

resulting in

a�,�r��
eq,� =


 feq�c�
nd

��,�r��
� �c�dc

�
i

���,�r��
� �2

. �75�

The above equation gives the equilibrium moment a�,�r��
eq,�

in terms of the MB distribution function for a given order �
of the function ��,�r��

� .

In this manner, Eq. �71� can be regarded as a discretiza-
tion equation giving the unknowns f i

eq in terms of the MB
distribution function, requiring the moments a�,�r��

eq,� to be the

projections of the full MB distribution, feq�c�, on a �not or-
thogonal� basis ��,�r��

� �c� of HN, Eq. �75�.
The discrete velocities ci can be related to the dimension-

less lattice vectors ei through

ci =
h

�
ei, �76�

where h and � are, respectively, the space and time scales.
The next step is now to find the polynomial approxima-

tion, fN
eq�c�, to the full MB equilibrium distribution that is

generated by functions ��,�r��
� �c� of HN and see what is the

relationship between fN
eq�ci� and the above derived f i

eq.
It is important to emphasize that although functions ��,�r��

�

are orthogonal in the subspace HN of H, generated by ��,�r��
�

with respect to the inner product, Eq. �69�, these functions
are, in general, not orthogonal in this subspace, with respect
to the inner product of H, Eq. �17�. Thus, consider replacing
feq�c� on the left-hand side of Eq. �73� by the projection
fN

eq�c� of the MB distribution on the subspace spanned by
functions ��,�r��

� �c�.
Written in terms of ��,�s��

� , this projection will have a

form analogous to Eq. �18�,

fN
eq = nd

e−C2

�D/2� m

2kT
D/2

�
�=0

N

a�,�s��
eq,� ��,�s��

� �C� . �77�

Since functions ��,�s��
� are not orthogonal with respect to

Eq. �17�, Eq. �73� gives

�
�

a�,�s��
eq,� 1

�D/2 
 e−C2
��,�s��

� ��,�r��
� dC = a�,�r��

eq,� ��, �78�

which is a closed system of equations for the unknows
a�,�s��

eq,� . When a�,�r��
eq,� on the right-hand side of the above equa-

tion is considered to be either given by Eq. �75� or to be
unknown, this system can only be expected to have the same
solution, Eq. �75�, when functions ��,�s��

� are orthogonal

with respect to the inner product Eq. �17� and

1

�D/2 
 e−C2
��,�s��

� ��,�r��
� dC = �

i

��,�s��
� �Ci���,�r��

� �Ci� ,

�79�

which is not generally true.
This means that, analogous to the previous approach dis-

cussed in the beginning of Sec. I, fN
eq�c� has no identification

with f i
eq and does not converge to f i

eq �or to a weighted f i
eq�

when c approaches the poles ci.
In this manner, although the above exposed discretization

procedure leads to the correct macroscopic equilibrium mo-
ments and, as a consequence, to the correct hydrodynamic
equations, the generated discrete equilibrium distribution
loses any local identification with its continuous counterpart.

LBM is a kinetic method based on the solution of a dis-
crete kinetic equation �and not on the solution of the hydro-
dynamic equations themselves�, and the next question to be
answered is, to what extent does this lack of identification
affect the solution of a given hydrodynamic problem?

VI. CONCLUSION

The present paper deals with the discretization problem in
generating the lattice Boltzmann equation from the continu-
ous Boltzmann equation.

In the quadrature problem, lattices with temperature-
dependent particle velocities were avoided by letting the par-
ticle velocity, c2, be free from the temperature T in the ex-
ponential part e−C2

of the MB distribution and writing the
equilibrium distribution as a Taylor expansion in terms of the
temperature deviation �.

It was shown that the LBE can be derived from the con-
tinuous Boltzmann equation when the orthogonality of the
Hermite polynomial tensors in the continuous space is main-
tained. It was also shown that this can be assured when the
norms of these tensors are preserved in discrete space, lead-
ing to increasingly accurate lattice Boltzmann models.

In this manner, the preservation of the functional structure
of the Hilbert space, HN, when its inner product and induced
norm are replaced by discrete sums, appears to be a funda-
mental rule for the velocity discretization problem when the
discrete equilibrium distribution is required to give increas-
ingly accurate approximations with respect to the continuous
MB distribution. Although equilibrium moments are pre-
served, this rule is not, in general, satisfied by the lattices,
which structure is derived from a finite polynomial expan-
sion in the discrete space.

These restrictions lead to space-filling lattices with in-
creased dimensionality when compared with presently
known square lattices. In this manner, it was concluded that
a 17-velocities lattice is required for third order and a 25-
velocities lattice is needed for thermal model approxima-
tions, compared with, respectively, the D2Q13 and D2Q17
lattices, which are shown to retrieve the correct macroscopic
equations related to these moments. In particular, considering
thermal problems, the D2Q17 lattice, which equilibrium dis-
tributions f i

eq are obtained with the method exposed in Sec.
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IV, retrieves the thermohydrodynamic equations, but its equi-
librium distribution and the derived lattice Boltzmann equa-
tion cannot be considered as reliable approximations to the
MB distribution and the Boltzmann equation, respectively.
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APPENDIX A: ORTHOGONALITY OF THE HERMITE
POLYNOMIAL TENSORS IN THE DISCRETE

SPACE

Let ��,�r�� be a set of Hermite polynomial tensors, or-
thogonal with respect to the inner product Eq. �35�. Consider
a Bravais lattice, where to each velocity vector C0,i, C0,i
�0, corresponds a discrete velocity C0,−i=−C0,i.

Let m����,�r��� be a parity index giving the number of
times the index � appears in ��,�r��. Table I gives the parity
indexes of some leading Hermite polynomial tensors in two
dimensions.

Index m����,�r��� gives the parity of ��,�r�� with respect to
the � component of the particle velocity C0. In this manner,
the Hermite polynomials ��,�r�� can be also written as a
three-index function ��,mx�,my�

. This last notation is more
convenient for the present purpose.

When making the inner product in either its continuous,
Eq. �35�, and discrete, Eq. �36�, forms,

���,mx�,my�
* ��,mx�,my�

�c or d�,

this product is trivially null whenever

mx���,mx�,my�
��,mx�,my�

� = mx� + mx�

or

my���,mx�,my�
��,mx�,my�

� = my� + my�

are odd.

When both parity indexes mx���,mx�,my�
��,mx�,my�

� and
my���,mx�,my�

��,mx�,my�
� are even, the resulting polynomial is

invariant under changes C0x→−C0x and C0y→−C0y, there-
fore it has only quadratic forms in the monomials 1, C0x, C0y,
C0x

2 , C0y
2 , C0xC0y , . . .. When both parity indexes

mx���,mx�,my�
��,mx�,my�

� and my���,mx�,my�
��,mx�,my�

� are
even, the resulting polynomial is invariant under changes
C0x→−C0x and C0y→−C0y, therefore it has only quadratic
forms in the monomials

C = �C�,mx�,my�
= 1,C0x,C0y,C0x

2 ,C0y
2 ,C0xC0y, . . . �

. The squared monomials can be written as linear combina-
tions of �i,j,k

2 . This comes from the consideration that each
square ��,mx�,my�

2 depends on a leading term related to
C�,mx�,my�

2 and on lower-order degree monomials. In this man-
ner, letting �2 and C2 be vectors,

�2 = ��0
2,�1,1,0

2 , . . . ,��,mx�,my�

2 �

and

C2 = �C0
2,C1,1,0

2 , . . . ,C�,mx�,my�

2 � ,

respectively, the linear system of equations

�2 = AC2 �A1�

can be easily inverted since A is a triangular matrix, with
non-null terms in the diagonal. Consequently, the products
will be

��,mx�,my�
��,mx�,my�

= �
i=0

��+��/2

�
j=0

i

ai,j,i−j�i,j,i−j
2 , �A2�

where the parameters ai,j,i−j are constants.
As a consequence, when ���,mx�,my�

*��,mx�,my�
�d is not

trivially null, i.e., when mx���,mx�,my�
��,mx�,my�

� and
my���,mx�,my�

��,mx�,my�
� are even, this inner product will be

given by

���,mx�,my�
� ��,mx�,my�

�d

= �
i=0

��+��/2

�
j=0

i

ai,j,i−j��i,j,i−j�d
2 = �

i=0

��+��/2

�
j=0

i

ai,j,i−j��i,j,i−j�c
2

= ���,mx�,my�
� ��,mx�,my�

�c �A3�

because �i� the norms of functions �� are preserved and �ii�
Eq. �A2� is true in both continuous and discrete space.

In this manner, since functions �� are orthogonal in con-
tinuous space, they will also be orthogonal in discrete space
with respect to the inner product, Eq. �36�.

This result can be easily generalized for three-
dimensional lattices.

APPENDIX B

Considering the D2Q9 lattice, the norm and orthogonality
restrictions give for the functions

��0,�1,x,�1,y,�2,xx,�2,yy,�2,xy� �B1�

the following system of equations:

TABLE I. Parity indexes of some leading Hermite polynomial
tensors.

��,�r�� mx my

�0 0 0

�1,x 1 0

�1,y 0 1

�2,xx 2 0

�2,yy 0 2

�2,xy 1 1

�3,xxx 3 0

�3,xyy 1 2

�3,yyy 0 3
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1

��
−�

�

e−C0y
2 �


−�

�

e−C0x
2

1dC0xdC0y� = 1 = W0 + 4W1 + 4W2,

1

��
−�

�

e−C0y
2 �


−�

�

e−C0x
2

�2C0x�2dC0xdC0y�
= 2 = 8a2W1 + 16a2W2,

1

�
�


−�

�

e−C0y
2 �


−�

�

e−C0x
2 �2�C0x

2 −
1

2
�2

dC0x�dC0y�
= 2 = W0 + 4W2�2a2 − 1�2 + W1�2�2a2 − 1�2 + 2� ,

1

��
−�

�

e−C0y
2 �


−�

�

e−C0x
2

�2C0xC0y�2dC0xdC0y�
= 1 = 16a4W2,

1

��
−�

�

e−C0y
2 �


−�

�

e−C0x
2

1 � 2�C0x
2 −

1

2
dC0x�dC0y�

= 0 = W1�4a2 − 4� − W0 + W2�8a2 − 4� ,

1

��
−�

�

e−C0y
2 �


−�

�

e−C0x
2

2�C0x
2 −

1

2


�2�C0y
2 −

1

2
dC0x�dC0y� = 0

= W0 + W1�4 − 8a2� + 4W2�2a2 − 1�2,

where identical equations and the inner products giving odd
velocity functions were previously excluded.

There are only four independent equations. The solution
of the above system gives the classically known values a
=�3/2, W0=16/36, W1=4/36, and W2=1/36, which are
also the solutions when only the first four equations, related
to the norm restrictions, are considered. In this manner, the
two linearly independent orthogonality conditions are satis-
fied by the solution of the norm equations. This outcome was
the same for all the lattice that have been analyzed in this
work, and Appendix A shows that this result is, in fact, a
consequence of general properties of Hermite polynomials
and of the Bravais lattices structure.
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The velocity discretization is a critical step in deriving the lattice Boltzmann (LBE) 
from the Boltzmann equation. The velocity discretization problem was considered in a 
recent paper (Philippi et al., From the continuous to the lattice Boltzmann equation: the 
discretization problem and thermal models, Physical Review E 73: 56702, 2006) following 
a new approach and giving the minimal discrete velocity sets in accordance with the order 
of approximation that is required for the LBE with respect to the Boltzmann equation. 
As a consequence, two-dimensional lattices and their respective equilibrium distributions 
were derived and discussed, considering the order of approximation that was required 
for the LBE. In the present work, a Chapman-Enskog (CE) analysis is performed for 
deriving the macroscopic transport equations for the mass, momentum and energy for 
these lattices. The problem of describing the transfer of energy in fluids is discussed in 
relation with the order of approximation of the LBE model. Simulation of temperature, 
pressure and velocity steps are also presented to validate the CE analysis. 

Keywords: LBE; thermal models; BGK; quadrature. 

PACS Nos.: 47.l l . - j , 05.10.-a, 51.10.+y. 

1. In t roduct ion 

A Lattice-Boltzmann model that can handle thermal problems in a satisfactory 
manner have been the subject of several works.1'2'3 Unfortunately these models 
present difficulties, most of them due to deviations in the hydrodynamic equations 
and numerical instability. 

Recently, an alternative procedure to discretize the Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) 
distribution was proposed.4'5 Based on the quadrature of a Hermite polynomial 
expansion of this distribution, the procedure allows to obtain a lattice Boltzmann 
equation (LBE) that can recover the moments of the MB distribution up to a desired 
order. 

The objective of this work is to study in more detail the lattices and the equilib
rium distributions obtained using the procedure proposed in Ref. 4. We begin with 
a brief review of the velocity discretization in Section 2. In Section 3 we present 
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a Chapman-Enskog (CE) analysis for the obtained LBE. Simulation results con
fronting the transport coefficients obtained in the CE analysis are presented and 
discussed in Section 4. 

2. Velocity discretization in two dimensional problems 

The velocity discretization step intends to replace the entire continuous velocity 
space 5ft2 by a finite set of discrete velocities £,. A set of necessary conditions for 
the correct hydrodynamic equations to be retrieved is given by assuring that the 
discrete distributions f^q used in the LBE equation satisfy: 

(*)? = J /e* « V P m = £ f?9Mti) (i) 

for all the equilibrium moments, (<fip)
eq, of interest. 

Considering discretization as a quadrature problem, the discrete distributions 
f^q in the right-hand side of Eq. (1) are replaced by feq(£i), i.e., by the value of the 
MB distribution evaluated at the pole £$, multiplied by the weight to be attributed 
to each velocity vector £j in order to satisfy the quadrature condition. 

In this manner, the discretization restrictions, Eq. (1), are replaced by the fol
lowing quadrature, 

{(pp)eq = j /-?(£)^m = £ WieW { ^ ^ ) feq(Zi)vP{Zi), (2) 

where the factor (kBT0/m) was introduced to assure W* to be a dimensionless real 
number, since feq(£) is the number of particles per unit area of the velocity space. 

Given a reference temperature To, dimensionless velocities can be introduced, 
defining £0 = ( & B T 0 / T O ) _ 1 / 2 £ and u0 = (kBT0/m)~1^2u. Using the dimensionless 
velocities and a temperature deviation O, defined by 6 = (T/T0 — 1), the MB 
distribution can be written 

n=0 

where Jfr„ (£o) are the Hermite polynomial tensors8, and rn = {a\, Oi2, • • •, an} is 
a sequence of indexes that characterize a particular element of the n order tensor. 
The Einstein's summing convention is also used. 

The coefficients ar„ , can be obtained considering the orthogonality of the Her
mite polynomial tensors: 

ar
nJ = ( ^ ) J fq{doWr{:\tio)d(i0. (5) 

a The Hermite polynomial tensors are defined by the Rodrigues formula 

• - ^ C n ) ( ^ ) = ^ 2 7 i V ' l [ e - « o / 2 ] 
e ^o' 
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Now we simplify our description of the equilibrium distribution by cutting off 
terms of order higher then N, denoting this approximated function by feq'N(£)• One 
of the features of the expansion in Eq.(3) is that if a moment of ipp have an order 
lower or equal than N: 

ifP) = J f^MMtw = J /e* , JV«vPm- (6) 
If we use this property, replacing feq(£) by feq'N(£) in Eq. (2) and using the 

expanded form of this function, we retrieve the following relation; 

± Je-Z/ttfli){i0)K
{:](io)dt,0 = J2 WiJPj?)(&,i).<n)(6M) (7) 

for all n and m < N, where £0)j is the dimensionless form of the discrete velocities 

In this manner, the still unknown weights W« and the discrete velocities £0]j 
must be chosen in such a manner that the orthogonality and norm of the Hermite 
polynomial tensors Jfr„ are assured in the discrete space. In Ref. 4, it was shown 
that when the discrete velocity space is invariant under TT/2 rotations and reflections 
about the x and y axes, the norm preservation for all Hermite polynomials of order 
lower than TV in the discrete velocity space results on the orthogonality between 
these functions. 

The former conclusion is very important because it reduces our discretization 
problem to find the weights W, and the poles £0jj satisfying, solely, the norm re
strictions, i.e , Eq. (7) when n = j and rn = rj. With the exception of a very few 
lattices, Gaussian-like quadratures does not give a regular discrete set £0ij. Never
theless, if a dimensionless velocity set {CJ}, giving a space-filling lattice, is chosen, 
the quadrature problem can be considered as the problem of finding the weights 
Wi and a scaling factor a such that £0ij = aCi, satisfying the norm preservation. 
Considering that the poles c* are previously known, this quadrature method was 
named as quadrature with prescribed abscissae. 

Finally, if we compare the Eq. (1) and Eq.(2) using the expansion in Eq. (3) 
cutting off terms of order higher then N, we obtain: 

N 1 
nq = WiY.-f{fl^r{:\^i) (8) 

n=0 

The set of velocity vectors Cj of these models for third (D2V17) and fourth 
(D2V37) are shown in Fig. (1) and Fig. (2). For the scale factor a and the weights 
Wi see the Tables 1 and 2. Another lattice that is suitable for thermal problems 
is the D2V25, because it can recover the moments (£2£a£/3) (for more details see 
Ref. 4). 

3. Chapman-Enskog Analysis 

As usual in the Lattice Boltzmann context2, we begin the CE analysis by a Taylor 
series expansion of f(x + £j, t + S) around the position x and time t and replacing 
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3J I ? : 5 \ :2f» J6! 

„•' / / J -\-V "\.yi 

^....«I \» . 

Fig. 1. D2V17 lattice Fig. 2. D2V37 lattice 

Table 1. D2V17 weights 

% 

0 

1-4 

5-8 

9-12 

13-16 

a 

Wt 

575+193^193 
8100 

3355-91^193 
18000 

655+17V193 
27000 

685-49v /193 
54000 

1445-101VT93 
162000 

/ 5(25+^193) 
V 72 

the resulting expression in the collision/propagation equation with a BGK operator. 
Expanding the distribution function and the time derivative in power series of 

the Knudsen's number (the ratio between the microscopic and the macroscopic 
length scales) and equating the terms of the same order, we obtain the following 
equations for the first and second orders: 

a r(°) , c a A0) _ f, 
OOJi +ki,aOaJi — - £ — 

(1) 

(9) 

d^0)+{l-l)(dof^+^0af^)=-e^. (10) 

The analysis is performed without writing an explicit expression for the equilib
rium distribution f\ , restricting the attention to the properties this distribution is 
required to satisfy. These restrictions will be checked latter considering each lattice 
and respective equilibrium distribution function. 
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,1/3 Table 2. D2V37 weights, where R = (67 + 36V30) 

0 

1-4 

5-8 

9-12 

13-20 

21-24 

25-28 

29-36 

56266 i? 2 -7 2 / 3 (19991-338Vw)R+7 4 / 3 (14323+6238^30) 
264600.R2 

3 1 2 0 6 B 2 - 7 2 / 3 (3201+466^30) R-74/3 (2427-706 \/30) 
26460OR2 

29232i i 2 +7 2 / 3 (3888+265^30) fi+74/3 (216-1027^30) 
529200.R2 

4 2 i J 2 + 7 2 / 3 ( 3 3 + 2 y 3 0 ) f i - 3/7(3+62^30) 
3600i?2 

1638B 2 +7 2 / 3 (1647+4 V30)i i-74 ' '3(891+496V30) 
26460OR2 

- 1 2 6 i i 2 + 7 2 / 3 (1161 + 194 V30) i J+7 4 / 3 ( l l07-242V30) 
1058400.R2 

14f l 2 +7 2 / 3 ( l 31 + 10V30) iJ+7 4 / 3 (17-34^30) 
26460OR2 

-168ft2 + 7 2 / 3 (228+71 V30) i J+7 4 / 3 (516-29^30) 
1058400i?2 

Using the relations: 

p = ™E/i0), (n) 

i 

pua=m^2fl0)^a, (12) 
and adding over all velocities in Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) the mass conservation equation 
is obtained: 

3tp + da(pua) = 0. (13) 

It can be shown that the relations given by Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) together with 

puaup + peSaP =m^2 fj;0)£,i,a£i,f3, (14) 
i 

where e = -^- = B
m ° (Q + 1) is the internal energy. The former equations leads 

to the following expression for the macroscopic momentum conservation: 

dt{pua) + dp{puaup) + da(pe) + (l - A j Qpll™ = 0. (15) 

The tensor Irl s £V f\ ^itaCi,p can be obtained by using Eq. (9). If we want 
the viscous stress tensor to assume the usual form it is necessary that the third 
order equilibrium moments obey the expression: 

pUaUpUy + pe(u7Sa/3 + Ua8ll3 + Up8la) = m ^ / f &,a&,/3&,7- (16) 
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With this assumption, the momentum conservation equation takes the final form 

dt(pua) + dp(puaup) + da(pe) + dp [p.{daUi3 + dpua)} - dp [A(d7u7)] = 0, (17) 

where the transport coefficients are given by p, = A = pe (r — | ) . 
The energy equation was obtained using a similar approach. We first multiply 

the Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) by t2 than we sum over all directions. Subtracting from 
the resulting equation the part relative to the mechanical energy a equation for the 
evolution of the internal energy is found: 

dt(pe) + da(peua) + pe(daua) + (l - ^ ) (daqW + U^pdau^ = 0, (18) 

where, as in the case of the momentum equation, q& = J ^ £,f£i,afi — upRal. 

Eq. (9) can be used to calculate qa . Using the Eq. (11), Eq. (12), Eq. (14) and 
Eq. (16) together with 

(Ape2 + pu2e)Sal3 + (6pe + pu2)uaup = m J ^ /j(0)£f &,a&,/3 (19) 

the desired form for the energy equation is recovered, 

dt(pe)+da(peua)+da[k(dae)} + [pe6a/3+i2(daUi3+dl3Ua)+X(d1u1)Sal3}daUfi = 0,(20) 

with the thermal diffusivity k = 2pe (r — | ) . 
All the models discussed in the previous section recover the moments up to 

the third order, consequently these models obey the mass conservation in Eq. (13) 
and the momentum equation described in Eq. (17). The equilibrium distribution 
function for the lattice D2V17 cannot recover the moments of fourth order, therefore 
the internal energy calculated with this lattice does not follow Eq. (20). On the 
other hand, the distributions for the lattices D2V25 and D2V37 satisfy Eq. (19), 
thus satisfying the macroscopic energy conservation. 

4. Results 

In this section, the results obtained in the CE analysis are validated by the measure
ment of the kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity. This is done by comparing 
the analytical solution of the diffusive problem with simulations. The shock tube 
problem is also analyzed. The main objective of this analysis is to compare the 
different lattices. This problem was chosen because predicted analytical solutions 
are available, boundary conditions are not necessary (the boundary conditions can 
be very difficult to set in multispeeds schemes) and the computational cost is low 
(only ID problems are considered). 

4.1. Diffusive problem 

The diffusive problem can be described as follow: 

^ A = D 9 ^ ^ , g(0,t)=go, g(oo,t)=0, g(x,0) = 0 (21) 
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where x > 0 and t > 0. The analytical solution of this problem is: 
i 2 

D = x (22) 
_2invErfc(p(a:)/p0) 

where x and t are the position and time at the measurement point. This expression 
can be usefull to calculate the kinematic viscosity (D) if the function g(x, t) is 
replaced by uy(x, t) and g0 by a prescribed velocity. If g(x, t) is replaced by (T(x, £) — 
Too)/(T0 — Too), D will mean the thermal diffusivity. 

5x10 

4x10 

| 3x10"4 

C 

3 2x104 

1x10" 

20 40 
X 

" \ q ^<< 

\ V ^^v 

o t=1 
* t = 200 
° t - 800 
x t = 3200 

" 
. 

-

\ ^ V ^^^^^Hw 

60 80 

Fig. 3. Momentum diffusion in a D2V37 lattice. The dots are the simulated results and lines are 
the analytical solutions. 

4.2. Kinematic Viscosity Measurement 

We use a 20000 x 1 domain with periodic boundary conditions. Considering x = 0 
in the middle of the simulation domain, we set uy = 0.001 for x < 0 and uy = 0 for 
x > 0. Initially the temperature and density are constants in all the domain. 

The evolution of this problem is shown in Fig. 3. The simulation results agree 
with the results of the Chapman-Enskog analysis, with relative errors around 0.01% 
(see Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.2). If the velocity difference is increased, the viscous dissipa
tion can affect the results, but this was not observed until a Mach number difference 
equal to 0.6. The D2V17 lattice became unstable to 9 less than —0.1 (the same 
behavior occurred in the temperature and pressure step problems). 

4.3. Thermal Diffusivity Measurement 

For this measurement the same domain of the former simulation was used. The 
initial condition was a temperature step (G = 0.001 + G0 for x < 0 and G = G0 for 
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1 

0.1 

0.01 

" 

" 

0.01 -1/2 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4. The variation of the kinematic viscosity (a) with © for T = 1 and (b) with T for 0 = 0. 
Simulation results for ( • ) D2V17, (•) D2V25(W6) and (A) D2V37 are compared with analytical 
predictions. 

x > 0) and the density was set in order to obtain a constant pressure throughout 
the whole simulation domain. 

If G0 is zero, as in Fig. 4.3, the thermal diffusivity is correctly recovered in all 
the lattices with error of the order of 0.01%. If G0 deviates even a little from 0 the 
D2V17 starts to present errors that can be related to the lack of conservation of the 
fourth order moments. The D2V25(w6) lattice and the D2V37 lattice presented very 
good agreement with the Chapman-Enskog results in the range —0.5 < G0 < 0.5. 

0.1 

0.01 

r-^ 

•'' 

M 

,yr .•• 

-'Z' '' 

• 

T-l/2 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. Thermal diffusivity variation (a) with T for 0 O = 0 and (b) with 0 O for T = 1. Simulation 
results for ( • ) D2V17, (•) D2V25(W6) and (A) D2V37 are compared with analytical predictions. 

4.4. Shock Tube 

The shock tube problem was also simulated in a 20000 x 1 domain with periodic 
boundary conditions. The initial condition used was a density step (p = 1.001 for 
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x < 0 and p = 1.000 for x > 0) and a constant temperature. The spatial and 
temporal evolutions are shown in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.4. 

0,4999 

-

• 

• 

t = 0 
1 = 3000 

1 

1 

J 

5000 10000 15000 

X 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6. Shocktube profile in lattice units for the (a) pressure and (b) temperature. 

The sound speed was measured to study its dependence with the temperature. 
This is shown in Fig. 7. All the lattices presented excelent results (even the D2V17 
lattice), with relative errors smaller than 0.01%. 

Fig. 7. Sound speed dependence with 0 for the ( • ) D2V17, ( • ) D2V25(W6) and (A) D2V37 
lattices. The lines are given by the analyticial expression cs = ^J2(6 + l ) / a . 

5. Conclusions 

In this work, a Chapman-Enskog analysis was performed for deriving the macro
scopic transport equations for the mass, momentum and energy for some two-
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dimensional multi-speed LBE tha t were derived using a quadrature with prescribed 

abscissas method. The problem of describing the transfer of energy in fluids was 

discussed in relation with the order of approximation of the LBE. Simulation of the 

temperature , pressure and velocity steps were also presented and used to validate 

the Chapman-Enskog analysis 

Present results did not show any meaningful difference between the D2V25 con

structed to recover the (£,2£,a£,/3) moments and the full fourth order D2V37, when 

the t ransport coefficients and sound speed were measured from LB simulations and 

compared with the Chapman-Enskog theoretical predictions. Both models presented 

an excellent agreement and showed a comparable stability range, —0.5 < G < 0.5, 

when the relaxation time T is around 1 or greater. 

A von-Neumann stability analysis is, presently, being performed to estimate the 

G stability limits when the relaxation time r approaches its lower limit 1/2. 
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In this work, we present a derivation for the lattice-Boltzmann equation directly from 
the linearized Boltzmann equation, combining the following main features: multiple re
laxation times and thermodynamic consistency in the description of non isothermal com
pressible flows. The method presented here is based on the discretization of increasingly 
order kinetic models of the Boltzmann equation. Following a Gross-Jackson procedure, 
the linearized collision term is developed in Hermite polynomial tensors and the re
sulting infinite series is diagonalized after a chosen integer N, establishing the order of 
approximation of the collision term. The velocity space is discretized, in accordance with 
a quadrature method based on prescribed abscissas (Philippi et al., Phys. Rev E 73, 
056702, 2006). The problem of describing the energy transfer is discussed, in relation 
with the order of approximation of a two relaxation-times lattice Boltzmann model. The 
velocity-step, temperature-step and the shock tube problems are investigated, adopting 
lattices with 37, 53 and 81 velocities. 

Keywords: Lattice Boltzmann equation; thermal models; multiple relaxation times. 

PACS Nos.: 47.l l . - j , 05.10.-a, 51.10.+y. 

1. Introduction 

The lattice-Boltzmann equation (LBE) was introduced by McNamara & Zanetti l, 
replacing the Boolean variables in the discrete collision-propagation equations of 
the lattice gas model by their ensemble averages. Higuera & Jimenez 2 proposed a 
linearization of the collision operator derived from the Boolean models, recognizing 
that this full form was unnecessarily complex when the main purpose was to retrieve 
the hydrodynamic equations. Following this line of reasoning, Chen et al. 3 suggested 
replacing the collision term by a single relaxation-time term, followed by Qian et 
al. 4, who introduced a model based on the Bhatnagar, Gross and Krook (BGK) 
collision term 5, retrieving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with third-
order non-physical terms in the local speed, u. The BGK collision term describes 
the relaxation of the distribution function to a prescribed equilibrium. This discrete 
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equilibrium distribution was settled by writing it as a second-order polynomial 
expansion in the particle-velocity Cj, with coefficients adjusted to retrieve the mass 
density, the local velocity and the momentum flux, which are necessary conditions 
for satisfying the Navier-Stokes equations. 

Thermal lattice-BGK schemes included higher order terms in the equilibrium 
distribution function 6-7, requiring to increase the number of vectors in the velocity 
set {Ci,i = 0,...,b}. Nevertheless, the polynomial expansion form in the particle-
velocity Cj, with adjustable parameters, was retained, and the numerical simulations 
were performed on arbitrary lattices. 

In thermal problems, the BGK collision term restricts the models to a fixed 
Prandtl number. To allow a variable Prandtl number, at least two relaxation times 
are needed. In this way, a two-parameters model was introduced by He et al. 8 

using two sets of distributions for the particles number density and the thermo
dynamic internal energy, coupled through a viscous dissipation term and proposed 
to be run in a two-dimensional nine-velocities lattice. Full multiple relaxation time 
(MRT) models were firstly introduced in the LBE framework by d'Humieres 9. In 
that model, dispersion relations are used as constraints for the adjustable param
eters related to the short wave-length non-hydrodynamic moments, and numerical 
stability is assured by damping these higher frequency moments 10. 

The presently known lattice-Boltzmann equations have not been able to handle 
realistic thermal and fully compressible flow problems with satisfaction, since the 
simulation of the LBE is, frequently, followed by numerical instabilities when the lo
cal velocity increases n>12 . In fact, in previous works dealing with MRT models, the 
main concern is the numerical stability and not the description of non-isothermal 
or multi-component fluid flows, which, effectively, require additional relaxation pa
rameters. 

In a previous paper 13, a construction principle for the LBE was derived consid
ering the velocity discretization problem as a quadrature problem with prescribed 
abscissas. When the Njh order of approximation of a Hermite polynomial expansion 
to the Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) equilibrium distribution is chosen, the infinite and 
enumerable basis of the Hilbert space is replaced by a finite set of Hermite polyno
mial tensors, restricting the solutions to iV^-degree polynomials in the velocity c. 
The quadrature problem was, then, considered as to select a regular lattice {CJ}, in 
such a manner that the Hermite polynomials preserve the orthogonality. This was 
shown to be possible by assuring that the norm of each one of these functions is 
retrieved, exactly, by the quadrature. It was,also, shown that when the quadrature 
problem is solved, the 20-rank velocity tensors are isotropic, for 0 = 1, ...Nf. Similar 
results were, almost simultaneously, obtained by Shan et al. 14, although using a 
different formulation. 

In this paper, the collision model is obtained in accordance with a Gross-Jackson 
procedure 15, using its development in Hermite polynomial tensors. The resulting 
infinite series is diagonalized after a chosen order N, establishing the order of ap
proximation to the linearized Boltzmann equation. 
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For validating the model, the velocity-step, temperature-step, and shock tube 
problems are investigated, using the 37, 53 and 81 velocities lattices for several 
different combinations of parameters. 

2. Kinetic models for t he Boltzmann equation 

The Boltzmann equation 16>17, without external forces, reads 

dtf + c . v / = n, (i) 

where c is the particles velocity and Vt the collision integral. 
The equilibrium solution of the Boltzmann equation is the Maxwell-Boltzmann 

distribution, 

/ m \ D/2 - < e-")2 

feq _ I m \ ' 2fcT 

satisfying 

r rdc = nd, (3) 

feqcdc = ndu, (4) 

l-mr{c-u)2dc=^ndkT, (5) 

where nd is the number density of the particles with mass m, u is the local velocity, 
T is the thermodynamic temperature, and D the dimension of the physical space. 

Writing the distribution / = feq + fneq, with fneq = feq(f>, when / is near feq, 
the collision term can be written as 

n = feqc{4>}, (6) 

where £ is a linear operator. 

Considering the dimensionless peculiar velocity Cf = (^§p) (c — u), J#$^r ) 
to be an Hermite polynomial tensor 13, where (rg) is a sequence of indexes 
r i , r2, •••rg, the perturbation <f> can be developed as 17>18>19

; 

<P = ^2ae,(re)(
X>t)Jff8,(rB)(Cf), (7) 

9 

where repeated indexes means summation. The coefficients ag can be related to the 
macroscopic moments of / . Clearly, ao = 0, a\^a = 0. 

The viscous stress tensor, 

Pap = / mf (cQ - ua) {op - up) dc, (8) 

is related to the second order perturbation coefficient as 

a2,a(3 = - ^ 1 ( 9 ) 
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where p = ridkT is the thermodynamic pressure. Due to the energy conservation, 
the trace of P is null. Similarly, the net heat flux, qa, can be related to the con
tracted third order perturbation coefficient a3 ) Q 7 7 , and so forth with the higher 
order moments. 

Using the development of perturbation </>, Eq. (7), 

£{</>} = Y, ae,(reM^,(re)}- (10) 
e 

The resulting function from C (^e,(re))
 c a n be developed in terms of the #-order 

Hermite tensors that belong to the orthogonal basis of this space, 

(«e) 

where 7(re),(se) designate the (re),(se) components of 26>-order relaxation tensors. 
As £ is a self-adjoint operator, its eigenvalues are non-positive. When the terms 
above a chosen order N are diagonalized, following a Gross-Jackson procedure 15>16

; 

Eq. (10) reads 

N 

£ W = - J 2 \re),(se)
a0Xre)^e,(se) - 7 A , + I 0 . (12) 

0=0 

where A, , , . = —7, w , — 7., , . 6. . , . i s positive for all rg,sg, since A, . , . = 
—7(r ) (3 ) for all off-diagonal components, and the diagonal components 7 ( r ) (r } are 
negative with an absolute value that is greater than 7N + 1 for all 6 smaller or equal 
to N. Eq. (12) can be considered as an Ntft--order kinetic model to the collision term, 
with an absorption term ryN+14> resulting from the diagonahzation of the relaxation 
tensors after a given N. Therefore, all the moments of order higher than N are 
collapsed into a single non-equilibrium term. When N = 0 or N = 1, Eq. (12) gives 
the well known BGK model, when all the collision operator spectra is replaced by 
a single relaxation term. Each term in the sum, Eq. (12), gives the relaxation to 
the equilibrium of second or higher order kinetic moments that are not preserved 
in collisions. 

2.1. Second Order Collision Model 

We focus our analysis to the two dimensional space and second order models (N = 
2). From Eq. (12) 

A(r2),(32)a2,(r2)^,(s2) = Kpysa2,a/3^2,yS- (13) 

Requiring isotropy of the 4th rank relaxation tensor, it reads 

^al3~,5 = ^ldapS-yS + ^Sa-ySpS + ^asSp-y. (14) 

After some straightforward algebra, Eq. (13) reads 

Kp~,Sa2,apJK,yS = - f [TXxCfx + TyyCfy + 2TXyCfXCfy] , (15) 
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since 02,aa = 0, and A^ = Ai + A2. Finally, from Eq. (12), the second order collision 
term model in two dimensions, together with the advection term of the Boltzmann 
equation, can be written as 

dtf + C.Vrf •• -fe" ( — - [TxxC% + TyyCJy + 2TxyCfxCfy] + % (16) 

2.2. Chapman-Enskog analysis for the second order model in two 
dimensions 

Considering /(°) in the asymptotic expansion 

/ = /(°) + KnfW + ..., (17) 

to be the Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium distribution feq(n, u, T), where Kn is the 
Knudsen number, the zeroth order time derivative, resulting from the Chapman-
Enskog induced decomposition of the time derivative (dt = do + Knd\ + ...), reads, 

/ (0) 
1 

= 2 \CfaCfp - -Saf3\ dpua - (Cj - 1) V.u 

+ ( ^ ) 1 / 2 ( ^ - 2 ) C / . V l n T . (18) 

Using Eqs. (18) and (16), 

1 
2 ( < & dxux + 2[CJy dyUy + 2CfXCfy (dXUy + 8yUX) 

Cfx 

2A^ \T r2 

YTxx^fx 

Cfv 

TvvCfy 

(2kT\1/2 . 
V . u + I (C 

ml v • V" 2)C/ .VlnT 

2TXyCfXCfy] ~%4>. (19) 

Eqs. (18) and (19) are used to derive, in a formal way, constitutive equations for 
the viscous stress tensor, rap, and the net heat flux, qa. The transport coefficients 
found by this procedure are the first and the second viscosity coefficients, namely 

nkT 
V = V 2A M +7 3 ' 

(20) 

-ndaT, and the thermal conductivity, according to the Fourier's Law qa 

2nk2T 1 
K= . (21) 

m 73 

In this manner, the present second-order continuous kinetic model is thermody-
namically consistent and able for analyzing non-isothermal and fully compressible 
flows, which are described by independently tunable Reynolds and Prandtl num
bers. Consideration of third-order collision models will be, only, necessary, in multi-
component systems, for correctly describing third-order coupling, for instance, the 
Soret and Dufour effects 19. 
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3. Two-dimensional lattices for thermal problems 

The discretized advection term of the Boltzmann equation, adopted here, is the 
usual propagation term of the Lattice Boltzmann Equation or, formally, an explicit 
first order upwind finite-difference scheme. Hence, with the discretized collision 
term, for two dimensions, the particle evolution equation reads as 

fi(x* + ei,t* + 1) - ft(x*X) = - (f:q(x*,t*) - fi(x*,t*)) 
T 

-^f^{x*X)^(ela -u*a){elP -u*0) (22) 
' fJL P t-

where, - = 73J, — = A„<5, S is the physical time increment, and the star tagged 
variables are dimensionless variables. 

The N*/1- order approximation for the equilibrium distribution, in the discrete 
space, can be written as 13 

N f 

f:qNt
=WiT,aZre)(

n^*^)^'0,(re)(ei), (23) 
e=o 

where Wj is the discrete weight associated with the speed of the i-direction, and 
6 is the temperature deviation, defined as O = ijr — 1 (where To is a reference 
temperature) and related to the lattice internal energy e* through 

' = ^ <-> 

where a is a scaling factor, depending on a chosen lattice. The sound speed is related 
to the scaling factor through 

C - ^ H . (25) 
a 

For this evolution equation, when performing the Chapman-Enskog analysis, the 
calculation of the momentum flux requires the 4t,l-order moments to be correctly 
retrieved. The kinematic viscosity is given by 

0 + 1 / 1 l \ 

*=-5r(xTT-5). <») 
which is closely related to Eq. (20). The parameter —1/2 is due to the spatial 
discretization. A lattice with 37 velocities (D2V37) 13 was found to be the minimal 
space filling lattice correctly retrieving the momentum flux, for this two collision-
parameters model. The set of velocity vectors composing this lattice is the following 
one, e,- = {0,1, y/2, 2, V5, 2V2,3, VW}. 

The thermal diffusivity coefficient has the following form, 
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although the heat flux vector contains errors 0(u*6, Qu*4, Q2u*2). The D2V37 lat
tice is able to retrieve only 4"l-order moments, and a 5t,l-order approximation 
to the equilibrium distribution lattice proved to be necessary. A lattice with 53 
velocities (D2V53) fulfilling these constraints was, then, obtained, according to 
the method exposed in Ref. 13. The velocity vectors follow the sequence |ej| = 
{0,1, V2, 2, y/5, 2\/2, 3, \ / l0 , \ /r3,4, \ / l7} . The D2V53 lattice was found to be the 
minimal two-dimensional space-filling lattice for the correct description of the flow 
of energy with this two relaxation time collision model, without any Knudsen first 
order errors. 

4. Numerical Simulations 

In the simulations, the D2V37 and D2V53 lattices and also a 81 velocity lattice 
(D2V81), with a 6th order approximation to the maxwellian equilibrium distribu
tion, were used. We numerically measured the sound speed, kinematic viscosity and 
thermal diffusivity. We also present results for the shock tube problem. 

4.1. Transport coefficients 

Several numerical simulations for the transport coefficients were carried out. The 
measured results are compared with the analytical results. Fig. l.a shows the results 
for the sound speed versus the temperature deviation O. The sound speed increases 
with the number of lattice discrete velocities. Excellent agreement has been found 
between the numerical experiments and the analytical results. The measurement of 
the kinematic viscosity was done using a velocity-step. The results for the kinematic 
viscosity was plotted versus the Prandtl number (Pr) for the different lattices. The 
temperature deviation 0 was set to 0, and the Prandtl number varies from 0.01 
to 100. The results are presented in Fig. l.b and show excellent agreement be
tween the theory and simulation. For the measurement of the thermal diffusivity, a 
temperature-step was used. The thermal diffusivity was plotted against the temper
ature deviation and the results are shown in Fig. 2. All the results show excellent 
agreement between numerical experiments and theoretical predictions. 

4.2. Shock tube 

For the shock tube problem, a D2V81 lattice and a domain with 105 sites was used. 
The temperature deviation was set to 0 at t* = 0, and Pr = 1. The ratio between the 
densities is 4. Fig. 3 shows the numerical results for density, temperature, pressure 
and velocity after 2,000 time steps. The pressure level is correctly predicted when 
compared with analytical results. 
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Fig. 1. Results of the numerical mesurements for the D2V37, D2V53 and D2V81 lattices for: (a) 
speed of sound versus temperature, and (b) kinematic viscosity versus Prandtl number. In both 
graphics, the dotted lines are the analytical results. 
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Fig. 2. Results of the numerical measurements of thermal diffusivity versus the temperature 
deviation 0 for the D2V37, D2V53 and D2V81 lattices. Dotted lines are analytical results. 

5. Conclusions 

In this work, a method for simulating non-isothermal compressible flows within 
the lattice Boltzmann framework was presented. The linearized collision term of 
the Boltzmann equation was expanded in terms of non-equilibrium moments and 
discretized. Analytical results for the transport coefficients were reported and agree 
very well with the numerical experiments. The collision model can also be used for 
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Fig. 3. Results for the (a) density, (b) temperature deviation, (c) pressure and (d) velocity profiles 
in the shock tube problem (t* = 2,000). 

multi-component modeling, if one want to obtain tunable independent parameters 

for the t ransport coefficients in the macroscopic equations. 
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Although several thermal lattice Boltzmann models have been proposed, this method has not yet been shown
to be able to describe nonisothermal fully compressible flows in a satisfactory manner, mostly due to the
presence of important deviations from the advection-diffusion macroscopic equations and also due to numeri-
cal instabilities. In this context, this paper presents a linear stability analysis for some lattice Boltzmann models
that were recently derived as discrete forms of the continuous Boltzmann equation �P. C. Philippi, L. A. Hegele,
Jr., L. O. E. dos Santos, and R. Surmas, Phys. Rev. E 63, 056702 �2006��, in order to investigate the sources
of instability and to find, for each model, the upper and lower limits for the macroscopic variables, between
which it is possible to ensure a stable behavior. The results for two-dimensional �2D� lattices with 9, 17, 25,
and 37 velocities indicate that increasing the order of approximation of the lattice Boltzmann equation en-
hances stability. Results are also presented for an athermal 2D nine-velocity model, the accuracy of which has
been improved with respect to the standard D2Q9 model, by adding third-order terms in the lattice Boltzmann
equation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The main goal of the lattice Boltzmann method is to
model the dynamical behavior of a fluid on the kinetic level.
This purpose is accomplished by calculating the evolution of
the distribution function in space and time, given a discrete
set of velocities.

The lattice-Boltzmann equation �LBE� was first intro-
duced by McNamara and Zanetti �1�, replacing the lattice gas
automata Boolean variables, �2�, in the discrete collision-
propagation equations, with their ensemble averages.

Higuera and Jiménez �3� proposed a linearization of the
collision term derived from the Boolean models, recognizing
that this full form was unnecessarily complex when the main
purpose was to retrieve the hydrodynamic equations.

Following this line of reasoning, Chen et al. �4� suggested
replacing the collision term with a single relaxation time
term, followed by Qian et al. �5�, who introduced a model
based on the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook �BGK� model �6�, re-
trieving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with
third-order errors in the local speed.

The BGK collision term describes the relaxation of the
distribution function toward an equilibrium distribution. This
discrete equilibrium distribution was settled in lattice Boltz-
mann models by writing it as a second-order polynomial
expansion in the local fluid velocity, with adjustable param-
eters in order to retrieve the mass density, the local velocity
and the momentum flux equilibrium moments, which are
necessary conditions for satisfying the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions.

Thermal lattice Boltzmann models were firstly treated by
Alexander et al. �7�, who extended the Qian et al. second-
order equilibrium distribution to a third-order model for

solving some thermohydrodynamic problems, resulting in a
good agreement when compared with analytical solutions.

McNamara and Alder �8�, found a set of 13 and 26 restric-
tions that this expansion must satisfy to retrieve the correct
advection-diffusion macroscopic equations, respectively, in
two and three dimensions.

Nonlinear deviations in the momentum and energy equa-
tions, in the model of Alexander and co-workers, were found
by Chen et al. �9�, who introduced a fourth order polynomial
expansion into the equilibrium distribution, fitting adjustable
parameters. These authors used combinations of square lat-
tices for satisfying the restrictions imposed by the Chapman-
Enskog analysis and found a 16-velocity lattice in two di-
mensions and a lattice with 41 velocities in three dimensions.

With the exception of McNamara and Zanetti’s uncondi-
tionally stable LBE, �1�, all the above models have stability
issues �8,9�.

In these studies the equilibrium distribution was written as
finite expansions in the local velocity with free parameters
that were adjusted to satisfy some main restrictions to re-
trieve the full advection-diffusion equations. Consequently,
there is no formal link connecting the LBE to the Boltzmann
equation.

This connection has been first established by He and Luo
�10� who directly derived the LBE from the Boltzmann equa-
tion for some widely known lattices �D2Q9, D2Q6, D2Q7,
D3Q27� by the discretization of the velocity space, using the
Gauss-Hermite and Gauss-Radau quadrature. Excluding the
above mentioned lattices, the discrete velocity sets obtained
by this kind of quadrature do not generate regular space-
filling lattices.

Philippi et al. �11� derived a construction principle for the
LBE considering the velocity discretization problem as a
quadrature problem with prescribed abscissas, starting from
the Boltzmann equation. It was formally shown that the
number of discrete velocities is directly related to the order
of approximation of the discrete equilibrium distribution,
with respect to the full Maxwell-Boltzmann �MB� distribu-
tion and, consequently, to the highest order of the kinetic
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moments that are to be correctly retrieved. Similar results
were, almost simultaneously, obtained by Shan et al. �12�,
although using a different procedure.

In this manner, lattices that are able to retrieve second-,
third-, and fourth-order terms in the Maxwellian distribution
were derived.

The results of Philippi et al. were followed by a rigorous
Chapman-Enskog analysis of the derived LBE, �13�. It was
shown that, when the collision term is written as a BGK
single relaxation-time term, the first-order Knudsen internal
energy balance equations are only retrieved without errors
with the fourth-order LBE.

Three fourth-order two-dimensional models were derived
by Philippi et al.: The first two based on a set of 25 discrete
velocities and the third on a set of 37 velocities. The 37-
velocity model was the only one that was written with a
complete set of fourth-order Hermite polynomials and since
all these three lattice BGK �LBGK� models give the correct
thermohydrodynamics, it appeared to be important to deter-
mine in which manner the addition of these high-order Her-
mite polynomials affects the LBE stability in nonisothermal
problems.

The stability limits were also obtained in athermal prob-
lems, when the temperature deviations are kept null and the
sole source of instability is the local speed.

In both the athermal and thermal models it was found that
the main reason for instability is the lack of accuracy of the
LBE representation with respect to the full continuous Bolt-
zmann equation and that the attainment of larger stability
ranges requires an increase in the order of approximation of
the LBE.

This is an important result, since this also requires an
increase in the number of velocities and is somewhat in con-
tradiction with past studies dealing with simulations using
multispeed models where the addition of speeds being led to
an increase in instability �14�. In fact, in past studies, the
a posteriore nature of these methods provided no means to
avoid the stability issues in a satisfactory manner.

In this study, it is shown that the construction principle
derived by Philippi et al. �11�, leads to LB models, in which
stability can be enhanced by increasing the number of dis-
crete velocities in a systematic way.

It is also shown that stability can be improved by adding
higher order Hermite polynomials in the MB polynomial ex-
pansion, when the norm of such polynomials is preserved in
the discrete space, although this addition has no effect on its
first-order Knudsen number behavior. In this paper, this is
shown to be true for the D2Q9 athermal LBE.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the velocity
discretization procedure is briefly presented. In Sec. III,
some highlights of linear stability analysis are provided. The
stability maps obtained for the various models are also pre-
sented. Section IV concludes the paper.

II. DISCRETE VELOCITY MODELS
FOR THERMAL PROBLEMS

The LBE for collision-propagation schemes can be for-
mally considered as a particular case of an explicit first-order

upwind finite-difference numerical approximation of the con-
tinuous Boltzmann equation and can be written, for a given
point x at a time t, as

f i�x* + ci,t* + 1� − f i�x*,t*� = �i, �1�

where x*=x /h and t*= t /� are given in dimensionless lattice
units, ci are the usual dimensionless lattice vectors, h and �
are the spatial and time steps and �i is the discretized colli-
sion term, usually a collision model such as the BGK single
relaxation time model �6� or a multiple relaxation time model
�15,16�. In most cases the collision operator �i depends on
the explicit form of the local equilibrium distribution func-
tion, so when the velocity discretization is performed it is
necessary to choose a suitable form for this distribution.

For the BGK collision operator, a Chapman-Enskog
analysis shows that the correct hydrodynamic equations are
retrieved when the discrete distributions f i

eq have the same
moments as the MB distribution up to a third-order term for
isothermal problems and some additional fourth-order terms
for thermal problems. In many models this function is ob-
tained by a power series of the local velocity u, where the
coefficients of this expansion are chosen so that f i

eq follows
the relation

��p�eq =� feq����p���d� = �
i

f i
eq�p��i� , �2�

where feq��� is the MB distribution function.
In Philippi et al. �11�, the discretization of the velocity

space is considered as a quadrature problem, i.e., the discrete
distributions f i

eq in the right-hand side of Eq. �2� are replaced
by the value of a polynomial approximation of the MB dis-
tribution evaluated at the pole �i, multiplied by a parameter
Wi, which represents the weight to be attributed to each ve-
locity vector �i required by the quadrature condition.

Defining a dimensionless velocity �o= �kT0 /m�−1/2�, the
MB distribution can be written as an infinite series of Her-
mite polynomial tensors Hrn

�n���o� �16,17�,

feq��o� = 	 m

kT0

D/2 e−�0

2/2

�2��D/2�
n

1

n!
arn

�n�Hrn

�n���o� , �3�

where T0 is a reference and constant temperature, D is the
space dimension, and the coefficients arn

�n� are related to the
macroscopic properties at equilibrium and can be found us-
ing the orthogonality properties of the Hermite polynomials
�13�. An approximated form of the MB distribution f i

eq,N is
obtained when the polynomial expansion in Eq. �3� is trun-
cated in the Nth order. It is, nevertheless, important to note
that any moment of a velocity polynomial �p whose order is
equal to or lower than N will be the same as when it is
calculated with the full MB distribution:

� feq�p���d� =� feq,N�p���d� . �4�

In this manner, to retrieve the correct moments of the MB
equilibrium distribution in a discrete velocity space, based on
a few velocity vectors, a quadrature is performed, enabling
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the integration of the polynomial velocity functions up to a
chosen order, without errors. This allows us to write

� feq����p���d� = �
i

Wi f
eq,N��i��p��i� . �5�

The weights Wi can be written in terms of the conventional
dimensionless weights wi by using

Wi = wie
�o

2/2	2�kT0

m

D/2

. �6�

In Ref. �11�, the use of prescribed abcissas was proposed
to perform the quadrature, i.e., the velocity vectors �o,i are
chosen and weights wi and a scale factor are determined
from the quadrature restrictions. This scale factor relates the
dimensionless velocity vectors to the usual lattice vectors
through �o,i=aci. The authors also showed that when a lattice
that is invariant by coordinate permutation and reflection is
chosen, the following norm preservation equations assure the
orthogonality of the Hermite polynomials in the discrete
space:

�
i=0

b

�i�Hrn

�n���o,i��2 =
1

�2��D/2 � e−�o
2/2�Hrn

�n���o��2d�o �7�

for all Hermite polynomial tensors Hrn

�n� with an order lower
than or equal to N. In this manner, the discrete velocities are
chosen in such a manner as to make the number of
variables—the weights and the scale factor—equal to the
number of linearly independent equations given by Eq. �7�.
When this set of equations has a solution, this condition as-
sures that the norm of the Hermite polynomial tensors in
discrete space is the same as in continuous space.

By defining f i�Wi f��i�, it is possible to obtain the usual
form of the discrete equilibrium distribution used in the lat-
tice LBM,

f i
eq = wi�

n=0

N
1

n!
arn

�n�Hrn

�n��aci� . �8�

Some sets of velocities and the equilibrium distributions for
the third- and fourth-order models, which are used in this
study, can be found in the Appendix.

III. LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS

Instability is a common feature of numeric discrete meth-
ods. Since LBM �i� is based on polynomial approximations
of the full continuous Boltzmann equation and �ii� discreti-
zation is always performed with errors that are proportional
to some power of the spatial scale, h, and time step, �, �iii�
and the method is explicit in time, so the LBE is also subject
to numerical instabilities.

As discussed in Sec. II, the LBM can be considered as an
explicit first-order finite-difference method, so von Neumann
linear stability analysis can be applied to the LBE. In the
present von Neumann analysis, the aim is to obtain the re-
sponse of a system, described by a set of equations, which is
slightly removed from a given equilibrium state by a small

perturbation. When this perturbation is not absorbed by the
system itself, such an equilibrium state is considered to be
unstable and the mathematical description for this system is
unable to describe the system in this state. This is performed
using spatial wave perturbations, the effects of which can be
superposed, when this physical system is described by linear
equations.

Most LBE are nonlinear because they are based on colli-
sion operators that are quadratic in f i. This requires the lin-
earization of the LBE and, although this simplification limits
the analysis to small perturbations, it can provide valuable
information about the stability behavior of the LBE models.
The LBE linearization is performed by developing the colli-
sion term in a Taylor series around a global equilibrium dis-

tribution f̄ i:

f̄ i = �f i
eq�	̄,ū,ē �9�

related to an equilibrium state given by the set of variables 	̄,
ū, and ē, where stability is analyzed.

Noting that the collision operator is a function of f i, i.e.,
�i��i�f0 , f1 , . . . , fb� this Taylor expansion can be written in
the form

�i�f� = ��i� f̄ +�
j

��i

� f̄ j


f̄

�f j + O��f j
2� , �10�

where �f i� f i− f̄ i. The zeroth-order term in Eq. �10� vanishes

because f̄ is an equilibrium distribution. Replacing this ex-
pansion in Eq. �1� and neglecting the second-order terms in
�f i,

�f i�x + ci,t + 1� − �f i�x,t� = �
j=0

b  ��i

� f̄ j


f̄

��f j� . �11�

Performing a discrete Fourier transform in Eq. �11� the
following equation for the k wave number component of �f i
is then obtained:

�f i�k,t + 1� = e−ici·k�
j=0

b ��ij +
��i

� f̄ j


f̄
��f j�k,t� . �12�

The above equation gives the time evolution of the fluc-
tuation �f i�k , t� from its initial value �f i�k ,0�. For conve-
nience this equation will be rewritten using

��f i�k,t + 1�� = L̂��f i�k,t�� , �13�

where the Dirac notation for vectors was used and the opera-

tor L̂ is related to the matrix,

Lij = e−ici·k��ij +
��i

� f̄ j


f̄
� . �14�

Let the eigenvectors of Lij be denoted by �zl� and their
respective eigenvalues by zl. In the present case it is suitable
to choose these eigenvectors as a basis for representing the

perturbed state at t=0, ��f�k ,0��, because when the L̂ opera-

tor is applied on these vectors it results in L̂ �zl�=zl �zl�. In
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this manner, after t repeated applications of L̂,

��f�k,t�� = L̂t��f�k,0�� = �
l=0

b

bl�zl�t�zl� , �15�

where bl= �zl ��f�k ,0��. Equation �15� shows that the behav-
ior of ��f�k , t�� can be determined by its eigenvalues zl and,
consequently, that the solution will not diverge for t→
 if
the complex modulus of the eigenvalues zl are less than 1 for
all values of l.

In conclusion, the investigation of the stability of a physi-
cal state given by 	̄, ū and ē, requires, in von Neumann
stability theory, the calculation of the eigenvalues zl of the Lij
matrix. This state is considered to be stable when �zl� is
smaller than 1 for all values of k, whose moduli can assume
values from 0 to 2� since the Lij matrix elements depend on
the wavenumber through the periodic function e−ik·ci.

A. Stability maps of some two-dimensional LBE

In this section the procedure described in the previous
section is used to find the stability maps of some two-
dimensional LBE proposed by Philippi et al., �11�. We re-
strict our attention to the BGK, single relaxation time, colli-
sion model �6�,

�i =
f i

eq − f i

�*
, �16�

where �*=� /� is the dimensionless form of the relaxation
time.

The LAPACK++ �Linear Algebra Package for the C++
language� was used to numerically solve the eigenvalue
problem, since analytical solutions are only possible for a
few particular cases.

The use of numerical methods for obtaining the stability
maps is hindered by the large number of diagonalizations
required since the matrix must be evaluated for several val-
ues of the wave number k. In this manner, the dependence of
the Lij eigenvalues on the orientation of k was investigated.
The results showed that the most unstable case occurs when
vectors k and u are parallel, so in the analysis, the orientation
of k is restricted to this case. Previous studies on stability
have also considered this restriction �18,19�.

In particular, Sterling and Chen, �15� have also considered
vectors k and u to be parallel to the x axis. Nevertheless, it is
shown in Fig. 1 that this assumption can lead to erroneous
conclusions. In this figure, the stability limits of the local
speed speed u are shown for three different orientations of k,
for the D2Q9 athermal LBE. The symbol � gives the angular
orientation of vector k with respect to the x axis. In this case,
it can be seen that the most critical orientation corresponds to
�=� /4 and not to �=0 as in Sterling and Chen �15�. Thus it
can be concluded that the effect of this orientation on the
stability limits must be taken into account for each LBE.

For these reasons, for each LBE the stability is investi-
gated considering several values of the wave number k from
zero to � distributed in accordance with a fixed interval k
=0.005 and several values of the angle � in the range of 0 to
� /4 spaced by an interval of �=� /100.

1. Athermal models

Our analysis begins with a study of models that use the
D2Q9 lattice. The usual D2Q9, first suggested by Qian et al.
�5�, has a second-order equilibrium distribution and can be
obtained from the MB distribution by the method described
in Sec. II when the order of approximation is set to N=2 and
the temperature is kept constant and equal to To. This lattice
was chosen because some third-order moments can be incor-
porated into this second-order equilibrium distribution using
the quadrature procedure described in Sec. II.

In fact, for this LBE, when the weights obtained for the
second-order model are used, the norm of the third-order
Hermite polynomials Hxxy

�3� and Hxyy
�3� are also preserved. This

allows the inclusion of the related third-order moments in the
equilibrium distribution, which takes on the following form:

f i
eq = 	wi�1 + 3�u · ci� +

9

2
�u · ci�2 −

3

2
u2

+
27

2
�ux

2�cy,iuy�	cx,i
2 −

1

3

 + uy

2�cx,iux�	cy,i
2 −

1

3

�� .

�17�

Since this inclusion does not have any effect on the
second-order and lower equilibrium moments, the momen-
tum balance macroscopic equations continue to be affected
by third-order O�u3� errors and the question that remains to
be answered is whether the inclusion of these third-order
Hermite polynomials has any effect on the LBE stability.

In this manner the D2Q9 stability was analyzed by com-
paring the D2Q9 LBGK with a second- and a third-order
equilibrium distribution. These models were also compared
with the Lallemand and Luo, �18�, multiple relaxation time
�MRT� model, since this model was also built with the aim of
improving the LBE stability.

The present analysis can be found in Fig. 2 and is focused
on values of the relaxation time very close to its singular
limit 1 /2. The abscissa was chosen as 1 /�* in order to com-
pare with previous results from Ref. �18�. It can be observed
that both the second- and the third-order LBGK models
present a homogeneous decrease in the local speed stability
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0.4

0 0.05 0.1

u
m

a
x

ν∗

θ = 0
θ = π/8
θ = π/4

FIG. 1. �Color online� Dependence of the stability limits on the
orientation of the wave vector k with respect to the x axis for the
D2Q9 LBGK model, where �*= ��*−1 /2� /3.
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limit when the relaxation time approaches 1/2, whereas this
limit remains insensitive to the �* variation in the MRT
model, up to �*=0.50251. Although the results presented by
Lallemand and Luo are not related to quasi-incompressible
models, as the present LBGK ones are, they attributed the
better performance of the MRT model with respect to the
second-order LBGK to the use of high frequency relaxation
terms in modeling the collision term.

Figure 2 shows, nevertheless, that the third-order LBGK
model has a considerably better performance when compared
with the second-order one and with the MRT model in what
concerns its stability limits. In this manner, the addition of
third-order velocity polynomials largely improve the stability
range and this improvement is due to the equilibrium distri-
bution representation itself and not to the use of extra relax-
ation terms in the collision model. This is an important con-
clusion, since it avoids the use of MRT dispersion relations
for the adjustable parameters—related to the short wave-
length nonhydrodynamic moments—to increase numerical
stability.

In fact, the improvement of the stability limits by increas-
ing the order of the polynomial approximation to the full MB
equilibrium distribution in LBGK models has shown to be a
general result. This can be seen in Fig. 3, where the second
order LBGK D2Q9 model is compared with the full third-
order D2V17 and with the full fourth-order D2V37 models,
derived by Philippi et al. �11�. These LBE are shown in the
Appendix of the present paper. For the athermal results
shown in Fig. 3 the temperature T was kept constant, T=T0.

In the use of LBM it is of great interest to solve high
Reynolds number flow problems and this usually requires
dealing with low values of the kinematic viscosity and, con-
sequently, with relaxation times very close to their lower
limits. A Chanpman-Enskog analysis, �13�, shows that for
these three models the dimensionless kinematic viscosity is
given by

�* =
1

a2	�* −
1

2

 . �18�

Since the scale factor a is dependent on the lattice, it is better
to draw the lattice maps in terms of the dimensionless kine-
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Maximum speed assuring linear stability
for models using the D2Q9 lattice.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Stability map for the second-, third-, and
fourth-order athermal models.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Positive and negative maximum stable
values for deviation of the temperature from To for u*=0.
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matic viscosity, instead of using the dimensionless relaxation
time �* since in a great number of physical problems the
parameter of interest is the Reynolds number.

Figure 3 shows a detailed stability map for the local ve-
locity for these three models. It can be observed that the
stability limits remain larger for higher order LB models
even for very small viscosity values. In the case of the
D2V37 athermal model, the maximum velocity predicted, in
this analysis was u*=0.4, corresponding to a dimensionless
kinematic viscosity of �*=0.0007.

2. Thermal models

The main purpose of this study is to understand the rea-
sons why the LBE becomes unstable when the temperature
deviations increase. To address this subject, the temperature
deviations are expressed by

� =
T

To
− 1. �19�

The thermal LBE, D2V25�W1�, D2V25�W2�, and D2V37
presented by Philippi et al. �11�, are investigated and com-
pared with the thermal model of Chen et al. �9�, since the
latter model retrieves the correct macroscopic balance equa-
tions for the momentum and energy.

For the models considered in this analysis the dimension-
less kinematic viscosity can be written as

�* =
�� + 1�

a2 	�* −
1

2

 �20�

and the Prandtl number is equal to 1.
Since the viscosity is dependent on the temperature the

stability maps were drawn in terms of �* / ��+1�. Consider-
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Positive and negative maximum stable
values for deviation of the temperature from To for u*=0.2.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Positive and negative maximum stable
values for deviation of the temperature from To for u*=0.4.
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ing that the model of Chen et al. has, in principle, no scale
factor, the value of a for this model was set in such way that
the macroscopic state with �=0 is the most stable one.

Figure 4 shows both the �a� positive and �b� negative lim-
its for �, considering a null local velocity. It can be observed
that the model of Chen et al. gives no stable values for the
temperature deviations, when �* / ��+1��0.2. The results
also show that the models proposed by Philippi et al. are
stable over a large interval of temperatures even when the
kinematic viscosity attains very low values. As in the previ-
ous section, the higher order D2V37 model has a broad sta-
bility range, followed by the D2V25�W6� LBE, although the
D2V25�W1� LBE may appear to be more stable for low vis-
cosity values, �* / ��+1��0.02. It can also be noted that the
curves are not symmetric with respect to the axis �=0. This
was to be expected since � is related to the internal energy
through e*= ��+1� /a2.

Figures 5 and 6 give the same � stability maps when the
local velocity u* increases, attaining the values u*=0.2 and

u*=0.4. The Chen et al. model is not included since this
model does not have any stability window in these stability
maps when the local velocity u*�0.2.

As expected, an increase in the local velocity reduces the
range of temperature deviations which results in a stable be-
havior.

The thermal LB models derived by Philippi et al. �11�, are
still stable over a large range of temperature deviations. Al-
though this range decreases with u* and disappears for very
small values of �* / ��+1� these results show that the D2V25
and D2V37 have very improved stability ranges when com-
pared to past models.

Another important conclusion from this and the previous
sections is that the main reason for LBE instability is a poor
discrete representation of the continuous Boltzmann equa-
tion. In fact, although the present analysis is restricted to
LBGK equations, in all the stability maps given in Figs. 4–6,
stability is always increased when the LBE is derived in a
systematic way from the continuous Boltzmann equation,
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leading to enhanced higher-order representations of the con-
tinuous Boltzmann equation.

IV. CONCLUSION

The main purpose of this paper was to investigate the
extent to which a temperature deviation can be supported by
a thermal LBE, particularly when its order of approximation
to the Boltzmann equation is increased. In this way, a linear
stability analysis of several thermal and athermal models was
performed.

Contrary to some conclusions that have been reported in
LBE literature �14,18,20�, our results show that the use of
additional speeds improves the stability, when the LBE is
derived in a systematic way, considering it as a polynomial
approximation to the continuous Boltzmann equation. Also
the quadrature weights and scaling factor must be chosen in
such a way as to preserve the same moments as the MB
distribution.

It has also been shown that for athermal models, the use
of a higher order LBE increases the linear stability limits of
the local velocity, u. In particular, the use of more complete
equilibrium distributions by the addition of suitable higher
order Hermite polynomials gives a better stability to the
LBE, although this does not affect the macroscopic behavior
of its Knudsen first-order moments.

The large number of discrete velocities, which makes the
present thermal LBE difficult to handle in computers in prac-
tical advection-diffusion problems, is a direct consequence of
the adoption of a discrete collision-propagation scheme in
deriving these models. The number of discrete velocities can
be suitably reduced by using alternative finite-difference
time and spatial discretization of the stream term in the Bolt-
zmann equation and is the subject of a ongoing work being
carried out by the authors.

In the same manner, although the present analysis was
restricted to LBGK models, it can be easily extended to col-
lision models that are beyond the BGK framework. An LBE
with two relaxation times LBE that avoids the unitary
Prandtl number restriction was systematically derived by the
authors, �16�, and will be the subject of a future paper on
stability analysis.
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APPENDIX: TWO-DIMENSIONAL LATTICES

The procedure described in Sec. II can be used to obtain
the LBE as progressively enhanced representations of the
continuous Boltzmann equation with the BGK collision
model, when the order of the polynomial approximation to
the MB equilibrium distribution is increased.

Seventeen discrete velocities were required for a full
third-order model, resulting in the D2V17 LBE shown in

Fig. 7�a� whose equilibrium distribution is given by

f i
eq,3 = 	wi�1 − � + a2ci · u +

a4

2
�ci · u�2 −

a2u2

2
+

a2ci
2�

2

+
a4�

2
ci

2�ci · u� +
a6

6
�ci · u�3 − 2�a2�ci · u�

−
a4u2

2
ci · u� , �A1�

where the weights and the scaling factor a are shown in
Table I.

The models with fourth-order terms in the equilibrium
distribution are the D2V25�W1�, D2V25�W6�, and the
D2V37.

TABLE I. Weights and scaling factor of D2V17 model.

i wi

0 575+193�193
8100

1–4 3355−91�193
18000

5–8 655+17�193
27000

9–12 685−49�193
54000

13–16 1445−101�193
162000

a �5�25+�193�

72

TABLE II. Weights and scaling factor of the D2V25 models.

i D2V25�W1� D2V25�W6�

0 2592a8−7380a6+11165a4−7950a2+2148
2592a8

16�6849−1135�33�

3�15−�33�4

1–4 12a4−13a2+4
32a8

64�2619−437�33�

15�15−�33�4

5–8 −24a6−89a4−80a2+24
240a8

512�7−�33�

�15−�33�4

9–12 −3a4+10a2−4
320a8

8�159+47�33�

15�15−�33�4

13–16 144a6−574a4+735a2−264
11340a8

2�17+�33�

�15−�33�4

17–20 4a4−15a2+12
12960a8

64�99−13�33�

105�15−�33�4

21–24 −12a6+49a4−70a2+36
13440a8

4�−93+19�33�

105�15−�33�4

a 1
6
� 1

2 � 53�1081−18�52413�1/3+251−�1081−18�52413�2/3

�1081−18�52413�1/3 � 1

2
� 1

2
�15−�33�
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The 25-velocity lattices are shown in Figs. 7�b� and 7�c�.
These two LBE recover the complete Knudsen first-order
advection-diffusion equations, without errors and their equi-
librium distribution can be written as

f i
eq,4i = f i

eq,3 + 	wi�a4

8
�2ci

4 − a2�2ci
2 + a2�u2 −

a4

4
u2ci

2�

−
3a4

2
��u · ci�2 +

a6

4
��u · ci�2ci

2 +
a4

8
u4

−
a6

4
�u · ci�2u2 −

a8

192
u4ci

2 +
a8

24
u2ci

2�u · ci�2� . �A2�

The weights and the scaling factor for these models can be
found in Table II.

Full fourth-order models required a set of 37 lattice vec-
tors in two-dimensions, giving the D2V37 LBE, shown in
Fig. 7�d� and its equilibrium distribution can be written as

f i
eq,4 = f i

eq,3 + 	wi�a4u4

8
+ a2�u2 + �2 −

a6u2

4
�ci · u�2

−
3a4

2
��ci · u�2 − a2�2ci

2 −
a4

4
�u2ci

2 +
a8

24
�ci · u�4

+
a6

4
��ci · u�2ci

2 +
a4

8
�2ci

4� �A3�

with the weights and scaling factor given in Table III.
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